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PREFACE

r >
The Division of tbnsumer StUbdies,Bureau of Foods, Food and Drug
Administr4tion has sponsoied this Consumer Nutrition Knowledge
SUrNey. The data collected from this survey will assist the .

Bureau of Foods in the promotion and maintenance of goonutritiona
status for the nation,. The safety, composition, quality and label
of foods are important tiiood nutrition. Protection of these
attributes on behalf of the gonsumed through, effective regulation
'Forms the heart of the Bureau's- programs and policies.

Research on the consumer's knowledge of and attitudes toward nutrition
. is a longitudinal study-to provide information to the Agericy in regard
to food, nutrition, food labeling, and other current issues of concern.
-Data on attitudes toward ingredient'labeling and comprehension of
nutritith labeling are helpful in developing or modifying regulations;
plannini-educational programs and otherwise maximizing cbnsumer-usage
of food product information.

Adequate knowledge and informationare necessary if consumers are to
beable to cheose foods wisely for themselves and their families. A
majoriof information on packaged foodsis food The:
survey grew out of the need for a periodic asSessmerit of'how, well
equipped consumers are to use this information to choose foods wisely
and main terra good nutritional status. -The need grows zore Acute'
as food rharket conditions' undergo vast changes both in the'costzand.
in the type of foods that are being sold. The number of new pods
and food analogues is increasing rapidly. Foods are being fortified
or enriched. More foods are being processed and a greater variety of
processing methods are being used.

I

.

Faced with today's food market, answers to basic questions suc as what
do consumers know and believe about foods and what are their hopping
habits become essential for identifying problem areas. Identification
of where problems are most prevalent also involves the identification
of population groups especially susceptible to these Ooblems. These
population groups can often be identified by background characteristics
like age, income, education, sex and `region. ofp2the.country.

The survey is de signed to -receive' input from consumer's about what

infdrmation they need to help improve their nutritional status. The
data from which the findings presented in this report were taken will.
be further analyzed from this perspective and made gvailable in future
publications.

4

Howard R. Roberts, Ph.. D.'
Acting Director
Bureau of Foods

ti
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Do consumers understand and use
.nutrition labeling' How much do
they know about nutrition itself'
Do c-onsurners check the list of
ingredients on food labels' Do they
make use of unit pricing' FDA has
been asking these and similar
questions to help it develop pro-
grams and regulations that will
benefit food shoppers. This is the
fit rri a* series of articles on the
findings of FDA s latest survey of
the public s knowledge, attitudes,
beliefs, and behavior regarding food.

by Alice E Fusillo

tts no news to consumers that food
market conditions are undergoing

vast changes both economically and in
the kindsof foods that are being sold;
New foods and replacements for older
foods are being offered in increasing
numbers. Foods are being fortified or
enriched Mole foods are being pro-
cessed and a greater variety of process-
ing methods is being used. It is thus
more difficult than ever to choose
among available food products and
pen ,to assess ones kri diet, much
less to plan that of an entire family.

assist FDA in developing programs
s and regulations on behalf of the con-

sumer, the Agency's Division of Con-
. niffir Studies examines the public's

knafledge, attitudes, beliefs, and be
havior regarding nutrition,, food label-
ing, and other food issues.
'In 1973-74 and again in 1975 the

Division conducted national represen-
tative surveys of US_ adults who do at
least half of the food shopmn for.
their households. The data was
lected under contract with FDA by

.r

Va.

OP

Consumers' Food IQ(

Response Analysis Corporation. The
same basic questions, wre asked in
both surveys and'these questions will
continue to be administered periodic-
ally to measure change in nutrition
knowledge and foOd purchasing be-
havior.

The 1975 survey, with an area pret-
ability sample of 1,664 food shoppers,
coffered food, shopping habits,sinclud-
ing consumer use of open dating and
unit pricing information, and compre-
hension and use of nutrition labeling.
General nutrition knowledge and be
liefs also were examined.

With all the changes in thi" food
market, FD4 wanted to know if con-
sumers had altered their . shopping
habits over the past year. Only half
of the respondents reported changes
during this period in the kinds or
amounts ef food they bought. Almost
half of those who, had changed their
shopping habits said that they were
buying either less meay or cheaper
cuts_ About =13 percet( of those sur-
veyed repoited buying' fewer sweets
and snacks and 15 percent said they
were watching for specials and using.
coupons more.

Shoppers were then asked aboin
their use Qf intormation on the food
packagz, About half said they checked
the list of ingredients the last time they
shopped. About two in five said they
looked for the unit pricing.

Most shoppers looked for dateson
food products but few understood what
these dates mean. Does the date mean
that the products- should be "sold by"
pc "used by"' the indicated, or
both? When milk used as an ex-
ample, over half of ose questioped
were either unsure or thought that the

milk should 'be "used by" the date
shown on the-container When asked
'which date they would rather have on
food products, must shoppers (62 per-
cent) wanted the ,"use by" date Only
a few people (8 percent) expressed a
desire for both.

The use of nutrition labeling, was
examined extensjvely Nutrition label-
ing was ,originally developed by FDA
to help consumers select the best nutri.,
tional buys It has become more and
more difficult for consumers to know
the nutritional qualities of foods, and
FDA wanted to know if nutrition
labeling is helpful. Four aspects of nu-
trition labeling were examined: wheth-
er it is used, how it is used, how well
it is understood, and what its value is
to. consumers:

Do people see and.tuulastand what
is on the nutrition label' Three out
of five shoppers saihey have seen
nutrition labtling and over half of
these -33 percent of the people sur-
yeyedreported that they use the label
in choosing some foods and beverages

When shown a typical nutrition
label, the majority of respondents felt
they understood almost everything on
it well enough to use the information
to help make buying decisions The
major exception was the label infor-
mation on sodium (salt) content: only
36 percent of the shoppers felt they
understood this section. It is not
known whether the people questioned
have a medi61 need for khowing about
sodium in foods, and it,is possible that
people who need this inforrhation
understand the sodium section betted
than does the general public

Two questions on the US Recom-
mended Daily Allowance (41 S RDA)

FDA Consumer / May 1976 / 20
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food made( ''from scratch" . is better
'Ilan canned _r 4_ztri ,ford.d esen of
'en sh'oppers' sad :a^ned fr.zer,

- cege'ab'es are net as nu,A..us as fresh
-ege'a and six Jf ten said natural
sstam,ns fire better_ than synthetic. Nita-

4.-7J s An anal. -s,s bf these and other
beliefs wi l be presented in , a future.

s- issue of FDA CON SUM E,R
Other questions about nutrients in-

chided whether certain nutrients can-or be got:en easily because they are found
4_ , in nsaro foods o; becaus-e high quan---,

4:ities.P..1.therii are found in- the most
frecruerg!:- used foods Respondents
al were asked which nutnents are
st red the body and which hase tp

e1 ten each day for adequate nutn-
tion Finally. they were asked about
four dirlerint typeoof foods The f)ur f

kes r, ?.-z-s were represeroed by 'regular
'ihole milk for the milk and rnilic
products groupl beef for the mett

;omatosies`for the-fruits and,,yeg-

part he :abe: were asked as 'a

-.hies, to find Cyr. people
. Ano (aid ;'ey urde-stancl.
:abssi,ng rea de Pie statioical an-

tis ..f tne resp,:rses these ques-
tons -as not bes..nco-r.c but pre-
i.mioar: data . es that rn_zt of
ho-e 'hes ,."".e-sand nutr:-

The curse,. ,sssed. a ssong
be-ween 'he -.:,,-nount of forma:

rcsoonds_nts and their, re-
rxirted ablit to ,..nderstand. nutrolor
abseHig eir z h uce he infor-

mati:sr in mai. rig food choices Those
-.soh at ;east a 'sigh sdhool 'education
indicated a zo'sd understanding of the

people with less thafi a high
school education did not Among re -,
spondents why did no' graduate from

high Achoo1 only cne of three said
they had noticed the nutrit.on'labnlir.g
on foods and less han one offise said
they had used thi. 'nforrnation

The items on the nutrition label that
gave consumers the most d,fficulty,--
other than sodium content were car-'
Iskohydrates and clitlesterol Only one
out of three of those with less than a
high school education said they under-
stood the carbohydrate and cholesterol
items compared with over half of those
who were high school graduates Only
one in fire of those with less thatf a
high school education said they under-
stood the sodium content statements
while more than two out of fire of

30 %fat Wei IDA Confumr,

11.

o.

up
et !es g-.,oup. and enriched bread for
the bread and cereal group People
were queried as to which foods could
be subst.tuted for these foods. what
nutrients each of the four foods con-
tam. and how these foods help the
body

From the answers, it was evident.
that most of those queitioned did not
know much about tronn\ribeavia. thz- -

amine, and vitamins A and D Few
shoppers knew that beef and enriched
bread are not relatisely important for
strong teeth and bones Mo'st were not
sure about substitute food sources.
par ocularly II2ose foods that are sim-
ilar to milk, tomatoes, and beef

Sure; findings that will 1:e reported
in subsequent arsicles ewill compare
the Azencan food shopper of 1973-74
with ?fie American food shopper. of
19_75 Consumer nutrition knowledge
'ard beliefs will be explored in greater'
detail to show how those with less edu-
cation arrain-corhei compare with those
who hail more education and income,
and what chfferences,occur by age, sex.
and racial and euhnic origin.

In addition to using it in planning
its own programs and regulations,
FDA distributes .the inforMation from
its surreys of constrrner knoWledge of
nutrition and food to dietitians. nutri-
tionists. libraries, consumer groups,
and industry,

.

Alice f)z_tillo o a consumer science
specialist vutz FDA's Bureau of Foods

oose than a high sdhoon,
ed,cat on said sl,se understood it

To -reasure the .altie they 'lacie

'abe'ing s'-oppers were as.xed
7111;;`1 Voc,;'d be willing to

oay fo- this .rf,?-rnatic-. and to. choose
be to : avid othei- types of labe',

Tie 1a,"'7..,*: of thc.xs

p-efes-e...4 nutrition in-
r-oa on has cg recipes on the

labe' but ...hey -were ;bout :equally
ishe- asks to choose 1:4:tween

nur :abet rig and 4riforrnator, on
:ne. foids cerise with, the
rirod,ct n the package

As to the w.l'ingness to pay for
nutrition labeling. C5 percent said they
would be willing to pas at 1eas1 an
extra ten cents on theirs ss.eekl: cod
bill for nutrition labeling. 56 pe
would pay thirty cent(. and 40 pe ent
would pa'. extra fifty cents

To determine the uses consumers
make of. nutritior. latociing, they were
ask)..-A whether they would use it at
home for" planning a bctter diet (by
adding up the nutrients in the foods
eaten in a day) or use it in the store
for ,41ecting'the nutritional buys
More said they would use it in the
store for better buys About 20 percent
said they did not expect to make much
use of information on nutrition labels

The survey also examined consum-
ers' 'beliefs about foods such as the
beliefs that natural vitamins are dif-
ferent from synthetic vitamins and that
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Nutrition Beliefs: ?1oTe

Fashion Than Fact

Based on their answers to six quesL-

tions,a`mafority of foodsh?ppers
interviewed were classified as "not weir
informed" about food and nutrition.

by Ipseph R. Pearce'

(74,omp arison of findings in the 1975
FDA nutrition knowledge survey

with those of the 1974 survey shows -
that a large number of consumers still
hold beliefs about nutrition that are'
influenced by custom and food fashion
rather- than fact (see chart-1). Re-
sponse Analysis 'Corporation con-
ducted nationwide surveys of Ameri-
can food shoppers in 1973-74 and
again in 1975 to provide information
on nutrition knowledge and beliefs for
the FDA Division of Consumer
Studies.

In one of the eight questions de-
signed to measure consumers' beliefs
about food and nutrition., shoppers
from both surveys were asked whether
vitamin C added to a fruit drink gives
the same benefit as an equal amount

I C from fresh oranges. TYse

proporti.. of shoppers who answered
"no," in. ..-Aing that they believe that
added vitamin C is not as beneficial
as natural vitamin C, rose from 51 per-
cent in 1973-74 to 60 percent ifr 1975.

-The fact is that nitural and added
vitamin C give the same benefit. Chem-
ists and pharmacists lave repeatedly
stated teat any vitamin has the same
properties whether it is "natural" or
"synthetic.' A vitamin has a specific
chemical structure whether synthesized
in a laboratory or extracted from plant
or animal parts. There are no known

,nutrition advantages that justify a
preference for "natural" vitamins. This
fact is especially significant because of
the higher prices that "nature! vita-
mins often command.

There was an increase of 7 percent
in the proportion of shoppers who held
the erroneous belief that people cannot
stay healthy if they never eat meat,
poultry, or fish. Forty-one percent of
the food shoppers sampled in 1975
felt these foods were essential to
health, compared to 34 percent in the

. ,
r

-earlier survey. In troth, people can stay
healthy without eating meat: poultry,
or fish if they cat alternative foods I

, such. asmilk, cheese, or eggs which
will., supply the essential high quality
protein normally obtained from meat.

Airy products not only provide .high
quality' prbtein, but also essential nu-

, trients _such as vitamin B22, calcium,
vitamin I); and riboflavin.,'- .

In both surveys, a sizable number of
peopleapproximately four ottt of ten

- agreed with the statement, "If. you
just eat a variety of foods from the
supermarket, you will get enough
nutrition." Eating a variety of foods is
not tbe same as selecting appropriate
foods for a nutritionally balanced diet.
Balanced nutrition homes from select-,
ing a variety of foods which will supply
the calories, protein, vitamins, and
minerals required for body growth,
repair, and maintenance of good
health. Thus, the shopper needs-.to
know abatt the nutrient content of .

foods, which .provide the best-sources
` of the various nutrients, and how to

combine them into a healthful diet
Selectin' &food for nutritional value

means Choosing from the four basic
food groups of meat, vegetables,-milk
and bread based on knowledge of the
nutrients they contain. Selection as '
well as variety is a key to preparing
nutritious meals. .

Almost a fourth of the food shop-
pers interviewed in both years btlieved
that a person who simply weighs Jilt
right amount is receiving proper nu-
trition. Although proper weight is one
of the factors considered in deteimin-
ing whether a person is getting proper
nptirishment, deficiencies ip vitamins
and minerals cannot be determined by

. the weight factor alone.
A revised question in the 1975 sur-

vey a ki;d consumers whether canned
or fro vegetablesare as nutritious
as fresh getables Close to three-
quarter's of the respondents. said ices13
vegetables are .more nutritious. The.,
fact is that food can lose nutrients in
processing, cooking, and storage
Whether in the bathe or in-the factory.
-Varying amounts 'of nutrients will be
lost to the extent that foods are 'im-
properly, processed, overcooked, or
stored at improper temperaturei and in
open containers, whether-iii the borne
or in commercial kitchens,
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Thus, fresh (odds are noLnectssarily
more nutritious thin frozen ones.
Nutrient content depends on how they
are handled. The vitamin C value of
frozen orange juice is about the same
as fresh provided it is stBred well be
low 32 degrees F.

Cooked vegetables lose Jose to a
fourth - of their vitamin 'C r
hours in the reirigeritor. Since marry
vegetables contain water-soluble vita-

mins, loss of these vitamins can occurs
if the vegetables are cooked in an ex-
cess of water which is then discarded.

Another. common belief held by
7 Amelican food shoppers toncerns be-

tween meal snacks. Of the consumers
sampled :in 1973-74, 42 percent
lieved'Aaat_food eaten between meals
is 711 as good for health as the food
eaten regular meals. About the same
proportion of the shoppers sampled in
1975 held that same belief.

In reality, nutritional value depends
on what tylies of food are eaten, not
the time 6f day they are eatenEx-
cessive consumption of between meal
snacks with low nutrient to- calorie
ratios such as spft drinES, candy and
potato chips may be detrimental to
health. However, nkftious -snacks

as milk, cheese, or nut, eaten in
mode *on, can- contribute to",a nu-
tritionally balanced diet. Raw vege-
table snacks also-are nutritious, being
low in calories and containing essential
Nmarninc, minerals, and fiber.

Less widely held beliefs include,
"You can get enough nourishment .if
you just eat what you like," and, "An
food sold in a supermarket is good -1
you.." Fe e_ r than one in five shoppers
subscn to these beliefs . in both
years. majority of consumers knew
That di 'on and selection are nec-
essary for proper-nutrition. Yet, results
of the 1975 survey emphasize that the
majority of food shoppers lack the
nutrition information that would allow
them to maie informed choices:,

A new, measurement the 1975
'survey consisted of the construction of
a "beliefs index" (see chart 2). Con-
sumers' beliefs about food and nutri-
tion were -measured by use of a
composite index constructed from six
of the eight questions discussed above.
The equestions on which the index was
based concerned: (1) nourishment
and foods people like. (2) rood sold
in the supermarket, (3) food eaten

4
7 between meals. (4) body ueieht as' a

sign (Sf prOrcrnourishrnent. (5) nutri-
tional value pf canned or frozerr ,

vegetables vs \fresh vegetables. and
:(6) nutritional value of added vs.
naturarvitarnin C.

Shoppers were classified "well in-
formed" if they answered four ,Or more
questions correctly and "ipt well in-
fornieir if they answered three or iess
correctly. On this basis, a majority of
the consumers surveyed-51 pei-cent
were classified as "not well in-
formed."

To obtain more detailed data do
tonsumereNtood beliefs, the responses
of those surveyed were-analyzed on the
basis of such characteristics age.
education, region of the country:socio-
economic stn (an index of income,
education, a occupation, and race.

Tnis own sfiowed that young-
er .consumers 'were more likely to be
"well informed" than .older ones. .
Those with college education were
better informed than those with high
school education or less.

'0

The breakdown. by region of the
country showed that the consumers
living in the West had the highest per-
centage of "well- informed" shoppers
while those in the South had the low-
est percentage. When sdcicxoonomic
status was examined, those with "high"
status were more likely to be "well
informed" than those with "low'
status. The breakdown for race
shpwed that 51 percent of the non -
black respondents. were "well in-
formed" compared to 37 percent of
the blacks.

The survey indialted there is a
relationship between a consumer's
beliefs of food and nutrition and the
way that consumer rates his or her
own health- Those who were classified.
as "well informed" on the basis of their
answers -to the survey questions -were
more. likely to rate their health as
excellent than were those who were
not well informed. For -el atdot; timer
people not only have decrining health
that naturally tomes with age, but also
have misinformed food beliefs which
may compound their health problems.

The breakdown of the survey data
by age, education, and othet,charac-
teristics of the respondents should be
useful to nutrition educators as well
as to FD in pinpointing population

9
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Chart 1: 'What Food Shoppers Believe Abotit Nutrition

art

-Total Shoppers
1.973-74 t1.500)
1975 41.664) Agree Disagree Depends

No. Opinion
' or

-Not Sure

(1973-74) ^ C.c 51%' 5% 10% ,

(1975) 30% 62% 2% 7%

(1973-74) 58% 34% 0% 7%

(1975) 48% . 41% 8% 3%

. ,

(1973-74) 40% _11V 39% 2%

. 39% 43% 15% 3%

.4(1973-74) No comparable question in 1974.
(1975)

.
18% 71% 7% 4%4

I

Cvitamin in a fruit dank gives
\thesame benefit as an equal amount

obtained from oranges.

People who do not eat meat, poultry,
or fish can sty health."

Eating a variety of foods from the
supermarket will provi& enough
noumhzuent. (1975)

, c .

Canned or frozen vegetables art just
as nutritious as fresh vegetables..

Chart 2: Food Shoppers' Beliefs Index-175 Survey

Informed
Not Well

,

Well
Informed

All Food Shoppers (1,664)
441, .

18 . 34 (659)'
35 - 49 (561)
-50- + (433)
Education:

51%

4.3lfc
47%
59%

,...

49%

57%
53%
41%

Less than High Sc of (212) ,12% 28%4

High School (948) 54% 46%

C94eSe (497) 34% 66%

Rigion of CottAry:
..

North East (419) 47% 53%

North Central (463) 48% 52%

South ._ (519) 59% / 41%

West 0631 45%
.. 4i

.
. 55%

Socioeconomic Stain=
(545) 68% 32%

or.e,a( wrMiddle "(OM
High'' (519) 31% 69%

Ram
White/other (1,485) 49% 51%
Brack (177) 63% 37%

bract et; are numbs: of respoodcats
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INTRODUCTION
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a

During 1973, Response Analysis conducted a nationwide studffor,the Food '

and prug'Administration* which,provided information on nutrition knowledge,
beliefs about nutrition, and first reactions to the concept and features
of,nutiltion labeling-among food shoppers. In 197t;-a second p;hase*of this
research was carried out.

Objectives

. - 40

The main objective of the initial research was Ito eb baseline

measurement of, nutrition Khowledgesand attitudes ambIlg'persohs primarily

responsible for household food purchases. The 1475-reseirch has as'its

objectives;

To extend the findings
point in-time.

initial.,.studito a second

To develop a standardized-..and efficierit test for future
uses by continued refinement of the nutrition knowledge

,measures used in the first study.

1 To construct neW cidestions todaplice those which did -

not yield useful inforthation, and to add new areas of
interest which- have deVeloped since the initial research.-

To examine the formation, 'change and development of attitudes,
beliefs and knowledge about nutrition through the means ofr

panel study.

Research Procedure

To. anf
iextent,

this survey is a'replication of the one reported in.March

1974. .However, there are some basic differences in data collection
methods and instruments.

,Sampling and Interviewing
, --

The -data were'collected by means'of a nationwide probability s'ample design

kdescribed in the Appendix to this report. Personal face -to -face inter-

views were conducted between July- 1 and AuggSt 7,.1975, yielding a total

'-of 1,664 interviews with chief foodshoppers. 4

People 50 years old and oVer were sampled at half.the rate at which they
would naturally occur; thus increasing the base size of the groUp age'

1440. 4

Men were also oversampled in order'to provi1e asufficient hupbet for..
analysis (366). '

IL

*See "Food and Nutrition: Knowledge, Belies," prepared for Division of-
,

ConSumer Studies,. Bureau of Foods, Food and Drug Administration, by
Resppnse Analysis CorWatioii; March 1974:

9 1 47
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Instruments and.Exhibits

4-

I I

ge questionnaire used for.this survey was refined from the previous
stinvey.iostrument through the aid of statistical analysis and a series
of Oretetts4and was reviewed by all study participants Response
Analysis staff and consultants and Food'and DrulAdministration staff::

,A special 'analysis was made ofthe nutrition knowledge-quiz following
'-the 1973 study. The purpose of this,anaTysis was to refine the quiz
as a measure of nutrition knowledge which can be administeredto the
public as part of a survey and still be scored and analyzed as a teste*
Following this analysis, the nutrition knowledge quiz section of the'
questionnaire was considerably reAsed and improVed upon.

A total of 36 developmental'pretest-interviews were conducted
in four wayes, -(See Appendix for further details on this, and
other phafeS'Of the developmental part of the research.)'

,

In addition to the standard developmental pretesting, a, separate 100
case pretest was conducted in-four geographic .locations (Maiiachusetti,
Alabama, Michigan, and Oregon). Two types of analysis were conducted
with the data collected in tills pretest of the,questionnaire:

An item analysis was performed on the new nutrition knowledge
quiz to determine if it was working well as a test: This

,r analysis showed that the quiz was, in fact, functioning as
a test of nutrition kriowledge....

o. One section of the questionnaire which was developed for
this year's survey was_used to collect information on
respondents' eating behavior (or "dietary intake") for the
24-hour period prior to the interview: The pretest data
from this section were analyzed to deteriine whether the
measure of dietary intake provided internally valid data,
which it did.**

ti

A further look at the nutrition knowledge quiz was obtained also as a
part'of instrument development. Eighty-five-students from an intro-
ductory nutrition. ourse at Rutgers'University (taught by Dr. Paul
Lachance) filled out just tOe knowledge section of the questionnaire.
The.students! scores were compared with the shoppers' scores; the
mean score for the students was higher than that of the shoppers.

*See "National Nutrition Survey, Questionnaire Item Analysis," prepared
for DiVision of Consumer Studies, Yureau of Foods, Food and Drug Admin-
istration.by Response Analysis Corporation, October 1974. ,

*See "1975 Nutrition Survey, Item Analysis - Nutritiort Knowledge Quiz,'
Dietary Intake PreteSt Analysis," prepared for Division of Consumer
Studies, Bureau of Foods, Food and Drug Administration, by Response
Analysis Corporition, June 3975. -



Report Organization

This report is in two parts:

Part 1 -- This document: A presentation of the findings and
methodology from the tecondnationwide sample of food
shoppers.. , . ."

111

Part 2 --,A separate report of; findings from a Nationwide Panel
SMple. Detailed tabulations ,from each. of these patts
of the research as well as magnetic data tape records

, have been prepared. ,

- , Findings on the 24-hour dietary intake of shoppers Are, reportedparately.
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HIGHLIGHTS

, Nutrition Knowledge.

4to

op.

C

A series of.questiOns.has been 'developed and refined which measures shop s'

basic knowledgeqf nutrition -- called a "nutrition knowledge quiz." Th

knowledge quiz covers information shoppert have on various nutrients -- ow
easy it is for the WO to obtiin these-nutrients and whether or not body
stores the nutrients. The quiz also'has a series, of questions regardi g,
representatives of the fOur food groups: ,dairy (milk), meat (beef), v getable/
fruit (tomatoes), and groin (bread). This series of questions covers knowledge
about the nutrition elements of the foods, their value to the body, d foods

which might be used as substitutes for them.

1,wA score was developed from the above questions, giving responders one
point for eaciftorrectonswer- they. gave. The maximum score pos ible is
134; the actual higheit score received was 115: The mean nutrl ion
score among shoppees is 71.

When examining subgroups of shoppers, the following differences become
apparent:

bun* shoppers - (under 50 years old} score higher than
older shoppers,

-Sileppers-4-if-the-fri-gher-s-ociteeefiemic gr6ups score highest.
(SocioeconoMic status is based on education, income and
occupation.; In the ease of nutrition knowledge, education
seems to have thestrongest influence. The higher a shopper's
education, the higher the score on nutrition knowledge.)-

Shoppers in the South score lower than those in'other regions.
14 ry

Women score higher"than men.

Blacks score lower than all other respondents grouped together.

2.' Shoppers were also asked to rate their nutrition knowledge on.a scale
from one to ten, with-"1" indicating very little knowledge and "10" indi1
cating'knoWledge. cothparable to that offood.scientsts and dietitians.
(This was done pridr to the nutrition knowledge questions,)

a
A third of shoppers place themselves in the high group (know -"quite a
bit" or "a lot" about nutrition)'; eV-6-st four in ten -see themselves in
the middle.range (know "some "); and a fourth rate their knowledge of-
nutrition fairly low (know "not too much" or "almost nothingl.

Since 1973 there has been a somewhat downward shift in how
shoppers perceive their nutrition knowledge. Shoppers are
somewhat more likely to place themselves in the lowest cate-

. gories now than they were swot years ago.

1-;
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3. Shoppers' knowledge of whether or not certain nutrients are easy or.-
hard for the body to get, and whether the body stores the hutrient5
is somewhat 'uneven.' For example, while at least three-fouPths of
shoppers correctly identify fat, carbohydrates and proteie as nutrients
which arse easily obtained by the body, less ihan four in ten know this
is true of thiamin (vitamin 81) and riboflavi6 (vitamin,B2). In addition,
a majority of shoppers believes. that calcium, vitamin D and iron. are easy
to get, when in fact, they are difficult for the, body tobbtain.

Another misconceptfon'which exists among a majority of shoppers is that
f the.body stores carbohydrates..

4. While many shoppers exhibit some working knowledge ofthe nutrient
content, value to the body and appropriate substitutes for the four
foods studied, some misconceptions are apparent. The following
summary-orresponses given by a majority of shoppers. (The items in

parenthesesare not scored as a correct answer.)

Food'

de MILK/

Nutrition Elements Value to the Body

Calcium Strong teeth and bones

Protein - : Building _body tissues

Fat (Healthy skin)

Vitamin D
(Vitamin A)

BEEF Protein Obdy tissues

Fat Builds blood cells

Iron '(Strong teeth and boni:s

TOMATOES Vitamin C
4

Substitdtg Foods

Cottage:cheese
Eggs
Peanut butter

Chicken
Eggs
Fish

Peanut butter
Cottage cheese

(No items in this category Oranges

-- either correct or in- Carrots"

correct'-- are selected by Broccoli

a majority Of shoppers)
.

4
ENRICHED Carbohydrates w Building bodX tissues : Macaroni

BREAD Thiamin 1 (Strong teeth. and bones) White potatoe.

Riboflavin, ' Rice

(Fat)

S



Beliefs About. Food and Nutrition .
-.

5. Shoppdrs were also asked a smies of questions regarding their opinions
or "beliefsuahgut some aspects of food and'nutrition. The most widely
held misinformed belief is: .
C . .
, Vitamins which are added to a food (such. as fruit drink)

do not provide as much benefit as the vitamins found in
a food naturally (e.g., fresh oranges or grapefruit).

Shoppers are divided on these'-issues: *

Just'weighing the rigitt amount indicates proper nourish-
inent.

Just eating what you Vie will provIde dnough nourishment.

4 Any food sold in the supermarket is good for you.

Differences in how-widelyheld twq_of these beliefs are have occurred
since the 1973 survey:

'

Moy shoppers "this year believe that added vitamins db not
provide the same benefit as natural vitamins. (51% in
1973, vs. 62% in 1975)

Fewer shoppers this year believe'vegetarians_can stay
.healthy without eating meat. (58%in 19t, *s. 48% in 1975)

Nutrition Labeling

.6. A majority to shoppers (58%) say they have noticed food products which
have nutrit on labeling,/

A th d of all shoppers say thephaioe actually made use of
nutrition labeling in making buying decisions. (This rep-
resents somewhat over half of those. shoppers who have seen
the labeling.)

7. A Sample nutrition label was shown to respondents and a series of
questions covering their understanding and evaluation of it was
asked. .

About a thirdof shoppers (34%) say they understand at least seven
of the eisht components of the label:which were studied. About another
third-(35%) say they understand four, five or six of the parts of the
label,.and the remaindei. (31%)report understanding only three or fewer
of the components.

* These issues were judged'to. be incorrect by the nutrition consultants.
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The most widely understood parts of the label are:

s' Serving size or servings per container' (85 %)

Calorie content 82%)

A majority say they understand each of the remaining information
segments on the label, with the exception ,of sodium content.

U. S. Recommended Daily Allowances (64%)

Protein content (62%)

Information on fat ,(58%)

Carbohydrate content (56%)

Cholesterol content (51%)

Sodium content information is reported as being understood by 36%
of the shopp6rs.

8. Shoppers are divided'on whether they would prefer to use nutriti9n

labeliing as a shopping aid ("to get the beit nutritional buys,") or

as an aid in planning and evaluating diets at hbme ("to help plan a4Q'

better diet at home). Nevertheless, more shoppers (42%) say they

would prefer help in getting the best nutritional buys than say

they would use the information.at home (28%).

About a fifth of shoppers, howevei-4 say they probably
will not be using nutrition labeling at all. it

9. While support for and interest in nutrition labeling has slackened

somewhat since/1973 there is still widespread favorability toward

nutrition labeling among shoppers.

When asked to make,the choice between having nutrition label informa-

tion and information on-recipes, shoppers strongly prefer nutrition

label information (58% vs. 17%).

-When asked to choose between two toes of nutrition-related informa-

tion, shoppers are divided in their opinions as to thRich would be pref-
erable to have on (food packages. Forty-two'percent say they would

prefer nutrition label information, but 37%.pick infofmation on making

a well-balanced meal with the food in the Pathe.

The findings on the above-two questions wee somewhat different in

1973:

More shoppers in,1973 (79%) picked nutrition label

information ove1 recipes (9%).

Shoppers jp'TD-71 were more likely to choose nytrition .

label information (64%) over information:in making a

balanced meal (20%). .

19. t
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10. Amy shoppers (72%) say they would make use ofniltrition labeling
to'help decide about buying a new brand for the first time:-

Ii addition, many shoppers (78%) think nutrition labeling 011 bene-
fit t" em as homemaWis at least little.

Since 1973, fewer shoppers say they will get
"quite a bit" be efit -- 52% said so in 1973, as
opposed to 45 -in 1 5.

One measure of shoppers' feeling about nutrition labeling was obtained
by asking them if they would be willing to pay an extra amount of
money (up to 50t per week) so that tJis information could be pyt on

od products.
)

,
,

40% are willing to pay 50t more each week ,

15% are willing to pa.), 30t

9% are willing to pay 10t
34% are not willing to pay anything

Again, this year's findings indicate somewhat less favorability toward
nutrition labeling since 1973. -Par instance, in 1973, 48% of shoppers
said they were willing to pay 50t extra :week for nutrition labeling,
and 25% were not *Ming to pdy anything.

P -
11. Another kind of information which appears on food products was studied --

open dating. One example of open ddting was included in the- survey
dates stamped on milk.

Some confusion exists among shoppers as to the meaning of dates on milk.
Some think it refers to the date by which the product should be sold
to the customer (43%). Some, however, think it means the date'by which
the milk shovld be,used by the customer (384).

When asked which way they would prefena majority of
shoppers say they would like the date to refer`to when
the milk should be used by the customer.

Household. Practices
4

About half of food shoppers (47%) report th t someone in their household
takes vitamins regularly -- most often it is the food shopper(herself
(or himself) who takes them. In most cases, vitamins are taken as a
precautionary measure and net for any partic lar dietary need,

13. A majority of shoppers (57%)say that someone in their household is
trying to either gain or lose weight (most trying to lose l. The shopper
and Spouse are most frequently mentioned as trying to losd weight.



.14. Shoppers most often report doing their shopping once a week (55%.
Many say they made a.list (62%) and read ads for specials (68%) before

their last food shopping.

, While ,on their last shopping trip, 75% of shoppers looked for dates

.on products, 41% looked for unit pricing, and 46% checked a list of

ingredients on one or more food products

15. -According to about half (46%) of shoppersA they have been changing
their shopping behavior in some way over the last year. These changes

most often take the form of using less or cheaper cuts of meat, watching
for specials and using coupons more, and buying fewer sweets and

snacks.

A

4



Notes for reading tables:

a.

b.

'FINDINGS IN gT9,

If there'isa %.sign at the top of acolumn of figures,, then the
column reads down and adds to r00%, unless otherwise noted.

If there is a % sign next tO the'firsfnumber in a row of figures,,
then the figures read'across, and'add to 100%, unless otherwise'
noted.

c. A % sign next to each number in a table means that the figure are
not additive either across or, down. This kind of format woul be
used for showing partial tables (e.g., just the extent of agr nt
with a number of agree-disagree §atements).

comObter, taIIS'from which we work sometimes add to 99% or 101%
when- they.should add to exactly 100%. These discrepancies are due
to rounding off of the percents. ,We have adjusted these figures-in
the report when necessary, to add to 100%.

1

e. The bases shown in parentheses in the tables are actual numbers of
respondents. These bases would be used when estimating the statistical
significance of percentage differences.

Percentages are derived from the weighted frequencies, which are shown
in the original detailed tabulations pot shown here. Any repercentaging
which the reader may wish to do "should utilize these Weightedfre-
quencies.

f. Analysis variables are often
of

defined on the page where they first
appear. A fuller explanation them is included in the Appe

\\,
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Nutrition Knowledge and Infomation

- Self-Concept of Nutrition Knowledge

- Nutr4tion Knowledge Score
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I. SELF-ESTIMATE OF NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

As in 73; shoppers were asked to rate their nutrition knowledge on a

ten poi scale:with-a retina of "1" representing the least amount Of
nutrition'knowledge, and a rating of "10" being considered comparable
to spat of food scientists and other nutrition exp4rts. As is shown be-

. low, a third of respondents in_both 1973 and 1975 believe that they know

"quite a bit" about nutrition.'

There has been aslight downward shift from mid-scale to the lower

ratings by other shoppers. Fewer shoppers in 1975 rate their nu-
trition knowledge as "moderate" compared with 1973, while the pro-
portion regarding their knowledge as "low" has increased slightly.

Table 1

Nutrition Scal

A&IJT HOW eacH DO YOU Y104 ABOUT NUTRITION?

A LOT- I----- 10

FOOD SCIENTISTS

RDKE ECONOMISTS

IETLCIANSr.

QU1TT A-

NOT TOO j .

rucH

ALMOST

NOTHING

7

All foo showers

1973 1975

base: (1,500). (1,664)

2%

4' 5

12

24

5
I 19

3

2

1H

34%

43%

T5

11

20

18

Not sure 1,

2

3

38% Moderato

26% Low .



'Mere is variation among.homemaker subgrbups on self- estimate of nutri-
tion knowledge. Looking at the mean ratings, shoppers with gt leas
some college experience apd those who report practicing the most care
in actual food shopping tend to,rate,themsdlves much higher than do

'others- In fact, half of the college educated respondents (52%)ac-
tually score high on the nutrition knowledge questions (see p. Half,
of shoppers who rate themselves.high on nutrition,knowledge also score

,
high on the nutrition quiz.

,

Table 2
,

.

Self.- Concept of Nutrition Knowledge by Subgroups

'Self-Rat.i.a.g-e Nutrition Knowledge
.

.,' All food shoppers (1,664)

. AGE

.

Low Moderate . High

Mean
4ting

26% 38 33 5.61

18 - 34 (659) 23% 4 31 5.57

35 - 49 (561) 24% 35 '38 5.75

50 + (433) 27% 35 33 5.54

EDUCATION

Less than high school (212) 48% 28 16 4.19

High school graduate (948) 25% .43 30 5.49

College (497) '12% 35 51 6.54

REGION

\\, Northeast (419) 21% 37 .

; 3,8
5.87

North Central (463) 24% 41 34 5.66

South (519) 4% 36- 27 / 5.16

west (263) 20%, 39 39 5.91,

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE - .
0

Low (555) 41% ,.35 18 4.62

Moderate (542) 22% 38 38 5.85

High (567) 10% 41 48 6,42

1
CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE*

,

Law (355) 39% 31 23 4.81

"Moderate (834) 28% .38 34 5.64

High (47'5) 14% -- 44 41 6.12

(Hot sure, no answer not shown)

*Briefly*, this index is based on a series of behavioral questions relating
to AopOing style.' See page 80 for a complete description of the score.

23
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2. INTRODUCTION TO NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Following is a discussion the'nutrition.knowledge.quiz which was devel-
oped to get a broad measure of nutrition knowledge among food shoppers.
This quiz was first developed in the 1973 baseline survey and was consid-,

erably revised for this year's survey.

Following the original analysis of the data from the 1973 'survey,

,a further analysis'of the knowledge quiz was performed using a

variety of statistical techniques.* The purpose of this further

analysis of the knowledge quiz was to refine it in order'to
develop a good measure of nutrition knowledge which can be adr
ministered to the public as part of a survey.

As a'result of the analysis, the knowledge quiz was, in. fact, revised

substantially. The nature of the revisions focuses on the questioning
technique, although some 'content changes were also made. The main

- Change in the qUestioningtechnique was to design the questionvso

that in effect a "yes" or "no" or "not sure" response was requted
to each part of the quiz, rather than allowing respondents to elect

items from a tist. "his type of technique was found to be necessary

for analyzing the Iuiz as a "test."

In addition, the quiz was shortened to include Only those items whictr
seemed to be the best predictors of nutrition knowledge, as determined

by the statistical analysis.

.The subject areas covered by the quiz incl)de: how easily the body
obtains-various nutrients:and whether those nutrients are stored by the

body or not; questions f-egardinwrepresentatives of the four food groups

-- dairy (milk), meat (beef), vegetable/fruit (tomatoes), and grain

(bread). These questions cover thlee main areas: other foods which

mi,ght be substituted forNthe foods studied, nutrients contained in

the foods studied, and ho)r the body uses tqefoods. More specifically,

questions included in the nutrition knowledge` score are:

Nutrients which are easy for the body to get and those

which are hard to get.

.
Nutrients which are stored by the body and those which

are not..

Foods that have a lot of the same benefits to the body

that (milk, been, tomatoes, bread) have.

Main nutrients contained in (milk, beef, tomatoes, bread).

"Main'functions foods (milk, beef, tomatoes, bread) perform

for the body.

*See "National Nutrition Survey, Questionnaire Item Analysis,"prepared
.for Division of Consumer Studies, Bureau of Foods, Food and Drug Admi.n-

istration,,by Response Analysis Corporation,. October 1974,

213
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b

Shoppers were given one point for each correct answer on the quiz. If
... a shopper answeredevery item correctly, the score wouldbe 134. In

fact, the highest score received by any shopper was 115,

401111--
Shoppers were placed into three groups of epproximately,equal size ac-
cording to their score. These groups are labeled "low," 1hoderate"
and "bigh." Figure 1, below; is a graphiCrepresentation of how shoppers
nationwide store on the knowledge quiz.* .

100

C 90 -

U
M 80/:, o

Ii
L 4'0

A
T 60 -

V :50 -
E

40
p

E X30 -
R

C 20 - 0
E
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Figure 1.

Nutrition Knowledge Score

A

frr

ZO
Median Score

0

e

20 30 40 -50 60 70 80 90 100 .110 1

- KNOWLEDGE SCORE' \

*For Complete details of the scoring procedure,'See Appendix.
.

,
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Differences in the level of knowledge become apparent when examined

by homemaker subgroups.

Younger respondents exhibit more nutrition knowledge. than

,do,older shoppers.
4

. t
.1p,--Nutrition knowledge increases with socioeconomic status,*

(Educational attainment, which is part of the socioeconomic
score, playsinimportant role in how shoppers score on the

quiz. For example; .52%.of the college educated score .high

on the quiz, as compared with 27% of those who.graduated
.from high'school and oNly 6% of those with lessthan 12
years of education.)

'. By region of the coyAfry, there is little difference in
knowledge; except that the Southern shoppers score lower

than do shoppers in other regions.

Women are slightly more knowledgeable than are men:

Blacks are significantly less knowledgeable about nutrition
than others. .

*Socioeconomic status index was deveroped from three variables: education,

income and occupation. See Appendix for a detailed description.

2
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Table 3 ,

Nutrition Knowledge Score by'Population _Subgroups

4

All food shoppers (1,664)

AGE

Nutrition Knowledge Score Mean
ScoreLow Moderate High

36% 32 32 69.28*

18 - 34 (659) 26% 32 42 75.17

3 49 (561) 31% j5 34 71.92

50 (433) ##' 41% 31 22' 63.20

ED6CATI

Less than school (212)
I

75% 19 48.18

High school graduate (948) 36% '37 27 68.88

Colfege (497) 16% 32 52 .11.13

REGION N

Northeast (419) 33% 35 32 70.18

North Central (463) 35T"--- 3(1 ,35 69.95

South (519) 42% 32 26 65.69

West (263) 33 36 73.23

SEX

Female (1,298) 35% 32 33 65.03

Male (366) 43% 32 625 .
70.25

RACE

, White/other (1,485) 34% 34' 70.34

Black (177) 53% 33 14 60.83 .

SOCIOECONOMIC $tATUS

Low (545) 56i 30 .14' 58.92

Middle (600)

High (519)

28%
4

22%

-37

30

35

48

72.02

78,40

Example of hoprto read table:
low category of the nutrition

*Standard Deviation = 22.83

t

26% of'the 18-34 age group fall in the
knowledge score.

2D
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A discussion of the individual components of.the nutrition knowledge

score begins with phis page'and end% on page 16.

3. KNOWLEDGt ABOUT NUTRIENTS

_

Shoppers were banded a card listing ten nutrients and asked for each

whether it is eaty,16 get(either because it is found in many foodt,

or because common)), used foods have a lot of it), or hard to get. They

were also asked whether or not the body stores that nutrient. Under-

standing of the eA4e with which nutrients are obtained and how the body

handles them is uheyen.
-

At least three shoppers in ten believe each of the nutrients studied

is easy to get,from one's regular diet. Protein (77%), carbohydrates
(87%) and fat (93%) are correctly answered as easy to get -by the ma-
jority ,of shoppgrt. However, only 36% of shoppers name thiamin as a

nutrient teat is easy to get, and 30% name riboflavin, From 46% to

-80% of shoppers incorrectly believe that vitamin A, iron, vitamin D,

and calcium.are easily obtainable nutrients.

Iron (37%) is most often correctly named as hard to get.

Majorities of shopbert know that calcium (59%) and fat (88%) are stored

by the body, but 65% of shoppers incorrectly also believe that carbo-

hydrates are stored,

4

4/

,

30

-1P



Table 4

Knowledge of 'Nutrients

(base: All food shoppers 1,664)

A

Fat

Carbohydrates

Easy to
get from
regular diet

.Hard to

get from
regular diet

Body
stores

Body does,
not store

93%

87%

2

2

88%

65%

4

JUL

VitaminC. 80% 12 25%

Protein 77% 13 36% 40

Calcium 73% 14 59% 20

Vitamin Er 56% 15 26% 34

Iron 52'% 37 40% 38

Vitamin A 46% 20' 23% 34

Thiamin (Vitarriin B )
1

. 36% 27 19% 36

Riboflavin (Vitamin B2) 30% 28 16% 33

(Not sure, no answer not shown)

Rote: Selection of underscored items contributes to total scare on nutrition
knowledge quiz. Of the possible 134 points in the knoWledge score,
this series accounts for 18 points.
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4. KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE FOUR MAIN FOOD GROUPS

The final series of questions on nutrition knowledge asked food shoppers
about representatives of each of the four food groups. The foods selected

to be studied are: milk, beef, tomatoes, and bread.*

The same series.of questions was asked about each of the foUr foods.**
Respondents were directed to loolvat an exhibit card which listed
choices for each-Of the questions.***

Areas studied are:

The value of the food to the. body --

Whether (milk, beef, tomatoes, bread) is important or
not for selected functions in the body.

s Nutrition elements

Whether or' not (milk, beef., tomatoes, bread) is a particu-
larl,y good source dbf selected nutrients.

Substitlite foods --

Which other foods (listed on a card) haye a lot of the same
benefitsto the body that (milk, beef, tomatoes, bread) has.

*In 1973 the four foods asked about were milk,, beef, green peas, and

bread.

**Of the possible 1.34 points in the knowledge score, this food group

series accounts for 116 points.

---***Respondents were reassured at the start of this series that "Even the
experts disagree about tfie answers," so that they wouldnot feel self-
conscious about answering a=seriesof "knowledge" type questions.

ti u4
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Majorities of food shoppers are familiar with the nutritional qualities

,of milk..

At least seven s6Oppers in ten know that milk is a good source of cal-
cium, protein; fat, and vitamin D. Thrie-fourths or more of shoppers
also know milkcontributes to strong teeth and bones and builds body
'tissues. Majorities also identify cottage cheese, eggs, and peanut
butter as foods which could substitute for milk.

Table 5

Knowledge of the Milk Food Group*

(base: All food shoppers - 1,664)

Milk is a

Gosd Source of ...

Milk is
Important for ...

Foods Having a Lot of
the Same Benefits as Milk

Cottage cheese 88%CalCium 90% Strong teeth and
bones

95%

74 % Eggs 69v

Building body 77%,

Fat 73% tissues Peanut butter 54%

0 70% Healthy skin 75% Fish 44v

in A 52% Builds blood cells 50% Chicken 40v

: - 39% For nervous
system

48% Carrots 34%

38% Oranges 30%

Fights infections 34%

(8-1-) 34% BfOCCOli 25%

Fig. the eyes 30%

1"tain C- 28% Rice 24%

(B .28% White potatoes 23%

Macaroni 20%

Pork & beans 22%

r :Aderscored items are' correct therefore, selection contributes to total score.

For ease of reporting, only the.p sitive answer-categories are shown.
The negative responses'and not sure are omitted. See separately bound

Detailed Tabulations for-Complete data.
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Beef is seen as a good source of protein, fatcand iron, and as a blood cell
and body tissue builder.

Majorities of shoppers correctly idtptify protein, fat And iron-as com-
ponent elements of beef, and attr4Tute the building of body.tissues and
blood cells to beef. However, over half incorrectly believe beef contributes
to strong teeth and bones. All of the foods with animal protein are
correctly mentioned by about half of shoppers as Substitutes for beef.
Many shoppers also recognize the vegetable protein in peanut butter and
pork and beans as substitutes.

Table 6

Knowledge of.thet Food Group: Beef *

(base: All food hoppers - 1,664).

Beef ii a

Good Source of ...

Beef

jportant for ...
F;pods Having a Lot of

-,the Same Benefits as Beef

Protein 90% Building body
tissues

86% Chicken -73%

Fat 78% Eggs 70%

Builds blood 85%

Iron 69% cells Fish 67%

Carbohydrates 37% Strong teeth and
bones

59% Peandt butter 66%

Thiamin..(B1) V 37% Cottage cheese 53%

For healthy skin 47%

Riboflavin-(B2) 34% Pork & beans A.§1

For nervous 44%

30% system Carrots 24%

Vitamin-A 29%- Fights infections 44% Broccoli 21%

Vitamin D 25% For the ey 29%' Rice 19%

Vitamin C 16%
'

Macaroni 15%

White potatoes i5%

Oranges 14%

Underscored items are correct, therefore, selection contributes to total score.

\

4
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Shoppi:_ s know that tomatoes contain vitamin C, but are unsure of their

value to to the body.. v

Seven shoppers in ten know' that vitamin C is contained in tomatoes.

Only four in ten correctly cite vitamin as one of tomatoes' nutritional
elements? Over six shoppers in ten als6 know that oranges and carrots
are substitute foods for tomatoes, but less than four in ten know'--
that tomatoes contribute to healthy skin, fight infection, and aid
the eyes.

Table 7

Knowledge of the Fruit/Vegetable FOO Group:" Tomatoes *

(base: All food shoppers - 1,664)

bmatoes are a
Good Source of ...

Toitaoes are
Important for ...

' Foods Having
.

a Lot of the-
Same Benefits as Tomatoes

Vitamin C 70% Building body
tissues .

38% Oranges 69%
_.i.

Vitaillin A 42% '' Carrots 62%
u

Builds blood 38%

Vitamin D . 31% cells Broccoli 54%

Iron 26% For healthy skin 37% White potatoes 22%

Thiamin (B1) 22% Fights infections
,

36% Eggs 18%

Carbohydrates 20% Fort(t eyes 27% Cottage'cheese 18%

Riboflavin (B2 ) 20% For nervous system 24% .Pork & beans 1

Protein 19% Strong teeth and 23% Peanut butter 16%

. bones .

Calcium . 13% Fish 12%

Fat 4% Chicken 12%

Rice 10% .

1 '
/

- Macaroni 8%

Underscored items are correct, therefore, selection contributes to total scare.
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Enriched bread is seen as a source of carbohydrates and B vitamins,
and rice, potatoes and macaroni are named as substitute foods.

Seven shoppers in ten know that enriched bread is a source of carbo-
hydrates, and over half name t,hiamin and riboflavin as elements con-
tained in enriched bread. A majority correctly belibves that bread is
good for-building body tissues but a majority incorrectly thinks bread is
important for strong teeth and bones. Foods named-as substitutes
by a majority of shoppers are macaroni, white potatoes, and rice.

Table 8

,Knowledge of the Grain Food Group: Enriched Bread

(base:' All food shoppers - 1,664)

*

Bread i a

Good Source of ...

litead is

Important for .

Foods Having a Lot
of the Same

Benefits as Bread

CarbOhydrates 70% Building body
tissues

60% Macaroni 78%

Thiamin (B ) 59% White potatoes 78%
1

Strong teeth and 52%
Riboflavin (B2) 56% bones Rice 75%

Fat 39% Peanut butter 35%55% Builds blood
cells

Protein, 50% Pork & beans 34 %

For healthy skin 35%
'Vitamin A . 44% 34%

For nervous syfteni 28 %

Vitamin D '42% Cottage cheese 32%
For the eyes 24 %

.24%Calccum I 41% Fish

Fights infections 23%
Iron 39% Chicken 23%

Vitamin C 25% Carrots 20%

Broccoli 14%

Oranges 12%

Underscored items are, correct, therefOre, selection contributes to total score.

3C;
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CHAPTER SUMMARY,

1.' When rating their own nutrition knowledge, a.third of hopped (33%)
see themselves as knowing "a lot" or "quite a bit" abut nutrition;
38% say they know "same" about nutrition, and 26% rte themselves as
knowing "not too much" or "almost nothing" about nurjtion. In gen-

eral, shoppers seem to have a realistic concept, of their nutrition

knowledge. Nevertheles, 1.8% of those who score low on a nutrition

knowledge quiz, mistakenly think their knowledge is high.
r

2. Regarding actual nutrition knowledge, as measured by a nutrition quiz,
younger shoppers, those with college experience, women, and non-blacks

score highest on the items which comprise the nutrition knowledge

score.'

3. When handed a /list and asked to name those nutrients which are easy
to get from a/regular diet, at least three shoppers in ten select,
each item Weasy to get.

A secb-hd part of this question asked shoppers which nutrients the
body stores. About a fourth or more correctly name .vitamin A,

iron, vitamin 0, calcium, and fat. Other nutrients arevincorrectly
named as stored by the body by,,anywhere from 16% (ribonalpin) to- -.
65% (carbohydrates) of shoppers.

4. In a section devoted to'the.,four main food group's, the following
are selected by at least a majority of shoppers. (The items in

parentheses are not scored as correct answers.)

NutritionaElements Value to the Body _ Substitute Foods

MILK . Calcium Strong teeth and bones Cottage cheese

Protein Building body tissues 'Eggs

Fat (Healthy skin) 'Peanut butter

Vitamin D k .

(Vitamin A) .

BEEF Protein

,
Fat

Iron

r

TOMATOES 'Vitamin C

Building body tissues
Builds blood cells
(Strong teeth and bones)
aw

(No items in this" category

-- either correct or in-,

correct -- are seleqed by
a majority of shoppers)

Chicken
Eggs
Fish

Peanut butter.
Cottage cheese

Ordages
Carrots
Broccoli

ENRICHED Carbohydrates Building'bod'y tissues Macaroni

BREAD Thiamin (Strong teeth and bones) White potatoes

Riboflavin Rice

(Fat)
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II.
Opini ns about'Food and...Nutrition

- B liefs about Food and Nutrition

- Effect of Interview Experience
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1. BELIEFS ABOUT FOOD AND NUTRITION

In addition to determining shoppers' factual knowledge in the nutrition
area, they were asked a series.of questjbns regarding nutrition beliefs.

Among the food and nutrition beliefs studied, at least four food shoppers
in ten believe that: *

Added vitamins do not supply the same benefit as natural
vitamins. (incorrect)

Vegetarians can stay healthy. (depends)

Snacks are never as good for you as a regular meal. (depends or incorrect)

Eating a variety of foods from the supermarket can supply
sufficient nutrition. (depends or incorrect)

A fourth or less of food shoppers incorrectly believe that:

Weigking e ret amount means. you.are properly nourished.

You will get sufficient nourishment if you just eat What
you like.

food sold in the supermarket is good for you.

About one-filthisof the food shoppers (18%) believe that a canned
or frozen vegetable. can bejust as nutritious-as a fresh vegetable
cooked yourself.

These questions are-studied in more detail on the fo llowing pages.

* Scoring of statements by nutrition consultants in parentheses.

S
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Figure 1

Beliefs about Food and Nutrition

(base: All 1975 food shoppers - 1,664;
all 1973 food shoppers - 1,500) .

Do,not get same benefit
from added vitamins as from
natural vitamins. 4
Can stay healthy without
eating meat.

58%

21-

51%"

`::

Between meal fbods are riever
as'good for a person is food
at regular meals. 42%

Can get enough nutrition
from eating a variety of 01* //,/
foods from Supermarket. 40%

1 *IP

By weighing the right amount,
a person is properly
nourished.

Canned or frozen vegetables
are just a's nutritious as

fresh vegetables you cook*

'Get enough nourishment if
people just each what they
like.

Any food sold in a.super-
market is good for you.

(Depends, not sbre omitted}

I

I

Agree

Disagree

Agree 1973

y

' . . . . . .,
.

*In 1973 the question wording asked about "canned or frozen food" compared
with "food made fry ........,_,

.

4
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4 ..,

A fooa beliefs index wasdeveloped, which divides shoppers into two groups:
."not well informed" dlnd lwell informed." As is true with the nutrition
knowledge score, shopper were divided.Into equal groups for analysis pur-
pose, So that overall approximately half the shoppers are in the "not well
informed" group and half are in the "well informed" group. When examining
'subgroup_ of shoppers, differences in how they are distributed in the two
groups occur.

The index was developed as follows:

1 point -- -"disagree" or "depends" resonse to: Get

enough nourishment if people just eat
what they 85%

1 point -- "diSagree" with: food from the super-
market is good-or you. 81%

1 point.-- ;'disagree" or "depends" response to: Between

meal foods are never as good for a person as
food at regular meals. 57%

1 point -- "disagree" with: By weighing the right
amount a person is properly nourished. 67%

," 4

% of
Shoppers

1. point "disagree" or "depends" response to: Canned
or frozen vegetables are just as nutritious
as fresh vegetables you

1 point -- Oyes"response to: Is dded Vitamin C as
NN_ beneficial as fresh Vit min ?

77%

30 %.

t0 Shoppers with 0-3 pointLwere,placed in the "not well informed!' group;
ebthose with 4-6 points we put in the "well -informed" group.

, ,

As shown in the table opposite, the following shoppers are more likely
to be in the "not well group:

-
informed:

50 years b4d older (59%)
Black (634j.
Live in the SoUth (59%Y
Lower socioeconomic groups (50% medium, 684 low)
Lower nutrition knowledge ('52% moderate, 65% low)

- -J
`

41
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All food shoppers (1,664)

Tayre 9

Food Befieft Index

Not
-Well , Well

Informed_ Info-rued

51% 49

AGE.

18-34 (659) ,
-, 43% 57'

35'- 49 (561) 47% 53

50 4- (433)

REGION Illir

41

Northeait (419) :47% 53

North Central (463) 48% 52

South (519) 59% 41

West (263) 45% 55

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

LoW\(545)

. Middle (600)

High (.519)

RACE

68% 32

50% 50

31% 69

White/other (1,44t4 - 49% 51

Black (177) 63 %` 37

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

. Low (55.p
,

y 65% '35

Moderate (542) 52% 48

High (567). 33% 67°

4
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. The majority of food shoppers believe that natural vitamins.trovide
more nutritional benefit than added vitamins.

a

Six food shoppers in ten (62%) believe that vitamin C added to a fruit
drink is less beneficial than the same amount of vitamin C in fresh
oranges or grapefruit:' Three food shoppers in ten believe the same
benefit is derived--fimbarboth added and natural vitamin C.

Food shoppers in the high socioeconomic group (39%), and,those .

who score high on the knowledge quiz (38%), are more likely than
--'others to believe that vitamin C" from either source is equivalent.

Table 10

Is Added Vitamin C av8eneficial asNatural Vitamin.C?

All food 'shoppers (1,664)

If

Yes 30%

No 62

Depends 2

Don't know 7

Since the last survey there has been an increase in
the percent of food shoppe4.-s-who believe that vitamin
C which is added to a product does not provide the
see benefit as vitamin C found in fresh Citrus fruit.

1973 food shoppers (1,500)

34% said "yes," vitamin C
from either source
gives same benefit

51% said "no"

43
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. P

About half*of food shoppers believe a person can stay healthirwithout
eating any mead; poultry or fish.

Nevertheless, almost as many shoppers, feel that vegetarians cannot
stay healthy without eating "meat." .

Those shoppers who are more likely to think that people cannot stay
healthy without eating meat, poultry or fish, are inthe lower socio-
economic group (51%), lip in the South (52%), are black
(59%), and have les thalt a,high school education (58%).

Table 11

Can People Stay Healthy without Eating Meat, Poultry or Fish?

base:

Yes, can stay healthy'

No, cannot sly healthy

Depends-

-No opinion

All food shoppers

(3 ,664)

48%

41

8

3

Sipte the 111

portionff foo
have tIO con'sqme

4

ey, there his,been a decrease in the pro-

`shOppers who believe that a person does not
poUltry'or fish in order to staY healthy.*

4

1973 food shoppers (1;500)

58% said "yes," can stay healthy without
0tt, poultry or fish

34% said "no," cannot

r v

*Note: The "depends" category was not included on the questionnaire in 'the
1973 survey: This may, in part, account for the differences between
surveys.: In 1975, this category (and the "no opinion" category).was
-on the questionnaire, but was not read to the respondent.
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Food shoppers are divided on the nutritional value of snacks: four in

ten believe snacks are never as good for you as regular meals; about the
same proportion disagrees.

The word "snacks" was not used in the question wording, but suggested by
the phrase "the food that you eat between meals." Shoppers are divided
on the worth of snacks, even though the type of foods eaten between meals
is not defined by the question. A fifth of shoppers (19%) do say, how-
ever, that it "depends.".

I

Table 12

Between Meal Foods are Never as Good for a Person
as Foods'at Regular Meals.

All.food shoppers

base: (1,664)

Agree 40%

Disagree 38

Depends 19

Not sure

Food shoppdrs who rust frequently diSagree with the statement tend to
be in the higher socioeconomic group (49%) and high nutrition knowledge
group (47%).

45
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Shoppers are also divided on the issue of food "variety" being equated
with "nutrition."

4

About four shoppers in ten believe that eating a variety of super-
market food will supply sufficient nutrition, and the same proportion
disagrees.

Respondents age'50 and over (45%), and those with less
than a high school education (46%), are the most fre-
quently in agreement with the statement.

. Table 13

27

Can Get Enough Nutrition from Eating a Variety of Foods from the Supermarket

base

All food shoppers

- (1,664),.

Agree 39%

Disagree . 43

Depends 15

Not sure 3

On neither of-these two statements (Tables 12 and 13) is
there significant difference from the data reported in the
previous survey.

C,
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Two-thirds of food shoppers do not believe that simply weighing the right
amount indicates that you are properly nourished; however, almost one-

fourth de.

Certain groups of shoppers are more likely than others to believe that
correct weight and proper nourishment are correlated: thoseover 50
(34%), those in the lower socioeconomic group (36%); and those who
score in the lower groups on the nutrition knowledge quiz (.32% low

group, 27% moderate group). ,

Table 14

By Meiging the Right Amount, a Person is Properly Nourished.

'Ail food shoppers

base: (1,664)

Agree 23%

Disagree 67

Depends 5

Not sure 5

Again, there are no significant differences in results
between the two surveys on this issue.

4



even food shoppers in ten believe that fresh vegetables provide more
nutrition than canned or frozen vegetables:

Only about a fifth of shoppers -(18%) believe that packaged vegetables
provide nourishment. equivalent to that in fresh vegetables cooked
at home, and just under one in ten (7%) say it "depends."

There is little difference among the various subgroups of
shoppers on this issue -- a majority of all the groups '

studied felt that fresh vegetables you cook yourself are morel
nourishing than frozelkor canned vegetables,

Table 15.

Canned or Frozen Vegetables Are as Nutrijous as Fresh Vegetables.

All food shoppers

base: 0,664)

Agree 18%

Disagree 71
c

Depends 7

Not sure 4

While there has been an increase in "disagreement" since
the previous study, because of the change in question
wording we do not believe the queStions can be directly
compared.

aa,

28
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Few food shoppers believe you can maintain proper nourishment by just

eating foods ,that like.

Thirt p- e of food shoppers believe this is

of ge proper nourishmao but 81% disagree.

spread disagreement with this statement among all

portion who agree Oses,Aowever, among the older

in the lower socioetonomic group (20%), and those

nutrition knowledgeq21%).

Table 16
/

Most People Can Get Enough Nourishment if They Just Eat What They Like.

an effective method
Again, there is wide-
subgroups. The pro-

shoppers (18%), those
who score lowest on

base:

_Agree

Disagree

Depends

Not sure

All food shoppers

(1,664)

13%

81

4

2

Eight food shoppers in ten do not believe that any food sold in a super-

market is "good for you."

However, one food Stopper in ten (9%) does believe that any food sold in a

supermarket is "good foi-you," and among respondents With less than a

high school education, this belief is held by a fifth- (2O %) -of the group.

Table 17

Any Food From a Supermarket is Good For You.

All food shoppers

. base: (1,664)

Agree. 9%

Disagree 81

Depends 7

Notesure 3

On. neither of these.iwO beliefs is there a change from the results

g'ohtained in the 1973 study.

I
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2.. INTERVIEW EFFECT

Toward the end of the interview, respondents were asked to estimate th#
: effect participation in the survey might have on them. Over half (56%)
say they will not do anything different ip their food - related roles.*

Four shoppers in ten (39 %) however, say that as a result of the inter-
view experience they will change their shopping, cooking, and serving
behavior in some way. The shoppers were asked to explain what they might
do differently,-and the results are shown below.

Table 18

Effect of Participating in Interview on Shopping, Cooking
Serving Food

All food shoppers
1975

base:' (1,664)

Will not do anything different 56%

Will do something different 39

Pay closer attention to labels 26

Pay more attention to nutrition
, 12

Other
4 ,

Don' t know
1

Not sure, don't know,
5

_(Multiple responses)

Younger shoppers (44% un r 35 vs. 33% over 50) are more likely tosay
they will -change their ehavior as a result of the interview, as a're
sho ers in the higher - cioeconomic

groups (35% low vs. 43% high) and
ose Who are rated as the most careful shoppers already (28% low Score

vs. 42% high): About the same proportion (51%) said they would not do
something diffe nt after participating in the 1973 survey.

31

*The primary reason-for.asking this question is to determine the extent towhich the interview experience is an opinion-forming one as opposed to anopinfOn-elittttng pe. Thatis, the more the Interview "teaches," the morelikely respondent's' would be to say their behavior will change as a conse-quence of the experience. The less committed people are to a subject areaat the time of the interview, or the Tess certain they are about their aimbehav {or at the time of the interview, thetmore likely they will be changed(or say they will change) as a result of the experience.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

at.

1. Shopper4)Were asked eight "belief ". questions' about food' and nutri-
tion.. About half or more of shoppers believe:

.People do not get the same benefit from
added vitamins from natural vitamins- (62 %).

A person can s ay healthy without eating meat; poultry
or fish (48%

-

2. Other beliefs about fool d nu rition which are helti by atleast
or almost a fourth of shoppers are:

Between meal foods are never as good for a person
as foods at regular meals (40%).

A person can get enough nutrition from eating a
variety oil foods from the supermarket (39%).

.

By weighing the right amount, a person is properly
nourished (23%).

Less widely.held beliefs include:.

Canned or frozen vegetables are just as nutritious
as fresh vegetables you cook (18%).

People can get enough nourishment if they jult eat
what they like (13%).

Any food sold in a supermarket is good for you (9%).

3.. A food beliefs index shows that the least well informed shoppers
are:

At least 50 years old; black; those living in the
South; those in the lower socioeconomic groups; and
those with the least amount of nutrition knowledge:

4t

.
.10
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III.

Nutrition Labeling and Open Dating

O

- Awareness of and Experience
with Nutrition Labelin

- Understanding of Nutrit'on
Labeling

- Perceived Benefits of Nutrition
Labels

Evaluation,of Nutrition. Labels

Open Dating

01.

.f 4
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1. A SECOND LOOK AT elkITION LABELING 44v ..
One of the main objectives of the 1973 surveyof food shoppers was tQ
obtain baseline measurement of consumer attitudes toward the informa-,
tion presented in nutrition labels. The first measure was taken befdre
the use of nutrition labeling,was widespread. Therefore, the sample
label-shown to them in the interview was probably the first glimpse
many of the shoppers had of nutrition labels.

lie current survey again measures food shoppers'_ reactions to nutrition
labeling, but after they have had more of a chance to become familtar
with the labels and the information presented 9n them through ordinary
day-to-day shopping experiences. In addition, we understand that there
has been an FDA-sponsored advertising ogram taking place over the
last year or sohich is intended to make consumers more familial. with
the labels and how to make use.of the information on them. /... .

As was true in the 1973 study, a prototype of a nutrition label was
shown to respondents when they were questioned about nutrition labeling.

'A copy of this is shown on the page opposite.

0-

fi
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Sample Label*

NUTRITION INFORMATION

Per Serving
Serving size = 8 oz.

Servings per container T- 2

Calories 56'0-
Protein 23 g
Carbohydrate 43 g
Fat/ 33 g

(Percent of Cajories from fat = 53%)
Polaturited* 22 g
Saturated . . 9 g
Cholesterol* (20 mg/100 g) 40 mg
Sodium (365 mg/100 *g) 810 mg

Percentage of U:S. Acommended Daily
Allowances (U.S. RDA)

Protein 35 Niacin 25
VifaminA 35 Calcium 2
Vitamin C 10 iron 25
Thiamin 15 Vitamin 86 20
Riboflavin . 15 Vitamin B12 15

_ .

*Information on fat and lholesterol content is pro-
vided for indivicivals who, on the advice .of a phy-
sician, are modifying -kheir total dietary intake of
fat and cholesterol.

alt

*Reduced size. A copy of the exhibit card -used in the interview is boundinto Vie appendix to this report.

a
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2. FAMILIARITY WITH NUTRITION LAIKLING

In the baseline-Study it was not expected that shOOpers would have
' some prior knowledge,af and experience with nutrition labeling. How-

:ever, in the time that has elapsed betwebn surveys, there-has been-more

and more opportunity for food shoppers to become-aware of, and possibly

make,ute of, nutrition labeling.

Awareness of Nutrition Luling

As the table opposite in about six in ten food shoppers say

they have noticed nutrition labels on food products.' The level of

awareness of thete labels varies considerably among various population

-groups. however. Those shoOperS who are younger, in the higher socio-

.
'economic grouts, with high- nutrition knowledge scores and who have a

high "careful "ho reopre likely to have seen nutrition

labeling on foo s, t likely 'to have seen nutrition labeling

by the summer of1975 ar

I

A

- older 4b1

- itthe lowest socioeconomic groOP

-bin ire South

- low scorers on nutrition knowledge and on

"careful shopper."*

.

*Set page 80fora complete description ,of the score.

4i.
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Table 19

Awareness of.Foods with Nutrition Labeling

Yes, .No, have'
have noticed ,.not noticed

,A.11 food shoppers (1,664). 58% . 38

AGE.'"

18 -34 (659)
. 72% 26

35 - 49 (561)` 63% 32'

50 (433) 45% . 52

REGION

Northeast (419)

North Central (463) -

South (519)

West (263)

Ir
36

64% 33

SO% 47

59% 37

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545)
.

45% 51

Middle (600) , 64% 34

High (-519) ,_

40-NUTRITIOp KNOWLEDGE

- .,_, Low' (555) 43% 52

Moderate` (542) 60% 38

High 67) . 75% ....

23

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE'

Low (355)
.

Medium (834) '-

High (475)
is

26%

58%."

85%

(Nat, sure, no' ans wer not shown).

)
.

5(3

70

38
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,Experience. with Nutrition Labeling

Those shoppers who said they had seen.foods with nutrition labels were
asked if they had made use of the labels in_choosing some of the foods
or beverages they,buy.

A third of all food shoppers say they have made use of nutrition 'labels
in choosing foods or beverages. This figure represents slightly over
half of those who say they have seen nutrition labels.

At least four in ten shoppers from the following subgroups say they
have made use of nutrition labeling:

under age 35

-high socioeconomic group

- high nutrition knowledge score

high "careful shopper" score*

,A fourth or less ofthese groups haveused nutrition labeling:

- age 50 and older

, - low socioeconomic group

- low nutrition knowledge score

- medium or loW "careful shopOer" score

.

faa,a_large*majority (71%) of this group reports using nutrition

labeling. Seepage 81 for characterjstics of those shoppers falling
In the three groups -- h4gh, medipm, low.

5'



Tabl e , 20

Use pf Nutrition Labeling

(Asked.only of thoss'who said they had
noticed foods with nutrition labels.)

South (539)

West (263)

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545)

Middle (600)

High (519)

Percent asked , Have
. question. Have used not used

`All food shoppers'(1,664) 58% 33 25.

AGE

18 - 34 (659) " 72%--- 43 29

35 - 49 (561) 63% 32 30
50 (433) - 45% 41b. 25 19

REGION

Northeast (419)

North Central (463)

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555) 43% 22 20

Moderate (54') 60% 33 25

High (567) 75% 45 30

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE,

Cow (355) 26% 3 22

Moderate (834) 58% 24 33

135%.' 71 12

9p

61% 32 ,28

64% 36 27

50% 28. -22

59% 37 21

45% 24 20

64% 35 28

6g% 40 27

: (Not sure, no answer not shown) I
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.4

Shoppers reporting nutrition labeling on a variety Of foods and

beverages, ,o

. Those shoppers who said they had made use of nutrition labeling were
asked.on which -kinds of-foods and beverages the had. made,use bf the.

tY
labels. The table below shows the most Oegue by mentioned_type of
food is grain products,, with various kinds of everages a close second

.

Table 21

Foods and Beverages for Which Nutrition Labels Have Been Used

4

(Asked only of those who said they had used nutrition labeling.)

A1' fdod-

sheppers

Nutrition
Knowledge Score

Law Moderate High.

(542)base: .(1,664) (555)

Percent asked
this question: 33% 22%

GRAIN PRODUCTS (bread,
cereal, pasta, rice,
crackers) 14%

BEVERAGES (juices,
soft drinks; ice tea) 10

VEGETABLES 7 4

OTHER FROZEN, PACKAGED,
PREPARED FOODS (pudding',

canned goods, instant
potatoes? etc.). 7 4

FRUITS 5
Afr,

. MILK AND, MILK PRODUCTS
.(milk; cheese, ice cream,

etc.) 4.

*Less than .5%. '

1/233%

14%

10

9

8

4

- Cupful
Shopper Score

Low 'Medium High,

(567) (355) (834) (475)

45% 3i 24% 71%

21% 2% 11% 30%

14 1 7 21

9 6 14

10 5 15

8 4 10

6 ` 1 4 1.0

4

n mentions and multiple answers)

59



As. another measure of shoppers' familiarity with nutrition labeling,
they were asked.v.if they had ever seen or heard any ads-about nutrition
labeling, either in newsypers or magazines, or on televisjon or radio.'

Almost six shoppers in ten say they have seen or heard adyertising
for nutrition labeling. Again, it ,is those shoppers who are in the higher
socioeconomic groups, have higher nutritiOrkmdeedge and score higher
on the "careful shopper" score who are most likely to have seen or
heard these ads.

Table, 22

JAwareness of Nutrition Labeling Advertising

Yes,.have.
seen or heard

No,

have not

All food shoppers (1,664) 57% 39

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545) 491 48

Middle (600) 63% 34

Nigh (519) 60% 36

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Lqw (555) 48% 47

Moderate (542) 60% 37

High (567) 65% 33

CAREFUL SHOPPER

Low (355) 34% 61

Medium (834) 59% 37

High (475) 72% .2

(Not sure, no swer not shown)
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3'. UNDERSTANDING OF NUTRITION LABELS

After shoppers told us about their familiarity and exPeri ce with

nutrition labeling, they were asked to look at individual arts of

the sample nutrition label interms.of their understanding of them.

While the entire sample label was still in front of them,

shoppers were handed eight small cards which displayed

various segments of the information presented on the label.

They were then instructed.to sort the cards on a board

according to whether or not they understood the information

well enough to use it in making buying decisions.

As shown in the table opposite, shoppers did make distinctions among
the partsof the label in terms of their understanding. Most shop-

pers say they understand "serving size" or "servings per container"

and "calorie content" well enough to help them make a buying deci-

sion. All other parts-of the label, with one.exception, were re-.

ported to be understood by at least half of the shoppers. Sodium

content is understood by only 36% of the shopper. More detail on

what ii not understood about the items is reported later.

01



Table 23

Understanding of.Information on Nutrition Label

Serving size or servings per

All Food Shoppers (1,664)

Do not

Understand understand

container 185% .12

Calorie content 82% 15

U.S. RDA 64% 31

Protein content (grams) 62% 33

Information on fat 58% 38

Carbohydrate content 56% 40

ChOlesterol content 51% 43*

Sodium content 36% 58

(Not sure, no answer not shown)
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An index was developed based on the questions just reported, which pro-
vides an overview of shoppers' understanding of the nutriti, label:

One point wa g en fdr each'segment of the label 6hich the
shopper say she ,(or he) understands well enough to use in

making buyi "de isions. Shoppers are gr ped into three
grou hig moderate and low according w many parts
of the 1 el they reported as being understood.

0-3 Low understanding

4-6 Moderate understanding

7-$ High understanding

As shown inthe table opposite, less than half of any of the subgroupg
of shoppers has a "high" understanding of the nutrition label. Even.

among the shoppers who score high on the "careful shopper" score, only
45% indicate a good understanding of the information on the label.

As is true with many of the other knowledge or information type ques-
tions covered in th4s survey, those with the least amount'of under-
standing of the nutrition information presented on the labels are:

Older shoppers.

'N-/ 'Shoppers in the lowest socioeconomic group

Shoppers with the least amount of nutrition knowledge

Low careful shoppers



Table 24-.
Nutrition Label Understanding Index

All food shoppers (1,664)

AGE

18 - 34 (659)

35 - 49 (56f)

50 (433)

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545)

Middle (600)'

High (519)

Low Moderate High,

. 35 it 34

26% 42

27% 36

37% 29

32

37

34

43% 33. 24 -

27% 38 35

21% 34 45

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555) 47% 32

Moderate (542) . 23% -40 -

High (567) 21% 3fi 43

CAREFUL. SHOPPER

Low ( 355)

Moderate (834)

High (475)

I

49% 29 ,22

30% 38 33

19%, 36 45

47.
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As mentioned before, shoppers were asked to pinpoint what ityas about
the infOrmation presented that they did not understand. For the most
part :shoppers say thAt is either the numbers associated with the
item they do not understand, or ihat none of it'is clear to them.

5

Note: See page 37 for a prototype of a nutrition label.

f

6'

A

.10
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Table 25

Reasons Why Nutrition Label Information Rot Understood

(Asked only about those items not understoOd.)

All food shoppers (1,664L

Do not understand:

49

Percent
asked

question

What'

numbers
stand f6r

Meaning
of words

.

. None

Other it clear

Sodium content 58% 19% 8 2 25

Cholesterol content 43% 1 Y, 4 _2 .16

Carbohydrate content 40% 17% 4 1 15

Information on fat 38% 14% 4 1 15
----.

Protein content (grams) 33% 16% 2 1 12'

U.S. RDA 31% 8% 3 2 15 ,....,/
Calorie content 15% 4% 1 r * 7

Serving size or servings 4
per container 12% 2% 1 * 7

*Less th .

(Not sure, no answer not shown)
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Many shoppers are apparently confused as to the meaning of the RDA figures
shown on nutrition labels.

After lookihg at the sample nutrition label and answering a series of-
questions about it as just described, shoppers were shown a list of
three possible meanings of the RDA section of the label and asked which
best describes what "U.S. RDA" stands for.

About a fourth of the shoppers (26%1 chose the correct statement to describe
the meaning of U.S. RDA's -- "the percent of each vitamin and mineral pro-
vided by each serving in the container." Over four shoppers in ten believe
the U.S. RDA figures on the label stand for the "percent of each vitamin
andmineral needed each day."

Cautionary note to reader:

In examining the findindt for this question among subgroups of shoppers,
one can see that those shoppers who might be expect -to select the cor-
rect meaningfor "U.S. RDA" (see opposite) are ev6 more likely than others
to appear to be misinformed on this issue. This suggests that perhaps
the question itself was misinterpreted by respondents. For example,
those shoppers who selected "Percent of each vitamin and mineral needed
each day" as the correct meaning may have been thinking of the general
meanirro of "U.S. RDA" rather than the meaning of the U.S, RDA figures
shown on the nutrition label.

6



Table 26

Understanding of U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance Information

Reported
Understanding

All food Nutrition Knowledge of RDA*
shoppers Low Moderate

base: (1.,664) (555) (542)

Percent of each vitamin and
mineral needed ea4141y 43%.

Percent of each vitamin end --

mineral provided by each
serving in the container * 26

Percent of each vitamin and
mineral in the container 16,

Other. 1

Don't knim 14

ski

38% 42i

21 27

12 21

1 1

.28 9

lho

High Yes No

(567) (1103) (491)

, 50% 48% 37%

29 30 18

15 17 16

1 1 . . 2

5 4 27

*Based on 'responses to Q. 41. "Yes" answers are those who say they understand
U.S. RDA information on nutrition labels well enough to help make buying deci-

-,sions about food products.

'



Some confusion exists aMong'food shoppers as to the meaning of open .

dating --at least with 'regard to the dates which are stamped on milk.

Shoppers are fairly evep divided as to the meaning of the date which
is stamped on milk-- s melhink it is the dateby which customers
shoulduse the proauct;others think'icorrectly) that it is the date
by which the milk should be sold to'theiwstomers. Few believe it refers
to the prpoduct'A packiging date. .

Shoppers in the high socioeconomic group, #hd those with high
nutrition knowledge scores avi "careful shopper" scores more

. oqen correctly describe themeaning of Oft dates qm milk.

'V&

'44IAple 27

. Meaning of Date Stdmped on Milk Conte

Date by which milk ...

Should'te Should be-Is packaged
sold to
customer

1.1 food shoppers (3,664)
a

43%664)

SOCI0e6NOMIC STATUS ,

0
Low ((45) / 33%-

Middle (600) v, '. 43%

High (519) \ 56%

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE

(355)

Moderate (831),

High (475)

,f.

cl

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE
t

Low (555)-_, - 3§%
4

Moderatd'(42) 41%

,High (567.) 51% "1,

I

31%

42%

55%

69

used by .

customer
by
air' Not sure

38 7 . 12

.
4

2

39 . 8 20

41
...

, 8.; 8
..e

32 4 - 8 ,

.

:33' 7 21
s %

41 9 -9

.39 5 5-

0
4

32 11 26

7 9

35 4
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There is much less difference of opinion among'food shopRers, however,

when expressing their views as to what kind 'of -date they would prefer

stamped on milk container.

OVersix food shOOpek in ten say they would prefer a date on milk
which tells them the poipt by which the milk should be used. About

afourth,of shoppers would prefer the current meaning of the date.

.

Thble 28

Preference forMeaning of Date Stamped on Milk Container

53

r.

.

All food shoppers (1,'664)

. SOCIOECONOMIC- STA

6.

Date by'which milk . .

Should be Should be
sold to' used by

customer customer

.

Both

No

'opinion A

23% 62 8 .1

Low (545) 23% 8 11 j,'

Middle 490) 25%. 8 5
f 1

High (519) 22% 66 8 4

..6

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE A

Lo/ (555) . ?j%. -58 8. 11

Moderate °(542) 24%44 61 .9, . 6 .

High (567) 22% 67 8 -3

a..
CAREFUL SHOPpER.SCORE

Low (355). 21% 55 10 14._

Mode;ate (834) ' 23% B4 4.7 6

High (475) 24% 65 8 7 3

t.
rfrrr

pug

4
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4. EVALUATION Of NUTRITION LABELING

Uses Made of Nutrition Labeling

Given the option of using the information on nutrition labels either
as a shopping aid or as an aid in planning and evaluating individuals'
diets, shoppers tend to favor the fdrmer.

'Shoppers were handed an exhibit card containing four statements
and asked to pick which way they would most likely use the inforiation
on nutritlon labels.

To, -help plan a better diet -- at -home'

Royghly -add up the nutrients in all the_fijods
eaten by a person in a day and estimate how close
the total nutrients eaten come to the 100% U.5.
Recommended Daily Allowances. .

's To hyp-get the best nutritional buys -- in the Ito re

,

t Compare nutritional values of different brands
of the'same or similar foods, to see.what
nutrients areein a new product.

e I would use this information another way

4-

I.probably won't be using the information on nutrition .

-. labels too much

.0

4

. About four in ten shoppers choose "to help get the best nutritional buys."
Almost three in ten would prefer to use the label at home "to help plan

, - . a better diet." fi fifth of the shoppers say they probably 'ill.not be
t -04 using nutrition labeling too much and this proportion inc eases among

- - 'certaf

)
sub-groups:

'L t . 50 years and older .(29% say they will not use nutrition
.1abeling too much) .

Low socioeconomic group (my
. -Low nutripon knowledge group (30%)

. Low group an "careful shopper" score
r Low group in understanding of the label (38 %)

44

S.

f.
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Table 29

Primary Useiof,Hutrition Label Information

- To help - To help Use Will

get best plan some not

nutritional better other use

bays home diet__ way too much

All food shoppers (1,664) 42% 28 ,(3 22,

AGE

18 - 34 (659)

35 - 49 (561)

50 (433) '

I

47% 33 g 15

45% 291 4 19

31% 24 3 29

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545) 36% 28 1 28

Middle (600) *44% 29 2 20

High (519) ,
49% 28 15 ,16

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555)

Moderate (542)

High (567)

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE

Low (355) 26% 21* 2 41

Moderate (834) 44% 30 2 . 20
.

High (47) i 5?% 32 5
..

a

33%

45%

50%

25

32

29

2 30

3 18

16

UNDERSTANDING OF LABEL

Low (482) 33 % '18 2 38

Moderate (615) . 48% 3.1 2 15

High (567) .45% 34. -5 14

(Not sure, no insvier not shown)

O
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While shoppers who say they probably won't be using nutrition labeling too
much do not fochs on any given reason why, the most frequently mentioned
reasons seem ta,suggest a simple lack of interest in applying this new

'information to eSta6Tished shopping patterns. For instance, some shop-
pers-say they have a pattern of food buying and will not change it re-
gardless of what information is presented on the food labels. Following
are some comments which illustrate shoppers' views:

Won't Change Buying/Eating Nabiis

I'm one of those who buys what
w enjoy eating

and never looks/ at pric or reada Labels. I knot:, what
I like after 'shopping for n years.

Because we lok the same things all the time and are
used to the same food. We won't clzange.

Because I don't change eating habits and don't
=Pei 1-hat I would benefit from nutritional labeling.

I just see or need something I -line and buy and very
selsdreadthel-g.pg .

- _

No Interest

Really not interested.

Don't

Well, I am alone, and I eat very little and feel
don't need this tifpg of information..

Because I don't pay attention to it.

Understand
,

Them

4
4:

Because I really can't say I understand lit very
'Pr

Too much wording. Tdo complicate:di:

/ I don't understand that muck about its

I've never used it before
a .Jash. It iap
man to be at e to unders

.
8p I figure it's kind of
.es it scientist or medibal

ta;td all.thOse Labels.
.

pi

S



Tattle 30

Reasonsfor,Not Using Nutrition Labeling

(Asked only of those who sid,they.probably''
would not make much use of bel information.)

All food shoppers (1,664)

.
Percent asked 22%

WON'T CHANGE HABITS (I buy food I'm 8

used to.buyingrwon't be changing my
way of buying) "

NO INTEREST (Not important to me)

DON'T UNDERSTAND THEM (Too complicated)

TAKES TOY MUCH TIME (Don't have the
ience to analyze each detail)

HO NEED/ALREADY KNOWLEDGEABLE (I feel
I balance my meals now)

DON'T BUY FOODS WITH NUTRITIONAL
LABELING (Buy fresh meats and produce)

NO SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS

CAN GET BALANCED MEALS WITHOUT {Such
a variety of foods available you get
Air normal nutrition anyhow)

OTHER

NO ANSWER \\

3

2

2

.

2

1

(Multiple answers)

74



When rating those items on the nutrition .labelfhilh they understand,
shoppers tend to say each of the types of information is at least
"important." Very few shoppers say an item is not important-at all."
(See.tab1A opposite.)

The table beloW shows the data in a somewhat different manner. Just
taking the opinions of those shoppers who say they understand an item
again_ indicates a tendency:to rate each,as at least "important." In

dichotomizing the four point scale, there are only three items which
are not rated in the-top half of the scale by at- least two-thirds of
shoppers -- carbohydrate content, serving size and sodium content:
Almost three-fourths of those who said they understand the information
on protein content value this information.

Table 31

Base

Importance to
they understand

those who said

the information

Very important,
important

Somewhat,
not at all
important

P5otein content (grams) (1032) 73% 26

Calorie content (1.364) 68%. 32

Information on fit (965) 67%. 3,1 -

Cholesterol content ( 849) 66% 32

U.S. RDA (1065) 65% 32

Carbohydrate content ( 932) 61% 38

Serving size or servings
per container (1414) 57% 42

Sodium Content ( 599) 55% 44

(No opinion, no answer not shown)

6
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Table 32

Importance of Nutrition Label-Information in Making
Buying Q4sions

(Asked only about those items which are said to be understood.)

k

'

Serving size or

Percent
asked
question

All food shoppers '(1,664)

Not
Very Somewhat important

important Important important at all

serviags per container 85% 24% 25. 21 14

Calorie content 82% 28 %. ..27 16 10

U.S. RDA 64% 20% 22 14 6

Protein content (not
RDA) 62% 24% 2.22 12 5

.

Information on fat 58% 21% 18 la 6

Carbohydrate content 56% 16% 17 15 6

Cholesterol content 51% 20% 14 11 6

Sodium content 36% 11% 9
, 9 7

(Ho opinion, no answer not shown)

111
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Assessing the Nutrition Label

Shoppers were asked to make a comparison between the information pre-
sented on a nutrition label and othet kinds of information which might
be included on food packages: ' recipes and further information on making
a well-balanced meal.

When comparing the value of nutrition information againct fiha value rf
recipes fdr us-rig the food product, shoppers favor the nutrition informa-
tion. About one in six, however, either say they would like both types
of information or would prefer recibes%

Once again, it is those who know the most about nutrition, those who
are the more "careful" shoppers and those who understand the label
best who show a strong preference for nutrition label information.,

.

Table 33

Prefer nutrition labeling, or some recipes for using
the food inside the package.

Recipes Both Neither opinion
Nutrition
Labeling

All food shoppers (1,664) 58% 17 16 4 5 .

NUTRITIION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555) 46% 21 15 8 le%

Moderate (542) 60%4, 15 19 ' 2 4

High (567) 69% 14 15 1 1.

CAREFUt SHOPPER SCORE

LoW (355) 39% 23 1\ 11 16

Moderate (834) '8 19 18' . 3' , 2

High (475) 70 10 16 3 3

UNDERSTANDING OF-LA8EL I
Low (482)"' 40% 26 14 9 11,

Moderate (615) 61% 17 17 2

High (5b7) 70% TO 16 2 2_

When comparing current findings with those from the 1973'study, there
tends to be less preference for nutrition information now and more desire
for either recipes or for both kinds of information, ,

- 1973 food shoppers (1,500)

79% prefer nutrition labeling
9% prefer recipes

Say both

1
7
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On the'other hand, when the choice is between nutrition information
and "help in making well-balanced meals using the food productplus
other things, support for nutrition labels loses ground among shoppers.

AP

E -'t r those who score high on the three indices (knowledge, shop-
ping style, abel understanding), shoppers are fairly evenly divided as,..

to which typ- of information they would prefer. The high scorers gen-
erally prefe nutrition labeling information.

Table 34

Prefer nutrition information shown or information-on
what other foods to serve with the one in the package
in order to make a well-balanced meal.

Nutrition Balanced No

* labeling -meal Both Neither opinion
t

All food shoppers (1,664 42% 37 ) i . 4

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555)... 31% s6 13 8

' Moderate (542) 43
: 40 12 1

High (567) 53% 35 10 1

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE

Low (355) 24% 39 10 10

.Moderate (834) 40% 41 13 3

High (475) 58% 29 11 *

.

UNDERSTANDING OF LABEL

Low (482) .6' 40 10 8

Moderate (615) ' , 44% 40 11 2

High (567) 50% 3i 14 2
.

*Less than .5%

5

12

4

1

17

3 'NN.,_t

2

12

3

3

This year's findings-on' this question diffg' sharply from 1973 in that
there is a substantially smaller proporiion of shoppers who say they
prefer nutrition label information over aid in balancing meals.

1973 food shoppers (1,500)

64% preferred nutrition labeling
20% preferred balanced meal information
8% wanted both
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Many shoppers say that they would make use of the nutrition label in-

formation when evaluating a new product for the first time.

-

Not surprisingly, the higher shoppers score on the three indices most

related to their use and understanding of thd labeling (knowledge

score, "careful shopper" score,, and degree to which they understand

the label), the more likely they are to say they would make use of

the nutrition information to choose a new product.

Table 35

Would you make use-of this kind label as a way
to decide about buying this nelerand?

Not SureYes No

All food shoppers (1,664) 72% 17 11

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555) . 60% 21 , 19

Moderate (542) 75% 15 10

High (567) 81% 13 6

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE

Low (355) 48% 30 22

Moderate (834) 73% 16 11

High (475) ''. 86% 7 7

4.

UNDERSTIBoOF LABEL

Low (48 54% 25 . 21

Moderate (615) 75% 15 10

High (867) :84% 11 5

A similar proportion of shoppers in 1973 aid they would use the nu-

trition label to help evaluate a new pro uct:

1973 food sho e
4

75% "yes" wo d use

15% "no" wo d not -

10% "not su en 7

7



In terms of sho ers' erceltions of the benefits nutriti belin
idppers see at least some va ueght have for them, most s

0 abeling.

While about a fifth of the shoppers either say labe1L
ing will have no benefit for them or have no opinion about itL4

4\ third say it will have a little benefit and 45% say they wil/
receive quite a bit of benefit from the labeling.

The more a shopper knows about nutrition, the higher the score on the
"careful shopper" indei, and-the better a shopper understands the labels,
the more likely she (or he) is to feel the labeling will be a benefit.

63

Table 36

Amount of benefit homemaker sees deriving from nuti-
tion labeling.

Quite A No
bit little None opinion

All food shoppers (1,664) 45% 33 12 10

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555) 32% 34 19 15
Moderate (5$2) 50% 33 9 8

High (567) 55% 33 7 5

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE

Low (355) 23% 40 23 14

Moderate (834) 44% 36 11 9

High (475) 64% 25 . 4 7

UNDERSTANDING OF LABEL

Low (482) 27% 35 24 14

Moderate (615) 51% 35% 6 8-

. High (567)--'
- 55% 30 7 8

Sg
There has been a decline in the proportion of shopper whb feel they
will benefit "quite a bit" from nutrition labeling sin the 1973 survey.

1973 food-shoppers 11,500)
'

52% quite a bit of benefit
35% a little benefit
10% no benefit
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Two-thirds of food sho ers sa the would be willin to somethin

for nutrition labeling on food containers.

A questioning techniqueilused in the baseline study which was found to

be useful in measuring shoppers' overall, response to nutrition labeling

was repeated in this study:

First, respondents were asked if they would be willing to pay
30t a, week more on-their overall food bill in order to have

nutrition labeling. People willing to pay 30t more were asked .

if they would be willing to pay 50t more a week. People un-

willing to pay 30t more were asked if'they would be willing

to pay 10t more. (These amounts were judgmental. The puriose

of the questions was not.to5ind out how much shoppers would

really be willing to pay, but to get some idea of their level

of, commitment to this kl'nd of labeling.)

The findings for all food shoppers:*

40% willing.to pay 50t-more each week
16% willing to pay 300 more each week
9% willing"to pay 10t more each week
34% not willing to pay anything

The table on the next page profiles shoppers in terms of their willingness

to pay the maximum amount suggested (50t) vs. unwillingness to pay any-

thing for nutrition labeling. Attitudes toward nutrition labeling, as

measured by this question, do vary considerably by population subgroup.

Those groups most-fivorably inclined. toward the labeling include:
,

Anger shoppers
shoppers in the higher socioeconomic groups
shoppers who score higher on the nutrition knowledge
quiz and the "careful shopper" score
shoppers who repert'a clearer understanding of the label

As Is.the case on similar evaluation questions, comparing the response
levels from 1973 and 1975, a,decline in the interest in nutrition label-

ing is indicated. Few people are Willing to pay as much as 50t for

nutrition labeling this year, and conv9rsely, more are unwilling to
pay anything.

1973 'foodPshoppets (1,5

48% willing to pay 54
19% willing to pay Ot
8% willing to pay ot
25% not willing to pay anything
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Background Characteristics of Food Shoppers Willing to Pay
50t a Week for Nutrition Labeling, and Food Shoppers Not
Willing to Pay Anything for It.

Willing to pay weekly ...

50t'- Nothpig

All food shoppers (1,664) 40% A%
AGE

18 - 34 (659) 61% 22/r

35 - 49 (561) 43% 33%

50 (433) 30% 45%

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545)

Middle (600)

High'(519)-

26% 47%

46% 31%

52% 24%

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Loir (555) 25% 49%

Moderate (542) 44% 4 32%

High (567) 54% 21%

CAREFUL SHOPPER SCORE

Low (355) 26% 52%

Moderate (834) 40% 33%

High (475) 52% 24%

UNDERSTANDING OF LABEL

Low (482) 26%, 47%

Moderate (615),4 45% 27%

High (567) 48%

Example of how to read table: 51% of 418-34 age group would be
willing to pay 50t a week for nutrition labeling: 22% of the 18-34
age group would not pay anything for nutrition labeling.

L.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY-
.

- .

1. Almost six food shoppers in,ten.(58%) say they ha've seen nutrition
labels on food products.

Over half of the shoppers who have noticed nutrition
labeling on food produgts say they have made use of
them in choosing someof the foods or bever:ages they
buy. (In other words, a third of all shoppers say
they have usea.nutrition labeling.)

Younger shoppers and those in the higher socioeconomic
groups are more likely to have used nutrition labeling.

. i'he responding to questions about &sample, nutrition label, about
' a third of the shoppers (34%) say they understand at lebst se4n

of the eight Components of the label wfticb were studied.

Anot44,-4'thir,d of the shoppers (35 %) say they understand
four,Jive or six of the label's components, and,31%
report understanding only three or fewer parts of the
label.-

Specifidally, the pr ortion of shoppers who say they understand each
part of be label is follows: .' '*

, 67

S..

3

Serving size or:servings 85% understandAhell enough to
per container heip make buying decisions

"Calorie 'content 82%

U.S. ROA 64%*

Protein content (grams) 62%

58%

arbohydrate+content 56%.,

tEae9terchl content

Sodium content-
,

kinformation on fat

p1

k

4

4

e
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3., ,When presentid-with a. choice pf,two ways touse nutrition label infor-
nation --:either as a _shopping or purchasing aid,,or as an aid in

planning and/evaluating individual' diets,, shoppers are-Mort likely

.

. ..tn pref theformer: ',

. .

Si,. -

,

,

, -4,
4 :- 4

t
fi.-

Forty-two percent of shoppers say they Would most likely

.
use nutritioniabel informatiokto-help them gethe best
nutritional buys in the.store.. Twenty-eight percent say

the main way they would use nutritionl4abel'informatfon

is to help plan a better diet,at&home.1
. .. .

.

About a fifth (22%), 'however, -say they probably will not

' be using nutrition.labeling too mupho

4. Fobd shoppers tend to rate all of the,rtutnitidnr.label information

Jighich.theY understanooas important to them making buying'decisions.

'

making.

5.' When asked to choose between nutrition l'abelfgg'and other kinds of

inforination which might be presented on food packages, shoppers're-

actions are mused:

Shoppers strongly prefer nutrition information (58%)

over recipes (17%).

Shopped are divided in choosing between nutrition
labeling (42%) and informatiewon making a.well
balanced meal withthe food in the package '37 %).

6. NevertheleAs; almost three-fourths ofshoppers1(72%) say they would

-use nutrition information to help deciSe whether to buy a new brand

for the'first time, and most shoppers.(78%)-fl that they would

'r'eceive at least a little benefit from nutrition. labeling. In addi-

tion, two-thirds of shoppers (66%) say they wout(be willing to pay

something for nutrition labeling on food Containers.'

'Howey4r,:support for and intirest in` nutrition labeling

-has slackened somewhat since 1973.

7. Related to shdpperSI-Understanding and use of nutritio n label inter-..

matign, is their understanding of the meaning of open dating. Far the

purposes of the survey, one example of open dating was used -- dates

stamped on milk containers.
.

1..

While about four 'shoppers in ten (43%) think correctly

that the date stamped on milk refers to the date by which

..the product should ba s'Old to the.customer, almost the

4. same pr6portion (38%). incorrectly thinks it is the-date

by which the milk should be used by the customer. Regard-

.less of what they think 14 the current meaning bf thodate

stamped on milk, oyer six shoppers in ten (62%) would pre,

far that it refer to the date by wtjch the milk should be

used by the customer.
- "44

oaf
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Other Food-Related Beliefs and Household Practices
4

4

- Food shopper concept of own health
and diet of househrld members

- ConSumptiop.of vitamins

- Weight-related issues

- Shopping patterns

Var
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1. PERCEPTIONS OF HOUSEHOLD HE'ALTH

Eight shoppers in ten b elieve eir own health is'at-least

When food.hoppers are asked to rate their own health, 82% sa it is

either "'excellent" (25%), "very good" (29%) or "good" (28%) Less than

a fifth of respondents (17%). ratetheir health as eithe "f r" or "poor".

As might be expefted, older shoppers are more like than

younger'shoppers to rate their health as fair ar poor.

Table 38 .

Self- Rating of Present Health

Excellent,
very good Good

All food shoppers (1,664) . 54% 28

Age ,

'18 - 59)
.

66% 24.

i 35 ) 57% 29

50+ (433)
. .

42% 30

(No answer not sown)'
_--.

4

J.

Fair,
%

-

poor

17

. 12

26

sit

.1
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A substantial majority of food shoppers believe, that all members of
their, household get a well-balanced diet.

About eight shoppers in ten (79%) saYtthat all members of thleir house-
hold are getting a well-balanced diet. About one-fifth (18%) say that
"someone" or "no one" gets a well'- balanced diet in their household.

.

Older shoppers believe that'other of their household are getting
balanced diets more than do younger-Shoppers. As discussed-on the next
page, this is probably a factor of not having young children or teen-
agers in the home.

Table 39,

Food Shopper Perception df Household Diet

Everyone getting Someone/no one
well-balanced diet , getting well-balanced diet

All fae shoppers (1,664) ,79%

:AGE

18 - 34, (659) 75%

35 -.49(561) 74%
e,

50 t.(433)

18

-86%

23

22.

12\
c

(No answer, not sure not shown)

4"

/eie finding's ere:WstpaTiy comparable to those p- -the 1973 survey.

1973 fled shoppers (1k, 500)

75% everyone gdtting balanced diet
22% someone not getting ba'l'anced ,diet

d

p
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Fifteen percent of shopper's said that someone in their household,was not
getting a well-balanced diet, and they were asked who.and why.

0

As mentioned previously, thbse sho ers who are most likely to

have young children and/or teeria rs at home (under age 50) tend
to cite these family members as not getting-a well-balanced,diet.

Table AO

House d Member Not Getting a Well-Balanced Diet

%

base:

PP

Someone not getting a well-
balanced diet

All food .

shoppers

AGE

18-34 35-49 50+

(1,664)'

15%

(659)

20%

(561)

- 2O

(433)

9%

A Hommaker 5% 7% 3% 5%

Pre-teenichild_ 4 6 5'

Husband/spouse- 3 5 2 __l

Teenage son 2 1 6 1

Teenage daughter '2 1 - 6 1 .

Baby 1 2 ' 1

Elderly person 1 * '1

Other 1 2 *
,

.

(multiple responses)

4

There is no consensus on the reason why a household member is not

getting a well- balanced diet: Five percent of shoppers say that the

person is cfussy eater and hard-to-please. (See table opposite).

.

In another question concer04househald-health, shoppers were asked

if'anyone in their household ha an allergy or otter problem which re-

quired especial diet. ThreetfoU?ths1 foodshoppers say no one in

their ho6sehold-has Such a problem, whi e 23% report ha -vinq a house-

hold member whose health requires a.speCial diet, e.g., for diabetes,

hypertension, or-allergy. The only subgroup difference this clues-

tion,as might be expected, is due to age. Older shags are more

likely to have someone with a special dietary problem in their house-

hold.
,

.

I A

I

*Less than .5%.



Table 41

Reasons for Household Member Not Getting a Well-Balanced Diet

llase:

Someone not getting a well-balanced diet

Fussy 'eater, hard-to-please

Is away from home too much to 3

get the right kinds of food

Doesn't eat enough.

Does too much snackihg, no appe-'
tite,no appetite left at -.meals

Only likes foods that aren't
gOod foe you

/ r

. OnIy Z i kes sweet 'roods. 1

; On x reducing -diet. 4 1

Other 4

All fobd
shoppers

1,664.

15%.

2

(Llti le responses)

4.

1

AP

So
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2. OTHER HEALTH RELJED ISSUES -- VITAMDNS AND DIETING .

s

About half of all food shoppers report vitamin usage in their households.

There are differences among shopper subgroups in terms of household.vita-
min-consumptton:_

There is more reported vitamin consumption among the youngest
segment of the shopper population than among older shoppers.

-o Vitamin consumption increases with socioeconpmic status.

Black, are less likely to report vitamin cOnsumption.in
thei 44ouseholds thp-are others. .

,

/\

In 1973, a somewhat greater Onortion of shoppers reported household
vitamin consumption.

7 ,*
....

1973 food shoppers (1,500)

..._ 54%someonetAke( vitamins"
407-ricone takes vitiMiFti--

ir
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Tables 42

Differences in Vitamin ZonsumPtion by'Subgroups

7.5

10%

Someone in
--household

takes

vitaminS
No one takE

vitamins

All food shoppers (1,664) 6.?% 52

AGE-- /
18 - 34 (659) 53% 46. 1

35 - 49 (61) . 44% r __- 54 v

50 + (433i 44% 56

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS ,.

Low (545)

Middle (600)

-High (51-9,)-7--
,,/

1 585';

52%

52%

61

47

48
-....___________

RACE .

White/other (1,485) 48%

_Black (177) 1 37%

-

(No answer not shown)"

;,01

r
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In households where vitamins are, consumed, it is the homemaker w o mist

frequently takes them.

Sppuses are reported next most freqUently as taki.nrxitamins.
/ Younger: children are reported as taking vitamins more.,often

than teekagers. ,

a
able 43

Reported Vitamin-Consumption by.Household Member

base:

'Someone in household.takes

All oo0
shoppers .

AGE

18-34 35-49 50

(1,664) (659) (56-1) (433)

vitamks: 47 53% 441 44%

ysel ;food stopper) 32% 34% 36% 35%

Spouse. 16 14 17 17

Pe-teen child(reh) 11 21 14

Baby
Teenage son(s)-

6

3

16

1

1

8

0

2

,Teenage'daughter(s) 4 1 1'0 2

Elderly person 2 I'. 1 3

Other 2

1
if 1 3

(multiple responses)*

The main purpose of vitamin consumption is to "play it safe." Within

each.group of household members the-majority is reported to take vita-

mins for this reason. Fewer shoppers say that someone in their house-

hold takes vitamins for a dietaryjeed.

Myself (food shopper)

Take

vitamins
Play it
safe

-Dietary
:Ileed

32% 17 '')10

,Smuse `16%\, 11 4

Preteen child(ren) 11% 1, 9' 1

Baby 6% 3 1

Teenage son(s) 3% - 3 .*

I, Teenage daughter(s) *v. 1
4% 34 . 1

h Elderly person 2%

kther 2%

(Bpth, Not sure not shown)

*Less than .5%;

G 6. .



Almost six food shoppers in ten (57%) say that soMegne in their household

is trying.to gain or lose weight. ,

. c

Most frequently, it is the shopper who is trying to lose sr gain
-weight. Four shoppersin ted say that they are trying to lose. wetght,

while 4% are trying to gain. A6out one-fifth of spouses are reportedly

trying to lose weight. . .

Table 44

Household Members Oho} Are Reportedly Trying to Gainor,to Lose

Weight*

'frying to' Trying to
All food shoppers (1,664) lose lgain .

a,

Myself

. Spouse

41% 4

19% 4

Teenage daughter(--- ",\\ 5% 1

Teenage son ' 2% 1

Pre-teen child 1% 1

i.

The homemaker and spouse are the most frgquently reported dieters, across
all age groups. Teenage dieters are mentioned more often by shoppers in

the 35-49 age group than by shoppers in other age categories.
4

'T 45

Household Members Who Are4Trying to Lose Weight

By Age of Respondent*

base:.

Myself (homemaXer)

Spous-

Teenage daughter

Teenage sob

Pre, -teen child .'

18-34 35-49

(659) '(561)

42% , 42%

ZO 20

1 . 13

1 4

2- 2

50 4-

(433)

39

14

. 2

t

2

When asked whether this dietia2 is being done under a doctor's care, a

majority in each case says no:*

*Main ntions.
**Less than ..5%. tl

77
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3. FOOD SHOPPING PATTERNS

Over half of food shoppers (55%) do their marketing once a week, while
one-fourth say they go with more frequency, and one-fifth,go less often.
Six shoppers in ten say they made a list before doing their most recent
grocery shopping, and about seven in ten (68%) say they read ads for
specials before going to the store the last time.

Table 46

Shopping Behavior

FREQUENCY OF FOOD SHOPPING

Every day or nearly every day

Twice a week

Once a week

Less -than once a week

Other

MADE A LIST :BEWRE SHOPPING

*Yes , made a st

NO, did normake ra list

READ ADS 'BEFORE $HOPP.ING

Yes, readads for specials

waited until got to store

All food shoppers

base: '(1,664)

A

6%

18

55

18

2

62%

37

68%

32

(Not sure not shown

Job-

The overall
reported in
in shoppers
most recent

shopping' patternsreported on this itge are similar to those
1973, except that there has. been an eight percent increase
reporting that they readostore ads for specials before their
food Shopping trip.
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Three-fourths of shoppers say they looked for dates oh products the
last time they did; their food shopping, an,d over four in ten say they

checked the list df ingredients on a food product.

Of the respondents who did not check ingredients on a'food pro-
duct the last time. they went grocery shopping, over half (32%)
did check ingredients at some previous time. This increases to

78% the proportion of shoppers who have checked ingredients at one

time oranother.

Of the 63% of shoppers who say the store where they do their grocery
shopping shows unit pricing, two-thirds (41%) Say that they looked for

the unit price on some it during their most recent grocery shopping

experience.

1

Table'47

Reported In-Store Behavior

All foad, shoppers

base:

LOOKED FOR DATE ON PRODUCTS

Yes, looked for date

No, did not

USED UNIT PRICING

Storeshows unit pricing

(1,664)

75%

Z2

63%

Yes, looked for unit price 41%

No, did not 20

CHECKED LIST OF INGREDIENTS,

Yes, checked list of ingredients 48

No, did not 52

Have checked before 32%.

Have not checked before 17

(Not stire not shown)

Since 1973, more shoppers report using open dating informatioR, prob-

ably due to the increased availability of this information.

- 1973 fOod shoppers (1,500)

57% yes, looked for date
42% no, did not

S

go.
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An index of shopping behaviOr was developed which groups shoppersacicord-
ing to their shopping style. Some shoppers, for example, seem to have a
more systematic approach to grocery shopping, while others, are more
-casual about this task. The,term "careful shopper" in the context of
this score refers to a systematic approach to shopping.

The index comes from several sources:* .% of
Shoppers

I pint -- made a list before last main shopping 62%

"1 point -- read-ads for specials at home before last
main shopping 68%

1 point -- checked list of,ingredients on cans or
paokftges either last time did main food
shopping or "ever" 46%

1 point -- looked for unit price last time in store

41%

1 point -- looked for open dating list time did main
food shopping 75%.

1 point -- have used nutrition 'labels before (Q. 38) - 33%

Uoppers were grouped as follows:

Low score --.0-2 points
Medium score --'3 or 4 points

- High score -- 5 or 6 points

The table on the next page shows the subgroups in which occur the main
differences among shoppers on this score:"

Women shoppers score higher than men

. . ./r1,
, .

o Shoppers in the middle o,high socioeconomic groups score
`higher than those in the tow grOpp

, V
° 106 nutrition knowledge increases, so does a shopper's 'mire

on this index.

rf

a
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Table 48

Careful shopper Score,

High',Low ;. Medium

* A

All food shoppers 1;6,641' 22% 50 28 ,

. SEX IV
7 a

.

Female- (10298) 20% 50 30

Male (366)
.

".
' 32% 48 20

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (545).

,-.Middle (600)

34%, 46

53

20

31

High (519} 14%. 50. 36.

NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

Low (555) 32% 48 .20

Mioderat'e.(542) 21% 49 30
c

.
High (567) 12% . 53 35 --,...

-

.0

..;

81
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Sho e s'=were asked whether the had made .n changes their o
moor over t e ast ear an a st ha f have.

a.

Previou'slrit was shown that interest in ads and specialsjelated to
food shopping has increased. -The table below shows, that Along shoppers,
reporting change in their shoppingpatterns over the past year, many'

. say they are watching for specials and/or using coupons, buying less .

sweets and snacks and less meat.

Those shoppers who fall, into the higher 'ranges of the "careful shopper"
score are ;more apt to be making changes in their shopping behavior.

Table.49

Changes in Shopping.Behavior Over the Past Year

All food
shoppers

'Careful Shopper".Score

Low', Medium High

base: (1,664) (355) '(834.) (47)

Yes 3. '. 46% 32% 48% -56%

.
Watch specials/use coupons 15% 10% 14% 21%
Buy less-sweets/snacks 13 6 14 17
Using less me,at 12. 8 12 14.--

Buying cheaper cuts of meat 10 8 . 10 12-

;Use less prepared foods 7 3 7 .:' g

Use store brands 5 2 5 8
Change in family composition 3 9 16 2l
Other

.
16 9.' 16 21

No 52 65. 52 43

Multiple responses; not sure. not shown)

O

.4.

1
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1

1 -11Flie!'majority of food'shoppers (82%) rate their health as "excellent,"

"very good,." or "good." A similar proportion (79%) also believe that

all members of their household get 'a well-balanced d', t. About dne

-.shopper in six says sott,eone in the household -k not'getting a well- .

balanced diet.
A

Older shopperi are more likely to rate heir own heMth'as
"fair" or "poor" than younger shoppers., Nevertheless, of r

shoppers are more likely to believe everyone in,their h
hold is getting a.well-balanced diet,

2. In households where someone is belieied not to be get;Xnea
. . well -

balanced diet, there is not one family member type c9tsistently.

cited by homemakers nor is there any one reason gi n for that

-person not getting 4 well-balanced diet.

3. About half .(47%)'0food shoppers repprt tha

hold takes vitamins, and respondents ?ost .

themselves, are.the vitamin consumer in t

vitamins are taken a precaptionarym
. ticular dietary ne

./

somedneAn their house-
vently say that they,

household. In'most cases,

sort, and not for any par-

4

4. 'Forty-one gercent of food shoppers -port they pre trying to lose

weight,.while only 4% say they ar rying to gain: In fact, 57%

#of homemakers report that somedi In their'household is trying, to

gain or lose weight. Few say e dieting is being done under a

doctor's .care. ,

.
i

5. Th4 majority of fold shoppe
made A list befo
specials before
dates on produ.
say they look
eats (46%) a

their 1

hopping
s durin
for,un

that ti

do their shopping once .a week (55%),
gt food shopping (62%), and read ads fdr

68%). Three-fourths say they looked for
their last sb4pping, and about four in ten
pricing (41%) or checked a list of ingredi-

6. About half 46%) of ood shoppers also say they'made some sortof
change in heir foo shopping behavior over the last rear, and
these cha ges main y include watching specials and using coupons,
buying 1 ss sweet or snacks, using less meat, and buying cheaper
cuts of

*.

.4
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APPENDIX

- -Guide to Statistical Significance of
survey resuls

- Development (Pretesting)

- Sampling and Interviewing

- Data,Proceising (indices and scores)

- Codes for Open Ended Questions

10g
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Guide to Statistical Significance of Survey Results

-11

--Results of all surveys based an a sample of a population are subject tip ,

sampling tolerances. The probable limits of such torerances can be esti-
mated by standard' statistical methods. The sampling tolerances vary with

,*,the,size of the sample and the size of the percentage points. For examOle,

in a sample of.1,664 interviews if an observed percentage result is 60%,
the chan s are approximately-95 in 100 that the range 57% t6 63% includes
the true percentage for the entire universe.

Size of Sample

1,650

1,500 -

800

7 00

.660

500

400

3po

200.

100

Approximate Sampling Tolerances

10%
or .

90%

20%
or
80%

30%
or. .

70%

40%
or

60% 50%

.2% 2% 3% 3%. 3%

2% 3% '3% 3% 3%

3% 3% 4% 4%

3% 4% 4% 5% 54--

3% 4% 5% 5%'

3% 4% 5% 5% 5%

.

4% 5% . 6%

4% 6% 7i .1%

5% . 7% 8% 8% '9%.

7% 10% 11% 12% 12%

101
I
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Tolerances are also involved in the comparison of results from.two Sub:-

groups of nespondenis coVered by the'study, such.as college educated

homemakers (497) and those with less than high school education (212).

If an bserved percentage result is at or near 60% for one grgup and, say,

50% in the Other,. and one wanted to compare the above two groups, there

wald have to be a.dtfference of-at least 10% in order for it to_ be

considered a real 'difference and not based on chance alone.

Differences Required for Significance

- 10%

'Size of.Samples . or

Compared. 90%

20%
or

80%

30%,

or
70%

'40%
,or
60% .50%

1,650 and 1,500 3% 4% 4% 4% 4%

1,5a0 and 200 5% 7% 9% 9%' 9%

1,300 and 400 4% 6% 7% 7% 7%

1,100 ane 500

900 apd 500

4%

4%

5%,

6%

6%

6%

7;

.7%

-' 7%

7%

200 6% 6% , 9% 9% 10%

800 and 500 4% 6% 7% 7% 7%

400 5% 6% 7%, 7% 8%

700 and 600 4% 6% 6% 7% 7%

400,r 6% 7% 8 8%

600 and 500 4% 6% 7% 7%

400 5% .6% 7% 8% 8*

gbo and 500 .5% 6% 7%- 8% .8%

400 5% 7% 8% 8% '8%

40 and 400 5% 7% , 8% 9% 9%

'S00 6% 8% 9% 9% 9%

200 6% 9% 10% 10% 11%
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Development
er

A total of Tour pretests was conducted during the develdpmental phase
of the study.

Develptental Pretests

Pretest 1 to 3;,- consisted of nine interviews conducted try members

of the Respgnse Analysis staff and experienced
local interviewers. Interviews were conducted
in the central New 'Jersey area.

Pretett 4 - was conducted in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, area
by members of the'professional field staff:'" Nine
interviews were done in late November 1974.

The questionnaire was revised'iA'd refined after each -wave of develOP
mental interviewing.

100 Case Pretest

ti/
Fn May 1975 Response Analysis conducted &100 case pretest of the.entire
questionnaire and a statistical analysis was performed.* The members
df the Response Analyis field staff completed the pretest between --May 1
and May 7,,127,5 in fodr locations: Springfield, Massachli5etts;., Gadsden,
Alabama; Detroit, Michigan; and Salem, Oregon. InterViewers received
complete sets of instructions and evaluated.the interviewing experience
on separate forms. In addition to the pretest with 100 food shoppers,
the-nutrition knowledge quiz was administered tp 85 students tn an in-,
troductory nutrition course at Rutgers University. The purpose of this
pretest.wasto:

Perform an'an'alysis o3 the revised 4trition
knowledge test on the 1975'-questionnaire.

Tnternal re-
liability of data'collectedgon the 24-hour
dietary ititalisection. Data from this sec
'tion of the interview are-not-reported in
this volume.

"1975 Nutrition,60-vey, Item Analysis Nutrition Knowledge Quiz,
Dietary Intake PrettskAnalyisis;" prepared for Division of Consumer
Studies, Bureau of Foods, Food and Drug Administration, by Response
Analysis Corporation,, June 1975.

10,3



Sampling and interviewing

The .data were -collected using a national 'probabiljty.sample of house-

holds. In each household, ;Tie interview was Conducted with the house-
hold member most responsible for the food stropping'. Face-to-face personal
interviews were conducted during July and August, 1975 with 1,664

Main food shoppers. ,

_89

,

Sample Design

.

The Response Analysis Corporation national probability sample was- .

used for this study. Sample locations and tiouseholds and particular
individuals to be interviewed; were specified by the sampling plan
and by explici instructions to the interviewers. None pf the se-

welection steps e left to the discretion of the interviewer.

The sample desig included the following studyrequirements:

A na Tonal sample of homemakers or persons most

respo iblle for the food shopping in thd'house-,

hold -- referred.to
(
as the "ma-in fOod'shopper."

An ovei-sampling of men who doat 16st half of

the food shoppingfor the househpld.

A.larger sample of homemakers, male -and, female,

who are in the under 50 a§e group than would
normally occur in aorobability sample. / - 4

Both of the latter twosteps were taken to increase the size of these

groups for, analysis purposes. Shoppers 50 and older were sampled

at different rates.than they would normally occur in the population.

Details on this procedure are provided -later on page 93. The over -

sampling of mares and the uodersampling of the 507 age group was

compensated for by appropriate weights in the computer_processing

of the study results so that total survey result would reflect the

------eettra4-ei+s-tr4-bution-of younleT-end-oRler-achtl-tor -males and females

in the study population, i.e., main food shoppers.

.00
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Th e of steps used in the developMent.of_the sa mple
included:, *-

Selection of a national sample of 103' primary
areas (counties or groups of counties) stratified
bygeographic region, type of community, and
other population characteristics.

. .

. Selection of 600.interviewing locations or
secondary areas (Census enumeration districts
or block groups) for the national sample.

Selection of specific sample'segments in each
interviewing location for field administration
of the survey.

Screening of sample households to determine '

gage
the main food shopper was and the shopper's

, age and sex.

DefaiTs-on each of these-steps,are provided in the following section.

I

.1,
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_Selection of 'Sample Areas for National Sample

Primary areas were selected as folliows:
. ir?

/
. .

.

1. The' entire area of the coterminous United States wN--firs divided
into approximately 1,140 primary sampling units (PSU's). Each PSU
is a wel-l-definedgeographic udit,*usuall, a county or group of
Counties wilpb a minimum population of 501000 In 1970. PSU's are

of,two general types: (1), nletropolitan areas; or partS of metro-

, politan areas; and (2) otherareas. a'. '

2. Thirty -eight large PSU's weee included in the sample as self-repre-
senting primary areas. These include the 25 largest metrOpolitan
areas- in,the United States.

3. All other PSU's were grouped into 65 strata, with an average stratum
population of approximately 2,,000,000 persons-in'1970: Basic cri-'

teria used in the stratification procedure were:

Geographic division (within a stratum, all PSU's are in the
same census geographic division).

.

Metropolitan or nonmetropolitan character (with the excep,
tion oa few counties, strata consist entirely of metropbli-
tan areas or entirely of other counties)'.

. These two stratification features-are employd in regional and com-
nunity-size analysis,,

Additional stratification'criteria included population density, rate
of population growth, and industrial characteristics.

4. One PSU was selected with probability proportionate to populition
size from each of the 65 strata that included two or more PSU's.

Each of the 103 priniary areas (38 selected as self-representing areas-,
oluss65 selected as a result of the stratification procedure) As a rela-
tively heterogeneous area. Most include city, town, suburban and rural

residents- 59311...m..Primattly...sma1l..loyin .or x.ural..bilt ate, S.elteraa 444,4044

in size.

Within
.

the 103:primary areas we have defined and selected 600 secondary
areas or specific sample locations. Secondary areas in the RAC 'sample

are areas of approximately 2,500 population in 1970. A,secondaryrarea
may be as small geographically as a block or two in.a densely populated
'portion of .a city or it may be an entire'county or even largerin a -,

spafsely populated rural area.

4 u
r'
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Secondary areas usually consist of a:number of Census administrative units

-- either enumeration districts or block grdups.'"Census microfilm records
have been used to. define'and select secondary areas. These.un'it were se -'

lected with probability proportionate to population-size.

A subsample of 200 interviewing locat:ionr wad selected fon this study.,
s.

t

,Segment and Housing- Unit Assignments'.

For all interviewing locations. selected far this study, trained interviewers
had made rough field counts, usually in Segments of_ about 10 bo 25',housing

units, to divide block groups and enumeration districts into asninistratively
convenient survey units. Detailed maps, instructions, and 'countsheets

were provided for those assignments. Segments were clearly defined geo-

graphic units bounded by streeti4.roads, streams, or other landmarks, 6r by
specific starting and stopping addresses.

Probability procedures were used to select one or more segments -Jeincludiag

. a total, of approximately 20 housingunits,-- for each interviewing location

in this survey:.

s.

7

b
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Procedure Within Sample Housing
,,

, /'.,

A "face heet"" for' each of the sample, housing units provided the inter-.

viewer with'S series Of, stepS with which to obtain a listing of household
members age ig or older who do food shopping. If, for any of a variety
of reasons, there was not a maiR fpod shopper in the household, the inter-
'view was it continued.. Rules war's provided to ascertain the person most
respoisible for the food shopping and for determining, whom to interview If
the food shopping was shared equally. by'more theft one member of the house-
hold.

/

.

93
4..

To accomplish" the undersampling of the 50 Year"or older group and the
oversampling,of special face sheets were used which instructed

.' the interviewer whether or not to interview the main-food shopper in
.the household. . e

The relative'Sampling rates were (person first' had to qualify by doing'
at. least half of the household's food, shopping):

Males, under 50: interview all
Males 50 t: interview one half
Females under 50: interview 8.out of 11
Females ,50+: interview 8 out of 22

4

( 0

v

0
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Interviewing Experience,
4

I

A. 'Field classification of housing unitsassigned

Housing units 'assigned

Vacant

Occupied s

B. Field experience for occupied households'

0

_KO

V

Occupjed households .3956

for interview

unknow '536

Not eligible for intwiew 1386

Eligible for interview 1994 ,

7-

41k
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CI .Interview.CpmplotiOn. Experience

1).

95

/

Eligible:-respondents*,

intervieWs included in
analysis . e

Householdt noit'cbmpleted
(no one at home;rAsed
and other incompletes)

D. Verification of Completed Materials

,Interview s used
iii analysis

1,664

Number

` Verified

272

2333

. .

1664

669
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. Completion Rates

Total National Sample

Region of United States

Eligible

,

Completed

Number

2333

/

.1664

Northeast S93, I . 419 70:7

North Central 660. . 463. 70.2

South 687. 519 75.6

West 392 263 67.1

Type of Community

Largest metropolitan 1030 678 65.8

Other metropolitan 649 478 73.6

Non-metropolitan 658 -. 508 77.2

The final weight factor for,gich respondent was the product of the age/

sex and location weights.

7
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Data Processing

( Weighting Procedures

f9i`

-.. Two kinds.of Weight'factors were applied in the processing of survei
data to coMpallsate,:for the underiamplinge homemakers age 50 and
older, the ovetsampling of men, and to adjust Tor differences in inter-

. view completion enerience.

(

1. Age and sex,weighUng

SefictiDn* Weight
Ra,re Factor

,

Jlaie under 50 ell 1.00
Male' 50 or g4der- ' 1/2 2.00

( Female.undgr 50' 8/11 1.38
.--441.4 Female 50 of --0-1-i.- 4/31 2.75

2. Location weighting-

To adjust,for differences in completion rate, each interviewing
location,96 given,a weight equal to

o
estimated eligible 'respondents

completed interviews

4

--2
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Description of Analysis Variables

'dr

A. Region

- Region of the country

States grouped as Northeast (Census classifications of New

England and Middle Atlantic)

k

. Maine, New.Haripshire, Vermopt, Massachusetts, Rhode

Island, Connecticut, NeW York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania x.

r 4

o

,

.

State :grouped as rfh Central (Census classlfications of

East North Central nd West North Central)

Ohio, Indiana,kIllineis, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-

sota; Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,

-Nebriska, Kansas

States enped,as Sorlth (Censuslassifications of Sbuth

4 Atlantic, East South Central, and West South Central)

Delaware, .Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,

West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tenneslee, ATabaMa,

Mississippi, Arkansas, touisianaoklidahoma, Texasi
States grouped as West (Census classifications of Mountain

and Pacific)

Montana,

Arizona,
fornia

Fdaho, Wyoming, Colorado; New.Mexico,

Utah, Nevada, Washington, Oregdn, Cali-

B. Population Density'

Large metro area includes the, top 25 Standard Metropolitan Sta-

tistidal- Areas (SMSA),:

New York'
Los Angeles
Chicago.
Philadelphia .

Detroit
San Francisco
Washington
Boston

.Pittsburgh

k. St. Louis
Baltimore
Cleveland
Houston

1

Newark
Minneapolis-St. Paul

Anaheim- Garden Grove-Sarita Ana

Seattle
Milwaukee .

Cincinnati-
;Atlanta
Paterson- Clifton- Passaic

Buffald
San Diego
Miami

I



C. Nutrition Knotsiedge Score

.
.

Low = 0-64 points
Medium 65-82.points
Nigh = points
f

(Maximum possible 7 134
actual maximum = 115)

)

99

Respondents received one point for each correct answer'on the knowl-
edge questions. Scores are based on the questions on the followings

page: Correct answers are circleil.

o'
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Scoring Key **

1.
Nutrients eAp and hard for the body to get . .

2. Nutrients stored by theboity. . .

a. PROTEIN

c. THIAMIN (VITAMIN 31)
1

d. FAT

.

e. CARBOHTES::

f. RIBOFLAVIN (VITAMIN B2)

g. VITAMIN C

i. VITAMIN D .

4

1.

EASY-TO GET
HARD TO GET-

3 NOT SURE

4;1 EASY TO GET
2 HARD TO.GET
3 NOT SURE

EASY TO GET
2 HARD TO GET

3 NOT SURE

/71
w_EASY TO .GET

---- -4 HARD TO GET
3 NOT SURE

(1) EASY TO GET
2 HARD TO GET

3 NOT SURE

(1) EASY TO GET
2 HARD TO GET
3 NOT SURE

1 EASY TO GET ,

2 HARD TO GET

3 NOT SURE

EASY TO GET
HARD TO GET
NOT SURE

EASY TO GET
HARD TO GE
NOT SURE

EASY T1 -GET

HARD-TO T.

NOT SURE

. 2.

BODY STORES
DOES NOT STORE
NOT SURE

BODY STORES

2 DOES N01 STORE
3 NOT SURE

BODY STORES
DOES NOT STCPE

NOT SURE

BODY STORES
DOES 1bT

3 NOT SURE

BODY STORES ,

DOES NOT STORE
NO

1 BODY STORES

(2) DOES.M01'STOPE
3 NOT SURE

BODY STORES
DOES NOT STORE
NOT SURE

(E) BODY STO2ES,
1 DOES :.c.JSTal-sE

3 NOT SURE

(T) BODY STORES
2 DOES NOT S1 ORE

3 NOT SURE

0 BODY STORES
2 DOES NOT STORE
3 NOT SURE

* Item not included iry,stfor-R

**See page 107 for sources used to develop Nutrition knowledge Score.

11;
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3. Foods having a lot of ttle same benefits as .miTk .

/

HAVE A LOT OF
SAME BENEFITS
AS MILK

DO NOT HAVE
A 'LOT OF THE

SAME BENEFITS

a. FISH

b. RICE

2*

.c. ORANGES I

d. 'CHLira,
e. WHITE POTATOES-

f. CARROTS

- 1

2.

9- EGGS
2

h. MACARONI 1 9
. PORK; AND BEAtiS 2I #

3ET

k. BUTTER 2

1. COTTAGE CHEESE 2

Milk is a good source of .

A. VITAMIN A

b. THIAMIN (VITI4IIN Bi)

c. RIBOFLAVIN (VITAMIN 82)

d. VITAMIN C

e. VITAMIN D

f. PROTEIN

g. CARBOHYDRATES

h. FAT

. IRON
S, CALCIUM

MILK
MILK IS IS NOT A

GOOD SOURCE GOOD SOURCE

. 1' 0
1 0

C.) - 2
t

'4' i 0
O 20
1 .

.
'

O 2 -

1 0
2



g. Milk is important for . .

a. FOR THE EYES .

b. FOR STRONG TEETH AND BONES

c.' FOR BUILDING BODY TISSUE.

d: FOR BUILDING BLOOD CELLS

e. FOR FIGHTING INFECTIOff

f. ..FOR THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

g. FOR WEALTHY SKIN

MILK IS MILK IS
IMPORTANT NOT IMPORTANT

2

2

1 C.)
1

0 2

6.
.

'Foodg having a lot of 04 same benefits as beef . .

a. FISH

b. RICE

C. ORA(S
A. CHICKEN

A

e. WHITE POTATOES

f. CARROTS 2

g. EGGS

h. MACARONI

HAVE.A LOT OF DO NOT HAVE
SAME BENEFITS A LOT OF THE
AS BEEF SAME BENEFITS

i. PORK AND BEANt

j. . BROCCOLI

k. PEANUT BUTTER

1

1

2

2

1 r
2

1

L. COTTAGE (*ESE 2

1 g

117
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7. Beef is'a good source of . .

BEEF

BEEF IS IS NOT A

GOOD SOURCE GOOD SOURCE

a. VITAMIN A 1

.b. THIAMIN (VITAMIN BO 1

c. RIBOFLAVIN (VITAMLN B2) 1

d.,-- VITAMIN C. 1

e. VITAMIN D 1

f. PROTEIN (E)

g: CARBOHYDRATES 1

h. F (i.")
4 t

1. IRON (E)

'J. CALCIUM 1

I
.

I.

8. Beefis important for . .

2

2

2

BEEF IS BEEF IS

IMPORTANT NOT IMPORTANT

a. FOR THE EYES ,___.1 0
b. FOR STRONG TEETH AND BONES 1 D
c. FOR BUILDING BODY TISSUE ' (i) 2

d. FOR BUILDING` LODD CELLS (I) 2

e. FOR FIGHTING INFECTIONS 1 (li.)

)
f. FOR THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 1 0
g. FOR HEALTHY SKIN 1 (?)

4

1 N.
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9. Foods having a lot of the same-beneffts--a-sternatoes

r

a.

-b.

c.

ci
e.

f.
9.

h.

i.

J.
k.

1.

HAVE A LOTOF
SAME BENEFITS
AS TOMATOES

FISH

RkE

ORANGESGES

,CHICKEN

WHITE POTATOES

CARROTS

EGGS

MACARONI

PORK AND BEANS

BROCCOLI

PEANUT BUTTER-.

COTTAGE CHEESE 1

1

1

DOES NOT HAVE

A LOT OF THE
SAME BENEFITS

O
1

, 2

2

1

1

2

10: Tomatoes are a good source of .

a. VITAMIN A

b. THIAMIN (VITAMIN 81)

c. RIti0FLAVIN IVITAMIN 82)

d. VITAMIN C ,

e. VITAMIN 0

f. PROTEIN

g.. CARBOHYDRATES

h: FAT

i. IRON'

J. CALCIUM

4

f
TOMATOES

TOMATOES ARE ARE NOT A
SOURC E G,0013(. SOURCE'

o.
1

1

1

1

1

1

2



11. Tiatoes are iwortant for.. .

t

a FOR'THE EYES,

b FOR STRONG TEETH AND BONES,

el .FOR BUILDING BODY TISSUE

(J.! FOR BUILDING BLOOD CELLS

FOR FIGHTING INFECTIONS
t -

f.1, FOR THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

g. FOR HEALTHY SKIN

'TOMATOES ARE TOMATOES ARS
IMPORTANT t,NOT IMPORTANT

0
1

1

1

2

.0

2

.C)
2)

12. odd's having a lot of the same benefit as enriched bread . .

/A

ti
HAVE A LOT OF DpEs.; T HAVE
SAME BENEFITS A LOT F THE
AS BREAD ENEFITS

a. FISH 1

b.' RICE
(1)

c. ORANGES 1

F. d. CHICKEN 1,

e. WHITE POTATOES
,

f`, CARROTS 1

g.EGGS 1

h. MACARONI 1.

i. PORK AND BEANS. 1 .

j. BROCCOLI

k. PEANUT BUTTER 1

ZOTTAGE CHEESE. 1

120
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13. Enr:iched bread Wa goOd source of .

,.

BREAD,
BREAD I'S IS 'NOT A

G001)5OURCE -GOOD SOURCE
. .

I. VITAMIN A 0- 1 10 I.
b. THIAMIN (VITAMIN B.f

% , /7\
V-: 2 -

C. RIBOFLMIN (VITAMIN B2) - 0 2 ,

d. VITAMIN C .
.

---7 - , 1.- 0
e. - VITAMIN p,- 1 0

- - f. PROTEIN . -
I - 1 0O 60

g.. 'CARVHYDRATES U 2

h. FAT
. ..

, 0
1. a IRON ' 2

i:. CALCIUM

Enaa...........n.eAL.....e.CUIr...4149042a:at4efroar...7r.a7................

4

I

a

BREAD IS BREAD IS
IMPORTATT . NOT IMPORTANT

a. FOR- THE. EYES
1

b. FOR STROM.TEETH AND BONES 1

cc FOR BUILDING BODY TISSUE 0!
d. FOR iUILDING MOOD CELLS (I)."

e. FOR .FIGHTING INFECT . 1.

f. FOR THE NERVOUS SYSTEM - cl)
9. FOR HEALTHY SKIN - 1 \,

1.

i

oi
2

2

2

/`

z

a

,
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108 1.

D. Self - Concept -- Nutrition Knowledge
I

High = 10,9,8,7 points

Medium =_6,5 points

Low = 4,3,2,1 points'

Scal e is as follows:

"its i s a nutrition scale., On the top en id is ,where

professional food scientists and professional dieticians
would §o. On the other eficris where you woulb put people
who- know almost nottiOg-abbut nutrition. Plea§e give me

an idea of where you would go on-this scare. Just gflip

me the number between land 10 that shows about where you
fit."

0

N

4
-'10 A lotN(food scientists; home

economis)srdieticians)

8 Quite.a bit `\,./

7

'some

4

Not too-much

2

1 Almost nothing

g 3

4
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E. Socioeconomic Status.

4

,
High = 11-15 points

Medium = 8-10 points

Low. 4,7 points

Score based 00 following questions:

"Please tell me whicipof these comes-closest to what

(the chief wage earner does/you do). Just.giveme

the number. "*

Points

,Professional/technical 5

Managers/officers 4

Other white collar 3
Blue collar - 2

Housewife 3

Temporarily unemployed 3

Retired 3

Not reported 3

.

"What is thelighest grade-kor year) of school \

(the chief Wne earner has /you, have) completed?"*

Points

College graduate or beyond 5

Some college 4

High schobl graduate 31'4'6."

High school incomplete
Less than high school

Not reported 3

3. "Could you tell me approximately whift your total family

income was last year before taxes? Just give the letter

from the list." .

#

'Points

$ $20,000. or more 5

$15,000 to $19,999 4
Oka%) to $14,999 3

$,5,00 to-$ 5,999 2

' Under $5,000 1

Not reported . 3

k

*The score was based on the information pertaining to the chief wage

earner if possible. If sufficient information was not available on

Oe chief wage earner, then the hotemaker's occupation and/or eduda-

nias.included in the score.

12



F. Foo.d.Beliefs Index

, Well informed = 4-6 points,
. 4

Not well informed = 0-3 points i

'Score based on the following questions:
,

1: Most people Can enough nourishment 'Disagree or
if they just eat t,ings they like. ,

depends = 1 point

2. Any food from a supermarket is good
for you.

agree = 1 point

3*
Between meal foods are never as good
for you as the food ,that you get at 1Disag e or
regular meals. depe s = 1. point

4. Weighing the right amount you are prop-
erly nourished.

Disagree = 1 point

Canned'or frozen vegetables are as)
nutritious as fresh vegetables.

Is added vitamin C as beneficial as
fresh vitamin C?

:125

4

Disag'ree or

depends . 1 point

Yes = 1 point



Careful Shopper SOre

Made a list before last main shopping.

Read add for specials at home before last

'main shopping.

Checked list of ingredients on cans or
padkages last time'did main food shopping.

Or . - "Ever" checked list of ingre-

dient:s.

Cooked for unieprice last time in store.

Looked for open dating last time did main
food shopping.

Have used nutrition labels before.

Respondents who had education beyond high school were included in the

allege-group which ranged from some college through the advanced

college and professional degree level.
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2

CODES USED TO ANALYZE SELECTED

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

.

1. "On which kinds Qf food or,beverages, have you ".
made use of these (nutrition labeling) labels?"

,

2. Nhy,don't you think you'll be using this kind
of information*(nutrition labels)?".

1
1.4
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I
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On which kinds of foods orbeverageshave you made use of tkese labels?

1 MILK & MILK PRODUCTS:' cheese; 4ce cream; sour cream; cottage cheese

2 MEAT/POULTRY/FISH: canned meat.; tuna; shrimp; corned beef hash

4 J

GRAIN PRODUCTS: bread, cereal; pasta; noodles; crackers; rice

4 VEGETABLES

4.'

5 FRUITS: fruit cocktail

6 BEVERAGES (NON-DIETETIC): juices, soft drinks; iced tea; Kool

Aid; Gatorade ..

'DIETETIC: soft drinks,etc:; diet colas; Diet Pepsi

, BABY FOODS

9 FROZEN, PACKAGED, PREPARED FOODS: boxes of pudding; casseroles;

Breakfast'Squares; instant potatoes; Jell-0; canned stew; canned

goods (non- specific}
--- e

, ,
. .

0 FATS :.butter, margarine, oils, shortening; salad dressing;

mayonnaise

MitCELLANEOUS

DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER

0

p
ti

4.

1.
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Why .don't you think you'll be using this-kind of information (nutrition labels)?

I DON'T UNDERSTAND THEM: Too much wording, too complicated;
I don't understand all that stuff about vitamins, calories,
and all that stuff.' ',

WONT CHANGE MY HABITS/BUY WHAT I LIKES WHAT I'VE ALWAYS USED:
I've always eaten what I wanted to and don't think about it

.

. too much; I buy food I'm used to buying and like to eat; even if
17 did. I still have been eating this way fors years and nutrition
labeling would not help me; don't comparison shop and try lots
of new things; I' won't be changing my way of buying or cooking
after all these years.

MOT INTERESTED Il USING THEM:" Because don't pay attention to it;
itutnot important to me; don't use inforpation on nutrition too
much; I go to buy a cah of.beans#, I donit go to read labels..

4 4 TAKES TOO MUCH TIME: I probably would not take the time to read/ labels; don't have patience to analyze each detail; it would take
) too long to shop.

.3.

4

5 ALREADY HAVE SUFFICIENT NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE/DON'T NEED LABELING:
Most people knoW what they--are getting without labeling it; I know
i-oughly the nutrition content, I don't bother to look on the cans;
I feel I balance'my meals now.

6 DON'T BUY FOODS WITH NUTRITION -LABELING: I buy fresh meats, fresh
vegetables and don't buy many packaged products any more.

7

8

hX

cr.

DON'T HAVE ANY SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS

GET(BALANCED MEALS WI OUT NUTRITIOA INFORMATION 'Obn't need
nutrition knowledge , s such a of foods available
that you-get your normaNutrition anyhow; I assume throughout the
week whatever I will make will balance out.

,OTHER

DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER

123-



otes on Detailed Tabulations

Each question included in the survey is'analyzed by two banners:

fanner 1
Ma. Banner 2

Age: Socioeconomic Statuslr

18-25 Low

18-34 'Medium

-35-49' High

.50 dr over

Education:

'Less thah high school
High school graduate
College

Region.*

Northeast
North Central
South,
West

Pdpulation Density*

Large metro
Other metro
on metro

Sex

Male .

Female

I

.

Race

White, other
Slack

Nutrition Knowledge*

Low T
Medium
High

Self-Concept -- Nutrition Knowledge*

Low
Medium
High

Food Beliefs*

Not well informed
Well informed

Carefulibopper Score*

Low '

Medium
High

*Futther explanation of these subgroups begins on page 98.

It 4
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Frequency data

Detailed tabulations show unweighted frequendes for homemakers (actual nun-
. bens of cases) for each subgroup. In thgtables, these data are usually the
first line of data 0i:4/question and art designated as "number of inter-
views." f =

.

.
The second line at the top of the tables, designated as "weighted total"
identifies the weighted frequencies. Probability sample data are conven-
tionally weighted that is, some classes of respondents Are counted as more
or less than their actual numbers in the sample) in order to adjust the sam-
ple so that it better reflects the population from which it is draw% Per-
centages are tabulated from the weighted data. The frequency entries in
.each cell of the tables are weighted frequencies.

Descriptions, of the weighting procedures are on page 97.
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Interviewing Materials

Selected Exhibit Cards

Card D: Nutrition Scale
for self-rating 6
of nutrition
knowledge

Card G: Sample nutrition
label

I'

v

4
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NUTRITION SCALE

ABOUT HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT NUTRITION?
a 4

.,-

/,----' ----,

p

.

.r.

A LOT

QUITE A

BIT

(

SOME

NOT TOO

..MUCH

ALMOST*

'NOTHING

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

e,
1

Il

Foot; SCIENTIST

HmE ECONOMISTS

DIETICIANS

133
a
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Sample Label;

NUTRITION INFORMATION

Per Serving
Serving size = 8_oz.

Servings per container =--- 2

Calories 5.60

Protein 23 g
Carbohydrate a 43'g
Fat 33 g

(Percent of Calories from fat = 53%)

Polyunsaturatect*' 22 g
Saturated 9 g
Cholesterol* (20 mg/100 g) 40 mg.
Sodium (365- mg/100 g) 810 mg

Percentage of U.S. Recommended Daily
Allowances (U.S. RDA)

Protein 3.4 Niia
Vitamin A 35 um
Vitamin , . 10 lion
Thiamin 15 Vitamin 86
Riboflavin 15 Vitamin 812 15

-*Information on fat and cholesterol content is pro-
vided for ihdividuali who, on the advice of a phy-
sician, are modifying their total dietary intake of
fat and.chcilesterot.

.0,
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'INTRODUCTION

*
I

Ouring 1973, Response Analysis condi-Med a nationwide study for the,Food
76id Drug Administration which provided information on bUtrition knowledge,

ibelief about nutrition, and reactions to the concept and features of nu-.tritio labeling among400rthoppers. In 1975, a subsample of 607 respon-dents s reinterviewe witnq questionnaires nearly identical to those used
in,1973: s.k

., ,

Ok

Objectives
C

The main objective of the 1973 survey was to obtain a baseline:measurement
of nutrition knowledge and attitudes among persons primarily responsible
for housghold food purchases. A principal objective of the panel study:is
to examine the formation, change, and development of attitudes, beliefs,
and knowledge about nutrition.

Approach

'A panel study whih collects information on identical setS414 questionsfrom the same sample on two or more occasions permits the estimation of the
extent of gross change in' the population. The panel study in this .instance
atteppfs to answer thrte questions:

What kinds of people are likely to shin he., which
demographic subgroups?

i Why do these shifts take place -- what are the
predictive variables which change over ime,and have

.

impact on knowledge, beliefs, and pr ices?

4 In what directions are shifts made -- i.e., are shoppers
gaining or losing knowledge?

,

IS
aa ' ';One limitation of the panel study described herein is the problem of:con-

,tamination or conditioning in connection with successive measurement.*
This Conditioning, contaminating, or educational, effect may take at least
two forMS:. s .. -.-

.

.

'4 Panel partiCipation may increase the respondent's aware:
ness of the, fssue covered by the survey -- e.g., questions
abbqt nutrition labeling might cause.a respondent to be 1
more awarerof labeling. This. awareness, then, could be
attributable either tb an education campaignor to the
estioning'processt

e respondent's initial statement of attitudes, opinions,
and beliefs.may lead him to 'porovcde,answers to the second 't
measure/that are consistent with the firtt.1-

*Please see the Appendix forra discussienof panereffsc4.
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Respondent turnover (changes in one direction plus those in an opposite
direction) isaisessed,throughout this report. We are also interested in

' evaluating net changes within the panel group (changes in one-direction
subtracted from changes in the opposite direction). -

Both typologies (net and gross changekmay be found in this document. ,

Moit tables. treat both gross and ket change. 'We have included measures of
"the marginal results for each yearms,i.e., the total proportion reporting
an attitude in 1973 and the total proportiorr reporting that attitude in
1975. The difference between thes'e results is the net change from 1973 to

'" 1975.

We alsd-report t proportion providing identical responses on both mea-

sures. Taking th difference between thiS figure and the 1973 marginal re-

sult plus the difference-between the figure and the 1975 marginal result
equals the proportion of changers or shifters between measurements. See

111P-pages iii -via for examples of how to read of this type.

Only a limited number of the total question .asked in the panel,question-
naire were bath of analytic interest and amenable to measurement of.change.
The subset of questions analyzed was selected by Response Analysis in con-
junctiOn with the Division of ConsumerStudies of the FDA. ,

These data are amenable to several analytic techniques which measure "re-
peated measures" data. One such technique, the "turnover table" of
switchers, is detailed in the Appendix. Tables found in this, report are

descritive in nature. See the Appendix for sampling tolerances for'use
in ascertaining statistical significance of findings.

Research' Methods

'Sampling and Interviewing:

The data were gaillered by. means of a panel sample of people who

partitipated in the_Nationwide Nutrition Study conducted in 1973.
These data were collected using a national probability sample of

households. The panel sample was stratified by three groups frdm

the-o inal sample: respondents in,high, medium, and low nutri-

tion wledge groups.

Personal face-to-face interviews were conducted beginning .in

July and concluding in September 1975. During that period, 607

interviews, were completed.

Instrument:-

The survey used one

. This questionnaire,
as that used in'the
data could be made.

questionnaire for all interviews in two waves.
except for a few minqr changes, was the same
1973 study, so comparisons of 1973 and 1975

.
r
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Explanati'on.of Gross and Net Change

Thii report contains references both to gross change and net change between
the initial interview in 1973 and the panel interview in 1975..

Gross change is the proportion of shoppers responding in different
ways in 1973 and 1975. In this report, gross changes are the sum
of two figures. For example:

Changes from a "negative" response An 1973 to a
"positiVe" response in 1975, plus

Changes from a "positive" response in 1973 to a
"negative" response in 1975.

Net change is the difference between the two figures.

e

Illustration:

22% of shoppers change, from "negative" to "positive"

9% of shoppers change from "positive" to "negative"

(The remaining 69% of shoppers-give the
same answer both years -- 'ther "posi-
tive" both years, or "negat e" both
years.)

Gross change = 22% t 9% P 31%

Net change = 22% - 9% = 13%

The net change of 13% is-also the increase in percentage
points in shoppers responding in a positive direction, as

. shown on the following page.

139
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v
Example of Grosseand Net Changes.-

The. following ex can be ysed to develop gross and net change.

Table I

Prefer Nutrition Labeling

It 1973

ToW Yes No .

'Total -100% 28% 72%

1975 Yes 41% 19%,

,
No . 59% 50%

43rtssoses.^

. .

In this example, the-top row represehts Vt4 1973 shoppers, those re-
sponding "yes" in 1973 (28%1 and those responding "no" in 1973 (72%).

The let column repents total 1975 shoppers, those responding "yes"
in 19-75 (414),.and those r ponding ""no" in 1975 (59%).

The two reled gures are 114 shoppers who changed:

22%' from yrion, in,1973 to "yes" in 1975

-9% from ,i,,y,eg%In 1973 to "no" in 1975
s

_

The' gross' sibang4oelsum of the `two figures , is 31%.
bk -;

The let changez0 difference between the two figures, is 13%.

The net change4of 13% is also the-difference in _pep-
centage points in. the overall distrIpeion of shoplaer

__responses,

7. "Yes" answers increasefrom128% to 41%

-No answers decrease frOin"72t to 59%
s ,

t
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Example of iiow to Read Tables in This Report

In our report, most tables follow this format:

Table II

Percent Preferring Nutrition Labeling

, Same Response
1973 1973 and 1975

,

28% 19% 41%

A full_table of gross and net change can be developed using these three
proportions.

Table III

Prefer Nutrition Labeling

1973

Total Yes fo

1975

Total

Yes

No

-100%

41%

59%

28%

19%

9%

72%

22%

50%

This table .is derived as follows:

Top_ row

loft is the total Orel.

s: 28% said' "yes" in' 1973 from Table

72% is the difftrence be een 100% .
the proportion who said- no" in 1973

Middle row'--

s 41% said"), in 1975 (from-Table JI)

nd is

19%:said fly n both 1973and 1975 {from Table II).

s 22% said "no" i 1973 an "yes" in 1975, and can be
calculated by s tractiw the percent saying "yes"
both years from the perent saying "yes" in 1975,

7

If

so.



Bottom row

-59% said "no" in 19/5, and is the diff:ree betweek
100% and those saying "yes" 1975.

9% said "yes" in/1973 and in 1975, and can be

calculated by subtracting the-percent saying "yes"
both years from 'the percent saying "Yes" in 1973.

50% satd "no" both years, and can be calculated by
taking the difference between 100% and the sum of:

- percent "yes" both years

- percent "yes" 1973, and "no" 1975

percent "no" 1973 and "yes" 1975

C

I

a
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HIGHLIGHTS

Nutrition Knowledge and Information

1. in 1973, a nutritiOt knowledge score Was calculated for panel re-
spondents. More than four in ten shoppers scored differently in

. 1975 than in 1973. One-fourth of the panel shoppers scored higher,
18% scored lower, resulting in a net knowledge *crease of 7 %.

".-.. '

Younger shippers gained more in nutrition knowledge than
older shoppers. High socioeconomic status and college
educated shoppers were also more likely to increase their
nUtrition knowledge.'

2. Contrary-to the-actual knowledge score changes, college educated
shoppers were likely to decrease their self-rating of nutrition
knowledge' while those with less than a high school education were
rikely to increase their self-rating.

Opinions about Food and Nutrition ,

3. Providing families -with nourishment and saving money on food prices
are two of most important food - related concerns to shoppers
both in 1973 and 1975.

The importance of-poviding families with nourishment
actually increased 9% among panel shoppers. ,

4. About one-third of the panel shifted their beliefs about the equiva-
lency of added and natural vitamins. The net result was a 3% increase ,
in the proportion correctly responding that they were, equally beneficial

5. The belief that a vitamin pill can make up for missing breakfast was
rejected by the.same proportion of shoppers each year (81%J.

On an "index of food beliefs,"1,about two- thirds of the shoppers scored
differently*in 1975 from 1973 -- 30; lower and 37% higher -- a net in-
crease 4'7%.

.

7. The shopper proportion believing that the federal government makes1
sure food advertising is hor*st increased from 58% to 65%. More than
half of the panelshopperschanged answers between surveys.

Majorities of panel'food shoppers believe the federal government should
make sure that: 1

.

Packaged, canned, and frozen foods are safe to
eat -- 98% no change/ between surveys.

.Packaged, canned, and frozen foods are nutri -
tiouq and good for you ti,a 6% decrease between
1973-and 1975, 87% to'81%.

- Food advertising is honest -z 97% in 1979,
98% in 1973.

14"
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.Food Labels and Nutrition Labeling

9. Both in 1973 and 1975, brand names and prices claimed the attention of
many food sh9ppers; of least consequence are recipes on, the label'and
percentage of main ingredient. 'Sixteen percent and 14% more shoppers
paid attention to date of expiration and nutritional Value respective)y.

10. Little change was noted in preferences for ndtrition labeling over
recipes or balanced meal information.

1973 1975

- Prefer nutrition labeling over balanced meal
information 65% 61%

- Prefer nutrition labeling fiver recipes 79% 81%

11. About half of the panel shoppers changed their opinions about_the im-
portance of having U. S. Recommended ,Daily Allowances of vitamins and-
of minerals on nutrition labels. On balance, the importance of each
declined slightly.

1975 Less 1975 More
ITportant Important

U:S.R.D.A. for vitamins 26% 22%

U:S.R.D.A. for minerals 281 23%

12. There was very little panel` chinge'in the perception of five possible
benefits of nutrition labeling. Food shoppers still see one as more
likely than others:- helping to prdvide their families- with more nu-
tritious fools (25% in 1975).

_13. Nor was there much change in panel shoppers' belief that they would use
nutrition labels as a way to decide to buy a new brand.

4. With respect to willingness to pay something extra each week for having
nutrition labels on food containers:

;Twenty -two percent of panel shoppers would pay more
in 1973 than they would in 1975.

Twenty-four percent would pay more in.19
, 1973.

than in
.

Most likely to be willing to pay more were college educated shoppers.
(18% would my less, 27% would pay more).



Use of Vitamins and. Food Shopping Patterns

0
15. There was a 5% decline

marily among low iOcio

16. Several consumer
quently by panel

n incidence of vitamin usage (53% to 48%), pri- "
onomic status respondents (46% to 32%).

ed in-store behaviors were reported more fre-
amemakers in 1975 than in 1973.

1973 1975

- Looked dates on products 54% 73%

-0, Looked for unit pricing . 40% 50%

Checked list of ingredients 43% , 49% -

17. About six of ten shoppers bplieved they could cut food costs and still
maintain proper nourishment. This proportion remained almost static
within the panel period.

%am

a
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Nutrition Knowledge and Information

- Self-concept of nutrition knowledge

Nutrition knowledge score
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1.-.)ELF-C2OCEPT OF NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE

As in 973; shoppers were asked to rate their nutrition knowledge on a
tenrpoint scale, with a rating of "1" representing the least amount of
nutrition knowledge, and a rating of "10" being considered comparable
to that of food scientistsa -then nutritionjexperts.

Among panel shoppers the was a very small increase in the pr
portion reporting a h'81; self-estimate of nutrition knowledg
(+1%). Less educ shoppers were most likely to increase the'
self-rating of utrition knowledge while men were most likely to
decrease their self-estimate. Analxsis of,other tubgroups re-
veals no consistent patterns of change.

Table 1

Self-Concept of Nutrition Knowledge by Subgroups*

Panel Food Shoppers** (607)

Higher
Self-rating

Lower
S lf-ratin

Net Change
1973-1975

Panel food shoppers (607) 21% , 20% + 1%

-AGE
18 - 34 (190) 24% 21% + 3%
35 - 49 (216) 19% 23% - 4%
50 + (193) 21%. 18% + 3%

SEX
Male (56) 17% 28% -11%
Female (551) 22% 20% + 2%

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Low,(188) 26% 21% + 5%
Moderate (194) 20% 19% + 1%
High (225) 18% 21% - 3%

EDUCATION -
Less than high school
graduate (98)' 28% 17% -1 +13

High school graduate (343) 20% 21% - 1%
.College (164) 17% 21% - 4%

le of how to read table: In 1975, 21% of all panel
shopp
than in 1973

ed themselves higher-in nutrition knowledge
20% rated themselves lower.

48asis for change is 1 73 self-rating -= i.e., "Higher self-rating" =
shoppers shifting f low to moderate and hig6-6roups, plus those from
moderate to high group "Lower self-rating" = shoppers shifting from
high self - concept to mode grgups, plus those movin
moderate to low. .

**In 1975,:33%,of the panel shoppers gave hemselves a hi' self-rating,
48% gave themselves emoderate'seIf-ra,t n and 19% a ow self- rating.
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2. NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE SCORE

In.1973 A nutrition knowledge quiz was developed to get a broad measure
of nutrition knowledge among food shoppers.: Although the quiz items
were analyzed and subsequently revised substantially for the second pa-
hionwide study of nutrition knowledge, the identical quiz (from the'
1973 study) was administered to panel respondents.*

.

Shoppers Were divided into three groups -- low, moderate, and high nu-
ttiti&iknowledge. The analysis concentrated on movement between groups
from 1973 to 1975.

. .

One-fourth)of the panel responde hifted to a higher knowledge group
whiteTS%-Shifted lower, a net knowledge increase of 7%. All demo-
graphic subgroups demonstrated some g =ins in nutrition knowledge,
though some substantially more than o hers.

Younger shoppers gained mo in nutrition knowledge\
than Older shoppers.

s Proportional gains in nu rition knowledge were most
apparent within the hig socioeconomic status group.

Although there was a n 11% gain in self-concept Of
nutrition know ing less educated shoppers,
actual intr aces in knowledge were most apparent in the
college e. ated group.

410

*See "NatienallutritiOn Survey, Questionnaire Item Analysis," October -1974,
aryl °Food and Nutrition Knowledge and Beliefs," March 1974, prepared for

--Division of Consumer Studies, Food and Drug Administration, by Response
Analysis Zorporation.
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Table 2

Nutrition Knowledge Score -- 1973-1975

Panel Food Shoppers* (607)

Net Change
Increase Decrease 1973-1975

. .

Panel food shoppers (607). 25$ 18% + 7%

AGE

18 - 34 (190)

35 - 49 (216)

50 (193)

SEX

Male (56)

Female (551)

sopoutoNomic STATUS

Law (188)

---7,4iodel'ate (194)

High (225)

EDUCATION

Less than high school
graduate' (98) .

High school graduate. (343)

College (164)

33% . 19% +14%

25% 20% + 5%

211 17% + 4%

27%

25%

-24% 3%

18% + 7%

-22% 17% + 5%

26% 2210 + 4%

27% 16% +11%

11% , 13% \I-6%

27% 23% +14%

.27% '14% 413%:.

gle of how to read table: Twehty-five percent
of all panel food shoppers increased their nutri-
tion knowledge scores from 1973 to 1975, while 18%
decre#sed their scores, a net total of 7% higher
scores. .

S

. *In 1975k 31% of the panel shoppers had high scores; 33% had moderate scores,

4.2
an41 36% had low scores.

5
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r Qpinions about Food and Nutrition

j

- °Beliefs held abput food and nutrition

- Responsibility for nutrition

'4.
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1. PREPARI,Nd NOURISHING AAP, ECONOMIC HEALS ARE STILL PRIME CONCERNS

The first series of qUesti oris in 4e interview attempted to put. into
perspective, some of those concerns a shoppeilhomemaker might -have:

Nouri shment for fami1

Saying money-on food prices

Preparing le meals

Finding time to preiCare meals:,

Cooking new arid interesting dishes

As Tatri = 3 -vend saving .money
both yea ,. .

4'

Table 3.

Food-Related Concerns/

top the list of concerns

973 and 1975

Panel Food Shoppers (607)

Same Response Net ge
1973 1973 and 1975 1975 197 975

Mpst 'Impbrarlt -- "-

Saving money on food. .

,pt;ices 35% 188- 34V. - 1%
r

-t
Preparing meals that fret ,

family .wi 11 enjoy eating 12% .5% If* -:'5% al
.

Making sure that'my
family.eand Iget the
-'nourishment that we need" 41% . 28% 50% ,+ 9% ,

Other response 6% .

<2

S.

'4% - 2% .

Example of haw to head table: In 1973, 35% the panel
fobdshoppers Selected"saving ney" f a list of food-
related concerns as their trm.ar cone about f oa.
Suirtractlig the proportion givin the same respon both
-years-,(1 8%),,from th-0 figure (35% .7. 18%-i= 17%), equals the
proportion' changing their response from "saving money" to

- another response* on the panel interview. Simila'rly,
takirig*thi difference of the Static figures 18%, from the
1975 result; 34% (34% - 18% = 16%) gives the proRortion
switching to " saving money" as a response In 197f. -

111,
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2. BELIEFS ADDUT.FOOD AND-- NUTRITION

7

. In the _panel interview, food shoppers are as divided on the issue of

"nature vs. added vitamins as they were in 1973.

Slightly more shoppe;.s bel ie added vitamin C is as beneficial as

-'the natural vitamin (+3%). h of the increase is due to this in-

creased belief among less educated shoppers (+10%) and low socioeco-

DOMic status shoppers ( +9 %).

This question was characterized by shifts of one-third of the panel

khoppers:

o Fifteen percent correctly believed in the nutritional equality

of added vitamin C,in 1973 but not in 1975.

r.Eighteen,percent incorrectly rejected the notion of nutritional
equality of added vs. natural etamin C in 1973 but
accepted it in reinterview in J975.

Table4

Added Vitamin C Has the Same Benefit'asNatural Vitamin C

PA1 food shoppers, (667)
V .

AGE
. --?

18 -, 34 (190)

35 - 49 (216)
50 + (193)

SEX.

Male (56)
.Female (551)

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

tiegT(1.944
High' 225)

.EDUCATION
Lesi,than h(gh sitool

graduate (98).)-
H h'schooLgra4uate

t, Co ege (164) 4 ,

Panel Food Shoppers* (607)

Same Response

1973 1973 and 1975 19

,

36% 21%

40% 22%

4)% 25%
31% . 17% .

." 33% 4.7%

.' 36% 21%

27% 14%

37 %- 18%
44% 29%

,

4% 12%.

(343) 35% 18%

, .:47T
/. 4 * 7

3e'.,

ti

3

43%
38%
38%

Net Change'
1973-1975

+ 3%

+. 3%

- '3% N
+ 7%

..//6% - 7%
41% + 5%

4

36% 9%

36% - 1%
46% + 2%

36% +10%

37% '+
464 . - 1%



Most shoppers still do not feel that a vitamin pill can be substituted
for- breakfast.

In an attempt to discover something.about'how vitamins and their func-
tions are perceived, respondents were asked if skipping breakfast can
be made up for by taking a vitamin 011. Most said "no" ih both inter-
views.

Table 5 ;
Kt

jf You Skip Breakfast, Y'ou. Can-4iake Up for It

by Taking a Vitamin Pill

Panel Food Shoppers* (607)

Same Response
. Net,Change

1973 1973 and 1275' 1975 1973-1975
--°

Panel food shoppers (607) 81% '70% 81%

AGE I

18 , 34 (190) 85% ,J1 s 77% 85%

35 - 49 (216) 88% ' In' 81% - 7%

0+ (193) 76% 63% 79% + 3%

SEX ,.,

Male (56) 73%-

.Female (551) 82%

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Low (188) '14691.

Moderate (194) 85%

' High c225} 89%

EDUCATION .

Less..than high school

gT/iiie (98) 64%

Nigh` IC7,NkA graduate (343) 84%

--- College (164) - 88%

150

60%

71%

.52%

77%

81%

45%

75%

80%

ki + 9%

81% - 1% .

69%

87% . + 2%

89%

,

63% - 1%

80 -E. 2%

87% - 1%

-1
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In 1975, a fopd bell.efs index wasvAeveloped for use in the second
natjonwiae study of,food'and nutrition. ,,

The index was developecras-follows:

1 point -- "disagree" or "depends" response to Most
people can get enough nourishment if they
just eat things they like.

-. I point -- "disagree" with: Any food from the super-
.. market isgood for you.

:. . .-- .

1 point.-,- ."disagree" or "depends" respOnst to: B5tween-
meal foods are neVersas goo for\you as foods
you get at regular meals.

,i ,.

1 point -- "disagree" with: Weighingdpik,right amount
means you are properly nourished. '--.)..'

. 1 point -- "agree" or "depengls" response to: Canned
or frozen egetables are as nutritious as

.., fresh vegetables. .

1 point -- a "yes" 'response to: Is added vitamin C as
beneficial as fresh vitamin C?

Shoppers were examined for shifts in their beliefs scores.between mea-
surement periods. a

Overall, about twonthirds of the panel group.scored differently on the
two measures.,,. However, there were 7% more shoppers scoring higher in
1975 than'in 1973.

Demographic subgroup anajysis reveals few coftistent linear effects
within any ,variable:

A92: Only the middle age group decreased in score, while
younger and older shoppers,both had net increases of

-more than 10%;

Sex; A large proportion of male shoppers scoring lower
(46%) is contrasted with a 9% gain by female shoppers.

Socioeconomic Status: One in .ten shoppers in both high

and .low groups showed net score increases, while the
`middle group was stable.

Education: -ASS groups had4pigher beliefs scores, but
almost twice as-many high school graduates as others
increased in score..

0
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Table-4

Food Belief Index: 1973 aid 1975 .°

panel food shoppers (607)

'.AGE

18AP 34 (190)

35 - 49 *(216) ,

50 (193)

SEX

*11.059
Female (551)

SOCIISEcONOMIC STATUS

Low (188)

Moderate (194)

High (225)

EDUCATION

Less than high school
graduate (98)

High school graduate (343)

College *M41

*In 1975, the panel
,''the highest 'score,

6 points 13%

5 puts - 23%
14 Milts - 28%

Panel Food Shoppers* (607)

Higher Lower Net Change
Score Score 1973-1975

37% 30% + 7%

39% 28% +11%

29i4 36% . - 7%

40% 27% +14r

20% 36% -16%

38% 29% +-9%

40%

. 43%

36%.*

39%

37%

35%

30% +10%

34% - 1%

26% +10%

34%

28%

30%

shoppers' scores break down 1111;;ows: (6 points =
0 points = the lowest score)

.3 points - 23% 0 points - 1%
2 points 13%
1 point 4%

155
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3. ASSIGNMENT RESPONSIBILITY FOR NUTRITION

(""%-

The section in the 'nterview dealing with responsibility for providing
people with nutrit on includes several questions:

a- Who does the most now for making sure people get
nutritious and well-balancearini

s Who should take more responsibility for making sure
people get nutritious and well-balanced diets?

s Government participation relating to-food and nutri-
tion: -what is believed to be the current situation
and what is the desired situation? ,

15a
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About one-third of the shoppers shifted answers.-- 7%
in 1975 than 1973 said the government makes-sure that
is honest. This awareness increased most among mtddl
(+14%), men (+12%), middle socioeconomic group (+11%)
education group (+11%).

Table 7

Does the Federal Government Make Sure that

Food Advertising is Honest?

1973

foroed

shoppers

e -aged shoppers

and middle

}Jane] Food Shoppers* (60cl,

Same Response
1973 and 1975

/
Panel foodoppers {607). 58% 45%

AGE

18- 34 (190)

35 - 49 (216)

.50 + (193)

SEX

Male (56)

Female (551)

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

.Low (1188)

Moderate (194

High (225)

EDUCATION

Less than high school
graduate {9)

High school gradua

College (164)

*Percent "yes or think so."

C
54%

57%

61%

42%

47%

45%

64% 54%

57' 44%

59%

55%,

59% \t

58%

343) 577k

.59%

'39%

46%

46%

Net Change
1975 1973-1975

65% + 7%

60% + 6%

71%- +14%

64% + 3%

76% +12%

64% + 7%

62% + 3%

66% +11%.

67% + 8%

59% + 1%

68% +11%

63% + 4%
.
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While thene was a moderate increase in the wareness of golernmeht
action in the area of food advertising (+7 , t re was nVchange in

the proportion saying the government should be doihg this. Neverthe-
less, an overwhelming majority still agrees the government should en-
sure that food advertising is honest (only 3% shifted responses on
the panel interview).

Nor.was any change detected in the belief that_the federal government
should make sure that packaged, canned, or frozen food is safe to eat.
However, shoppers decreased their tendency to report that the federal
government should make sure that packaged, canned, or frozen food is
nutritious and good for you.

Table 8

Should the Federal Government Make Sure that Each

Packaged, Canned, or Frozen Food is Safe to Eat?

S d be doing

Should.not'be doing

Don't .know/no answer

Panel Food Shoppers (607)

Same Response -Net Change
1973 1973 and 1975 1975 1973-1975

98% 96% 98%

1% 2% + 1%

- 1%

Table 9

Should the Federal Government Make Sure

that Each Packaged, Canned, or Frozen Food

is Nutritious and Good for You?

PanelFood Shoppers (607)
k Same Response Net Change

1973

Should be doing '87%

Should not be doing 10%

Don't know/no answer 3%.

4.

@Less than .5%.

1973 and 1975 1975 1973-1975
.

74%-. 84-11--'---- - 6% N

5% 16% + 6%

3%

157'
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Table 10

Should the Federal Government Make Sure

that Food Advertising is Honest?

Panel Food Shoppers .(607)

1973
Same Response
1973 and 1975 1975

Net `Change.
1973-1975

Should be doing 98% 96% - 97% - 1%
Shoti Id-not be doing . 1% 1% 1%

Don't know/no answer 1% + 1%

15
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Nutrition Labeling

A

Reactions to nutrition libeling

Perceived benefits of nutrition labels

Evaluation of nutrition labels
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BOTH IN 1973 AND IN .1975, BRAND NAMES AND PRICES CLAIM THE ATTENTION OF MOST
FOOD SHOPPERS: OF LEAST CONSEQUENCE ARE RECIPES ON THE LABEL AND PERCENTAGE
OF MAIN-INGREDIENT.

Before nutrition labeling was introduced into each interview, food shoppers
were'asked to select from a card those items which food companies include
on some or_all labels now, items which they -- the food shoppers -- pay at-
tention to, and items whtch they could getlong without,

Majorities paid attention to brand name and price on both tnterviews. A
substantial proportion of shoppers changed answers from 1973 to the panel
interview. In 1975:

Sixteen percent more respondents say they pay attention
to date of manufacture or expiration.

Fourteen percent more shoppers pay attention to nutritional
value. r

Eight percent more shoppers pay attention to ingredient
amounts.

4
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Table 11

Items on "All or Some Food Labels" Which Food Shopper

Pay Attention to -- 1973 and 1975

Panel Food Shoppers (607)

Pay Pay
Attention_ Same Response Attention Met Change
to (1973) -1973'and 1975 to (1975) 1972:1975

Total price 74% 6% 73% - 1%
. "

Brand naive 58% 36% 54% - 4%

, Date of manleacture or
. expiration -43% 29% 59% +16%

-----' Listing of ingredilp 42% _ 24% 47% + 5%

Net weight or volume 43% 23% 43%

Food addttives,
preservatives

Unit price bribe per
pound, or ounce).

29 %

28%

17

16%
I.

+ 3%

13% 30% + 2%

,
Nutritional value (calo-

ries, vitamins,

,
minerals , 27% 16% 4i% .+14f

Number a 'ings - 22% 10% . 28% + 6%.

Percentage main
ingredient 20% 4% 19% - 1%-'

Amounts of ingredients 18% '7% 26% + 8% 4
Recipes 11% 3% 11% ,

None Of them , 1%

No opinion 1%

{Each column adds-to more than 100% because of multiple responses.)

@Less than 5!k. 11W
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1. NUTRITION LABELING_

A main objective of-the 1973 study was to establish baseline data for
consumer response to nutrition labeling before many food companies in-
cluded such labels on 'their packages, and before the possible,benefits
of nutrition labeling were communicated through FDA-sponsored adver-
tising to consumers.'

The concept of nutrition labeling was a novelty to most shoppers in
1973 and had only recently been introduced prior to the time
of the panel reinterview.

We have hereLreported those items Where some change is observed.

..

Importance 'of having percentage of U. S. Recommended
Daily Allowance of each vitamin a food contains.

Importance of having percentage of U, S. Recommended
Daily Allowance of each mineral a food contains.

Prefdience for nutrition labeling or recipes on-Tack-
ageNlabel.

Preference for nutrition labeling or information on
balanced meal on package label.

Likelihood of making use of nutrition labeling.

Willingness to pay for nutrition labeling.

,AP

0"
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Table 12-A

Preference on Food Package Labels:

Nutrition Labeling or- Foods toSerme with OrAin Package

to- Make 'a Well-balanced Meal

1975

Total

Nutrition labeling'

Balanced" meal

" i nformati on

.Both

Neither

Ho opinion/no answer

Panel Food §hoppirs (607)

19

' 1973,

Bal ihced No
Meal Opinion/

Nutrition Infor- No
"Total Labeling mation Both Neither Answer

100% 65%. 20% 8% 2%

64% 47% '8% . 3% 1%BM"'"'c
10% 3%26% 11%2

8% 1%165% 1% @

2% , 1% @ @- @

3% @ 1% 1%

Example of how to read table: Forty-seven percent of the
panel shoppers preferred nutrition labeling in both inter-
views, while 11% who preferred labeling in 1973 reported
a preferenc fqr balanced meal information in 1975. Each
cell entry s a percent of the total panel.

than .5%.

5%

2%

2%

I.
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Although shoppers, still prefer nutrition labeling over. balanced meal
tie 'proportioh doing so decreased by 4% while- those

favoring balanced rnkal information Increased by 6%. This represents
an overall shift tderard balanced meal information from 65%-n% in
1973 (a 45% spread) tp11%-26% /a 35% spread).

. ., 4
. :: Table 12-8 .

Preference on Food Package Labels:,i 4.,

Nutrition Labeling 1;,- Foods. to Serve win One in Package

Pane ood
shop'pe (607)

AGE-
0

18 - 34 (190)
35 - 49 (216)
50'+ (193)

To Make a Well Balanced Meal:
Panel Food Shoppers (

Balanced-Meal
Nutrition Labeling rnformati on Both

Net Net , NetN '-
Change . change Change
1 . 1973,- 1973-

1975 1976 , D973 . 1975 1975 ,...1973
973-

1975 1975- 1973

65%;

66%

71%

60%

t
61%3 - 4%

69 %" +' 3%.
,W4

62% - 9%

57% I- 3%.

20%1'

20.%

18 %'

Zl%

Male '08) 66% '54% - 8% 14%,

Femali (551) 65% 62% - 3% 20%'

SOCIOECONOMICwas
6.Low' (i88)0 tO% 51% + 1% 29%

-Moilera'te (194)
9

94) 66% 58% - 8% 19%

ifigh (225) 80% 75% - 5% 11%

EDUCATION

Less, than high-

school .gradu-
.ate (98)

High' school
graduate (.343) 67% 66%.

- College, (164)*" 78% 71%.

.

10

- 6% 28%

1% . 20%

--3% 13%

6 5

26% % .8% 8%

.
21% + 8% 7% - 1%

27% 4-'9% '9% 8% .,,- 1%

'27% + 6% ,% = 9% + 3%

,
'21% +7% 8% 14% + 6%

26% + 6% 8% 8%*

32% - +3% 10% % - 3%

27% + 8% 12% + 6%

18% ., +'7% 6%
L.

6%

.47.

410- :F130 8% - 3%

23% + 3% 8% 8%

20% +".7% 5% 9%; + 4%
,

)
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1975

,

, Table 13-A ..

Preference on Food Package

,Nutiltiqn Labeling or Rec ces

be1 s1,

Panel Food Shoppers 007)

Nutrition
-Total- Labeling

'V .
S

Total , 100% , 79%
.

Nettrition labeling ,81% 68%

Recipes - 8% 4%

,,,f Both
- 6% -. 5%

,

. 'Neither 3% 2%
,=.

No opinionOpo .

I

'21

- .

11% 5% 2% 3%

6% 4% 1% 2%

3% 1% 1%

1% 1% @

1% @,
I

No Opinion/
Recipes Both Neither No Answer

1973

answer .. 2% 1V .@
...!-

,- 4

Example of how to read table: SixtyLeight percent of the
panel- shoppers preferred nutrition labeling in both -inter-
vieys,'whi1e 4% who preferred labeling.in 1973 preferred
recipes in,1975. -Each tell entry is a percent of the to-

I

.tal panel.

:0Less .-5%.4

%..

160
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On being rei-nterviewed in 1975, on ents again overwhelmingly pre-
ferred nutrition labolingove recipes on food package labels. The
proportion doing so increas .by 2%, while that preferring recipes
decreased by 3%. This represents decreases across all but\ sub-
group in the proportion- reporting,a preference ,for recipes.

- Table 13 -B

Preference on Food Package. Labels:

Nutrition Labeling or Recipes

Panel' Food Shoppers -(607)

* Net Net _

Pi-efer , Prefer
Change u2

Both
Change

Labeling. Recipes
1973-

1973 1975 1975 1973 1975. 1975 1973 197571975

Panel food

shoppers (607) 79%. 81% + 2% 11% 8%.

AGE
1

,:18 - 34 (190)

35 - 49 (216)

.50 + 093).

SEX*.

Male (56)

4=1,
(551)-

SOLI' CONOMIC
STATUS

Low (18g)

Moderate (194)

high (225)°

- 3% .e% 6% + 1%

83% 82% - -1% 7% 9% + 2% 5%

83% 82% 1% 10% 8%.. - 2% 5%

74% 79% + 5% 13% 8% 5% 5%

'77% .75%

80% 82%

73%, 76%,

80% 82%

85% - 85%

EDUCATION

Leisi)an high
school gradu.,

aid". (94 67% '73% .6%
.

High school -

graduate (343) 82% 85? 3%-

, College {164) 85% 80% - 5%

11% 9% --- 2% 3% .6% + 3%

11% c3% - 3% 5%

15% 10% - 5%.

'.8% 71 1%

7%- --

20% _14%- 6%

9% -7% -'. 2%

-7% 7%

4% 5%

6% 7%

5% "
t--

-6% 5% - -1%

5% 11% + 6%
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Since 1973, the importance of having the percent of U. S. Recommended
Allowance of vitamins decreaspd among 26% of food shoppdrs in the panel and
increased among 22%, an overall decreate of 4%.

Proportional net differedces varied by'demographic, subgroup.

Slight gain in importance among youngest shoppers
(+2%), and decrease among those 35 and older.

Low socioeconomic status respondents reported a
net change of -8%, while derate and high status
shoppers reportbd net c nges of -3%.

A substantial shift in importance took place among
the least educatid shoppers with 31% saying it was
less important and 26% saying more important.

Table 14.

Importance of Having Percent U. S. Recommended

Daily Allowance of Vitamins on Nutrition Label

Panel food shoppers* (607)

AGE

18 - 34 (190)

35 - 49 (216)
50 + (193)

SEX )
,

Male (56) -

Female (551)
-

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Low (188)

Moderate (194)
. High (225)

Panel Food Shoppers (607)

Gain in
Importance
1973-1975 .

Decrease in
Importance
1973-1975

. .

Net Change
1973-1975

22%

24%
21 %'

22% .

. 33%
,21%

23%
19%
24%-

26%

-22%

28 %.

27%

'"24%

26%

31%
-2-%

27%

.

.

- 4%

t 2%

- 7%
- 5%,

+.9i
- 5%

- 8%
- 3%

-. 3%

EDUCATION

_Lass than high school .

graduate (98)'

,HighlOciol graduate (343) '.1
"College (164)

,

26L
21%
24%

31%
23%-

. 27%
- 2%
- 3%

*In 1975, 46% of the panel shoppers responded "very important," 291 said _

Hsomewnat,important," and 25% said "not too ImOortant" or gave &opinion. .

16:3
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The results were nearly identical regarding percent of U. S. Rtcom-
mended Daily Allowance of minerals on nutrition labels; more shoppers
on the-1975 panel interview said it was less important than did in

All subgroups reported such decreases.

Table 15

Importance of Having Percent U. S. Recommender Daill Allowance

of Mtafga)pn Nutrition Label

Panel

Gain in-
Importance
1973-1975

Food Sho ers

Decrease in
Importance Net' ange.

1973-1975 1973- '75 .

Panel food shoppers* (607)

A
AGE vP

18 (190)

35 9 (216) ,

50 + (193)

23%

25%

21%

23%

28 '-

26%

26%

30%

5%,

- I%

- 51.

- 7%

SEX

Male (56) 25% 26% TY,

Female.(551) 23% ,28% 5%

SOCIOECONOMIC.STATUS

Low. (188) 23% - 6%

Moderate (194): 21 %- 26% - 5%

High (225) 26% 29% - 3%

;EDUCATION

27% 30% - 3%
Les school

graduate

'Higy.school graduat (343) 21%' 26% - 5%

C011dge:-(164) 26%, 31% -5%

4.

In 1975, 40% of the..panel shoppers .responded "Very important," 32% said

"somewhat importaqt," and 28% said "not too important' or gave no opinion.

I
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Both in 1973 and 1975, large'majorities of shoppers said that they
Would use nutrition labeling as an aid in deciding whether to try a
new brand. here is a small net increase (2%) in the proportion
saying,"yes" to this quetion.

Younger shoppers (under 50) and high socioeconomic status respondents
reported an increased willingness to utilize nutrition labeling in
this deciiiom-making process.

Table 16
1.

"t±tould Mahe Use of Nutrition label as a Way

to Decide Whether to Boy a New Brand

1973-

anel food shoppers (607) 76%

AGE

18 - 34 (190)

35 - 49/(216)

44 50 4.193)

SEX

Male (56) 71%

Female'(551) 76%

SOCIOCONOMIC STATUS

.LoW\O x) 4

Moderate (194)

High (225)

80%

78%

71%

69%

80%

78%

4

Panel Food Shoppers* (607)

Same

and PIZ2e1973 and 1975 1975. 1G 3

64% ,--- 78% 2%

,

EDUCATION, -

Less ihad high school y

graduate =(98) , 63%

High saobl graduate'-(343) 79%

College.(164) 7B%

*Percent "Yes."

71% 85% " + 5%

69% 83% 4i 5%

57% 71%

59% 78% + 7%

65% 78% + 2%

#52%. 68% - 1%

,- 70% 82%. - 4- 2%

71% 84% + 6%

42%, 61% - 2%

72%, 86% - + 7%

66% 78%

$
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OFFIVE SUGGESTED POSSIBLE BENEFITS OF NUTRITION LABELING, FOOD

SHOPPERS SEE ONE OF THEM AS MORE LIKELY THAN THE OTHERS: HELPING

TO PROVIDE THEIR FAMILIES WITH. MORE NUTRITIOUS FOODS.
;

ilttA difference can be noted from comparisons of findings from the

initial measurement to the panel reinterview.

Shoppers do not show increased confidence in government protection of

,consumers -- e.g., a 4% proportional increase in reporting more con-

fidence in government protection as a least likely effect of nutri-

tton labeling.

Table 17

. Evaluation of Five Suggested Benefits

of Nutrition Labeling

Panel Food Shoppers (607)

Most Likely Least Likely

Same Net Same Net

NutritiOn Res Change --- Response ,Change

Labeling i97 973- 1973 and 19737

Will . . 1973 NJW 1975 1975 1975

Help me to pro-
vide cry family

with more nutri-
tious foods 28% 11 25%

Probably in-
crease ff knowl-
edge about nu-
trition in gen-
eral

Make foOd manu-
facture-ins pro-

duce food which
is more nutri-
tious

Giveme confi-
,-, -kiat the

g. e t is

19%

19%.

5%

gtae
gFer 16% 5%

Give me more
confidence in
the food I
buy 14%

No ()Onion 4%

@Less than .5%.

3% 29% 10% 27%.

184 21% 22%

12%.

. 12% 3% 16%

17% 16% - 1%

4% - 8%
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SLIGHTLY MORE SHOPPERS ARE WILLING TO PAY MORE FOR NUTRITION LABELING
IN 1975 711AN5RE WILLING IN 1973.

L. We were interested in assessing changes in willingness to pity fornutrition labeling among botiithose willing and unwilling to pay in1973.

Two groups compared' on the table below are:
. b
s Shoppers unwilling to pay for nutrition labeling in

1973 and willing to pay in 1975; and those who would
have paid 100 or 300 in 1973 and are willing to pay
more in 1975.

Those shoppers who, in 1973, were willing to pay at
least 100, who are unwilling to pay anything afall
in 1975.

Table 18

4ould be Willing to Pay for Wfilon Labeling

Willing to
Pay%More in
1973 Than
in 1975

Panel food shoppers (607)
1

AGE

18 - 34 (190

)35 - 49 (216)
.

50+ (193)

SEX
Male (56)
Female (551)

SOCIOECOODMIC STATUS
Low 1188) _.

Moderate (194)
igh (225)

.3, govarrox
Less than high school
graduate (98)

High school raduate (343)-
College (164

.0

ilooldPay
More in
1975 Than

.in 1973

Change in
Willing to
Pay More

1973-1975

22%

20%
24%
22%

32% 16%
21% 25%

23% 26%

H
26% 19%
19% 26%

25% 23%
23% 23%
18% '27%

24%

25%
' 24%

23%

172

+ 2%

+ 5%0

+I%

+ 3%

-.7%
+ 7%
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- Use of vitamins

- Food shopping patterns
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1. VITAMINS

About half of paryl food shoppers report vitamin usage in the family
-- about 5% filer in19/5 than in 1973.

One-fourth of the panel members switched reporting groups -- 15% were
1973 vitamin users andtecame non-users, and 10% were 1973 vitamin nor
users and became users.

Differences among shopper subgroups in vitamin consu comparing

the two measurements are:

Younger shoppers increased iq reported family usage of
vitamin middle -aged and older shoppers reported
7% and 8% iecl,ines respectively.

Les -'uca ed respondents dect-eased dramatiCally in

the proportion of family useof vitamins.

o. Low soc(deco is status gr rttp. also decreased.sub-.

stantially in tamin usager

Table 19

q Differences in Vitamin Consumption Ef' Subgroups 1973, 1975

Panel Food Shoppers (607)

'Someone in Family

Takes Vitamins.

Same-Response Net Change
i

1973 1973 and 1975 1975 1973-1975

Panel food shoppers (607) 53% 38% 48% - 5%

AGE -'

18 -.j4 (190) 59% 45% 61% + 2%
35z- 49 (2161 55% 39% 48% - 7%
50 + (193) , v 48% 33% 40% - 8%.

SEX
56) . 41% 25% 37% - 4%

F J551) . 55% 40%. 49% - 6%
...----.--,

SOCIDEPOMOMIC STATUS
/(188) 46% 24% / 32% -14%

Moderate (194) 55% 44% -56% + 1%
High (225). 58%. 46% 57% - 1%

.

EDUCATION ,

Less than high school e .

graduate-(98) P'42% 20% .- 29% -13%
L -High school graduate (343) 54% 39%...- 49% .. - 5%

Pliege .0641 60% - 49% 59% - 1%
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2. FOOD SHOPPING PATTERNS
4

31

We looked at several areas within the broad topic of food shopping pat- 44.
'terns:

s Open dating

Unit price Awareness

s Use of irigredienNist on label

Attitude toward balance of focid costs and proper
nutrition

4,

173

0

4
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OPEN DATING WAS SOUGHT BY CONSIDERABLY MORE SHOPPERS IN 1975 THAN IN
1973.

Only slightly more than half of panel shoppers looked for open dating
their last shopping trip before the 1973 interview; nearly three-4uarters
did so in 1975, 19% more shoppers.

The proportion of shoppers-Who looked for 6hit pricing the last time
they shopped increased by 10% over 1973. Nearl four in ten shoppers
were either unaware of or not sure about unit pricing -- this propor-
tion decreased to 30%-in 1975.

Finally, there was a 6% increase in the proportion of shoppers saying
they 'checked the list of ingredients on a food product.

17

There were few demographic subgroup differences among any of these
three items.

S

.
Table 20

Reported fn store Behavior

e

Panel Food Shoppers* (607

1973

Same Response Net Change
1973 and-1975 1975 1973-1975

Looked f:Or dates on products 54% 48% 73%, +19%.

Looked for unit pricing 40% 27% 50% +10%

Checked list of ingredients 43% 28% 49% +.6%

(='"".

*PerceAtPles.",-

?'
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The belief that they could cut food costs and still maintain proper
nourishment changed only slightly from 1973 to 1975 ( +2%).

Food shoppers who ;changed the most were:

middle ,socioeconomic status group
recorded a decline in this belief,
ng it into closer alignthent with the

ocioeconomic.group regarding this issue.
. .

The lowest education gi-oup and the hi est socio-
economic group which established a % and 7%
increase, respectively, in this b- ief.

Table 21

Fo645hopper Beliefs on Whether They Could Cut

Food Costs and Still Maintain Proper Nourishment

Panel' food shoppers (607)

,,

AGE .

18 - 34 (190)
35 - 49 (216)
50 + (193)

SEX
Male (56)

, Female (551)

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Low (188)

Moderate (194)
High (225)

f EDUCATION
Less than high school

graddate (98) /
High school graduate (343)
College (164)

Panel Food Shoppers* (607)

1973
Same Response
1973 and 1975 1975

Net Change
1973-1975

59%

60%

64%

56%

51%

60%

45%

,64%
69%

37i.

62%

72%

43%

45%
51%
35% ,..

26%
' 45% .

28%
41%
58%

22%
43%
59%

61

62%
66%
57%

49%
621
../

49%
57%

76%

47%
6(1%

75%

+ 2%

+ 2%
+ 2%
+ 1%

- 2%
+ g%

4%
- 7%
7%

+10%
- 2%
+ 3%

*Percent "Yes, could cut costs."

,v4
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- .4. Guide to Statistical Significance of Su.rvey.'Results

Results of all surveys based on a. sample of a population are subject to
sampling tolerances. The probable 1 imi ts such tolerantes can be esti-
mated by standard statistical methods. The sampling tolerances. vary With
the size pf the sample and the size of the percentages. For ex'ample, in
a sample of 600 interviews, if an Observed percentage result is 60%, 'the
chances, are approximately 95 in 100 that the,range 56% to 64% includes
the true pertentage for the. entire universe.

,

9
Approximate Sampling Tolerances

$
Size . 10% 20%. 30% 40% v 4
of.. ., 4 or or or or
Sample 90%i 80%

.

600 No 3% 4%

'550 3% 4%

350 4% 5%

200 . , 5% 7%
,

150 6% 8%

,

IMO 7% ---176%

50 , 10% 14%s

70% 60% 50.
,

5% 5% 5%

5% 5% 5%

6% % 7%

8% 9 9%
.

9% ? lea' 1D%

-11% 12% 12%
t,

16% 17% 17%

AP'
4
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,
To)erances are also invo ved in the comparison of resultp from two subgroups
of respondents 'covered by the study,,such,as adults 'with lest- than a high
school.,edu atido ,(98)'and those with a.highfschool_educafion (343). - If an
ot,seriedp rcentage result is at or near,604 for one group and 50% for, the
other, an one wanted to compare the"tre groups, ,there would have to be.a
difference of at-least 11% in order. for,it to be considered rreal differ-( ence and mistbased on chin'de alone. The ruder should note that al-1 sub-.

group- comparisons were made using two -jailed ttst\ofc'signi fi cande.
... ,

,

.,
--$ sip

__.

'..-
, '6ifferences Required far Significance

Size of 10% 20% -- Ai- - 40%

Samples . _41' or or ,.. or,.:\ or
Compared 90%. 80% .

.
70%-z- 60% 50%

550 and 350 8%

no 6%

5% ...
10% 10%

9%

9%:

9%

"
150 '7% '9% 10% 11% 11%

.. ..

1'00. 8% 11% 13% 14% 14%

50,404, 11% 15% .. 17% 18% 20%.

.

350 and 200 7% 9% 10% , 11% 11%

k 150 7% 9% 11% 12% 12%

100 .9% .11( 13% 14% 14%

50 11%-. -15% in 18% 19%

11% 12% .11% 13%

12% /14%-- 15% 15%

15r 18% 19% 19%

13% 14 , T6% 16%

16%* ,18% . 20% 2Q%

200and 150 8% .

100 '9%

----50 12% -

150 and ..100, 10%

0 1 i?;

100 and 50 14,

O

17% 19% . .2T% ,

V
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One modelof analy+Is which could be employed is the "turno'ver table" wi:tich
cross- tabulates a given' characteristic, at more than one 'point in time.
This tests whether the observed proportion of changers is significdntly
different than .5. This statistic is:

z

MO'

w.

Where X = "proportion shifting in one direction

P-= .5-
Ji = -sample size

4

P .4.05 if z. 1.96 .

P< .01 if z

4

ett

e

4

k.
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Panel 'Effects
.

3,
intKoduction to:the possible.presence of a bias knOvm .

panel effect. .Proper interprsetation of these- data must include some recog-
nition of the Potential biaseson'the results: What might appear to be a
significant change (or no change at all) might actually be caused by par-
ticipation in- the research or other factors. We are here primarily, con-
cerned With the potential biases resul tih§ from being i te.rviewed previously
or 'panel effect.

,Panefeffe t one risk of repeated interviews with respondentkis that
they may be, de more sensitive to the subject matter through mere partici- .

pation'in t e research._ The best means of_assessing panel sensitisation or
contariination. is through comparisons with people who were not prey iously in-
terviewed. All panel respondents had been interviewed once before_ in' the

first nationwide study and_ again in -1975. There also -exists «an ckmpretested
or neyrgroup.of respondents for comparison purposes -- the )975 second
nationwide survey respondents.

Assessing overall panel effect involves a comparison of the panel group
witbo control group (1975 survey respondents).

Panel.

Second nation-
wide survey

Measurement Period

1473_, . 1975

X X
a-7- Compari Ion groups

There weresix que *dons, in both the panel survey and second national
vey available for irect comparison.

Preference for nutrition4
labeling or information about'

balahced meals

Preference for nutrition labeling or recipes

Attention 'to -open dating

Attention to unit pricing

',Ay Attention to listing of ingredients

Knowledge that added vitamin C is a ,beneficial as the
., natural vitamin

s I

414
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Findings

Panel respondents had higher proportions in the primary answer category in
five-of the six questions. In one'question dealing wftnAespondent percep-
tion of tie nutritional equality of added versus natural Vitamin C, a knowl-
-edge.question, panel shoppers were more likely to agreejhat the added vita-
min was as good as the natural. (Q. 26),

'

Second Nation-
Panel (607) ' ,wide SurveLL1664)

Yes 39%4 9% 30%

No '50

-Qualified -

answer- 4 2,

Don't know. 8

(). 1115 panel "yes" -- 36 %)

(193 independent "yes", 34 %)

62

7

Panel shoppers also were more 'likely than tie 1975 survey shoppers to re-
port preferences of nutrition labeling- over recipes and -balanced meal in-
formation.

-

Preference of nutrition labeling or balanced meal information. (Q. 46)

if

t
-.Panel (607).

Second Nation- .

wide Survey (1664)I,
Prefer noteitionlabel,

Prefer balahced msal'
information .

.Want both
Q..

Want-neither

61%

26

8

-2

(-:,-)09% ---L--,42%

_
-

...*
37

12

4

:'

.
,

.

4

'4 (197 anel "prefer label" -- 65%)

(19i3 independent 'prefer Mel"

ti

"

2,
. -elk_

ws

V.
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'Preference of nutrition labeling or recipes. (Q. 45)

Prefer nutiltion.label

Preferreci es

14 both

Want neither

Panel,t 607

$1%

8

-6

3

Second Nation=
wide Survey (1664)

23f 58%

.17'

16

4

,(1973 panel "prefer label" 7-79%)
(1973 independent "prefer label" -- 79%)

Panel members also had a higher tendency to repoi-t looking -for unit pricing.
(Q. 11)

Panel (607)

Looked for unit pricing - - 50%

(1973 panel -- 40%) -
, 0973 independent - -'42 %)

Second Nati On-
wide Survey (1664)

9% --o 41% .

4

On other prefer4nce data the responses were closer.

Looked for dotes on products. (Q. 9)

Second Nation-
Panel (607) *. wide Survey-(1664)

Looked for dates on
products , 73% 2% 75%

(1973 'panel -.- 54%) . 'a

(1973: independent .- 57%177';

St

s

a
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'Checked list-of ingredients. (Q..121

Checked list of
ingredients 50% 4% 46%

Second Nation-
. Panel (607) wide Sdrvey.(1664-4

*O.

. (1973 panel 43%)

(1973 independent -- 42%)

The two labeling pieference questions and the added versus natural vitam4n
,question all reflect some panel effect. .In this instance, the panel data
are relatively stable across measurement periods while the two independent
samples reflect substantial.chang.a. The experience of being interviewed
appears to act as a stabilizing factor on subsequent response and, as
such is a goodpredictorof later response. Whatever real change took
pl amOng the population (as indicated by comparing_1973 and 1975 inde-
pe dent samples) is not reflected in tee panel.

,

other-result with-sign-Prima panel, bias is *looking for unit reicring.*
It is reasonable to-assume the inflation in the 1975 panel response to be
a result of the previous interview. The bias is not lessened when ad-
justing.for initial interview response and.must, then, be panel effect..

Only the .one question dealing with open dating is clearly free from any
panel bias. There is.a significant increase in looking for open dating
within the panel shoppers, from 54% to 73%; The-1975 panel figure,
is nearly identical to the 1975 independe4t sample rest/ t, 75%.

tare should be taken when generalizing from eitherthe reference or knowl-
edge data where the effect of prior interviewing appears to, predict sub-
sequent response. The reader should also note the other instance of pos-
sible effect mentioned above' -- that increased awareness Could set from
prior ,interviewing and be behavtorallymenifested looking fol..
unit pricing. This is, however7a.panel analysis -- one Where the topic
Of-interest is internal change As well as net change. Th erpretability
of gross change is unaffected. The interpretation of net is or
*changes-shouldpbe-tempered with' reader, knowledge of panel tamination.

4
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C. Research Methodology: Research. Methods,

Interviewing Experience, Knowledge Scoring

Sample, Resign for the 1973 Study

,;43

.4

The Response Knalyiis Corporation national- probability sample was used for
, tEis study. Sample locations and households were specified by the-sample

plan And in instructions to_intervieWers. None of the selection steps was

lefttro the discretion of the interviewer.

The sample-design inclOded the follorwing study requirments:

- A na al sample of homemakers or
sible for the food sipping in the
to as "main food hopper."

persons most resp6n- OP

household -- referred

A larger sarple of the younger homma
years of age, than would naturally
tysample.

kers, 18 to 49
occur in a probabiTi-

Thfs was accomplished by sampling the older group- at half the rate at

wht-c4-11 normtlly occurs. The unders-ampliog of-the 5£4 age group- was

compensatIA for. by appropriate weights in the computer pressing of
the study re,s6its so that total survey results would reflect the actual ,

distribution of younger and older adults in the study population, i.e.,
chief food'shoppers: ,

The sequence of steps used In the development "of the sample included:.

It Selection
-(counties

graphi,

lation ch
, =

of a national kanple of t3 primary are&s
or groups of counties) stratified by §eo-
r:gon, type of community, and other.popu-

risties.

,Selection of 600 interviewing 19tations or secondary
areal (Census enumeration districts-or blpck.groups)
for the national sample.

%. Select-fon of specific sample segments in each inter-
- vie ring location for field administration of the sur-

vey.

Screening,of sample households to determine whether
or hot there -was `a main !Pod shopper in the house-.

hold, and the shopper's age.
a

Detail on each of these steps is provided in Food and Nutrition: Know - -

edge, Beliefs", 1974. .

: - -4



Sampie Design for the 1975 Panel Study ,

A random selection of the 1500, 19/3 main food-shoppers was employed for
the panel. The sample design included specifications that the selection
be equally distributed among the three Knowledge Propensity groups. To
accomplish this, respondents %Ire stratified by high; medium and low
nutritio knowledge calculated,rom a series of questions which tested
nutrition-knoidedge. This JAms administered in the 1973 questionnai-re.
More detai s on the scoring procedures can be foundon page 46. Each of.
the propen ity groups was listed in order, fint by lOtation, then housing
unit number. Intervals for selection were calculated and a $samle of 900
respondeNts was selected,.300 from each group. !

A supplement .of 170 respondents was selected at a later tine to compensate,
for the respondents who had dropped out of the Sample.

Respondents assigned -1,070.

Moved.o'r unable to 3C7C-a-te 245

825Eligible for interview .

Interview Completion e

le respdndents

nterriews included in
analysis

Households riot completed

Refuseb, I.

No one at Owe,
other ncompl ete

. 74% Completion Rate

825

Verification of Complete4 F4terials

Interviews Used , -Number
in. Analysis Verified

607 103

*a 4

s

, 105.

113
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Data Processing and Weighting' 410

The 1973 weight factors were abpliedinAthe Oopessing,.of the survey data.
These weights were to compensate for'the undersamplIng of homemakers age
50 or older and for differences in completion rate among, interviewing,66-
tions.

1. Age weighting

Homemakers age ,50 or older were weighted up by a factor

of two. -

2. Location weighting

Weillfits were assigned to compensate for diffeences in
interview completion rAtes among interviewin'g locations.
The-weightfacton for each location was proportionate to
the number of estimated eligible respondents in each
location.

The'panel weighted datawas compared with the 1973 survey data on
the following characteristics:

Knowledge c.ore

Age

Sex

Education

Region

No significant differences were observed.and.it was determined that no
further weighting was needed.

Description of Analysis Variables for 1973 and 197 \Data

Region

States grouped as Northedst asus classifications of New
England and Middle Atlantic):

Maine, NeW Hampshiie, Vermont, Massachusettsi, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl7

vaida

ttates grouped as North Central {Census classifications of
East North Central and West North Central):

Ohio,-Indian, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Iowa, Missouri,' North Dakota, youth Dakota,

.4\

Nebraska, itansas. . °

` *
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States grouped as South (Census classifications of South
Atlantic, East South Central-, and West South Central):

Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,
West Virginia, Notth Carolina, .South Carolina,°r
Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, LouiSianaOklahoma, Texas

States gro -as West (Census classifications of Mountain
and Pacific):

uped

acv

Montana, Idaho, WyoMing, Colorado, view Mexico,
Arizona, Utah,lievada, Washington,-Oregon, Cali. '

fOrnia

pulation Density

a

-

-
Large metro area includes the to 25 Standard Metropolitan Sta-
tistical Areas (SMSA):

New York. Newark
Los Angeles . Minneapolis-St. Paul
Chicago Dallas

Anaheim - Garden Grove-Santa Ana
Seattle
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic
Buffalo
San Meg°
Miami

Philadelphia
Detroit
San Francisco
Washington
Bostoh
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Baltimore -

Cleveland
Houston

Nutrition Knowledge Score-

Higb =108*.points
,

-* Medium = 94 - l07 points

Low = 0 - '93 points -

4coreibased on following:

Is there one particular food adults need to e,healthyi

Yes = 0

Nit

fkit reported = 0

Can a person stay healthy if he/she is a vegetarian?

los.= 1
No,= -0

reported = 0

411
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Is added vfltamin C as beneficial as fresh vitamin C7,
- Yes = 1

No = 0

Not reported = 0

On the following items, respondents were given 1 point for each correct
answer selected and 1 point for each incqrrect answer which was not
selected.

oCotrect answers ale circled.

Nutrients that are easy for the body to get:

1- Vitamin A

Thiamin (Vitamtri---131)

0 Riboflavin (Vitamin B2)

Niacin

5. Vitamin C

6 Vitamin D

7 Vitamin E (not included in score)

Protein

Ocarbohydrates

at

Calories

12 Iron

13 Calcium

9,

= 7 poiq
None = 5 pointS
Not sere-. 0points

190

47
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Nutrients that are hard for the body to get:

0 Vitamin A

2 'Thiamin (Vitamin B1)

3 Riboflavin <Vitamin B2)

4 Niacin

® Vitamin C
.

-Vitamin D

7 -Vitamin E (not included in score)

8 Protein

9 Carbohydrates

: 10 - Fat

11 Calories

0 Iron

® Calcium

1

All = 5 points

None = 7 pOnts

Not sure = 0 points

191.
-r
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Nutrients that are stored by the body:

C) Vitamin A

2 Thiamin (Vitamin Bj)

3 Riboflavin (Vitamin.B2.)v

4 Niacin

5 Vitamin C

(I) Vitamin .D

(/) Vitamin E

Protein

9 Carbohydrates

Fat

(11)* Calories

Iron"

Calcium

All = 7 points

None = 6 points

Not sure = 0 points

a
C-.")

4
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'4." milk.
beef.

,Things
green peas

bread

doeS for the body;

areen',
Milk' . Beef Peas Bread

For the eyes

, .

For strong teeth' and bones

1 1

2

Builds drustie'ti4sue ® ®
to- repair body tissues 0 .01
Builds.. blood cells 5

s,

F4phts infections,

For the nervous system-

'Fdr healthy skin

For ,proper growthqf children

a

0

c

rd

a. 6 6

O 7'"

0. 0

2

O

On.

1

2

'3

. 4

6

J

Node ofthe above = 3 4 1 5

points poi nests point points

Don't know-or no
answer -- points
assigned to entire
question

e

o

'

-p

*s.
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: Milk

Beef
*., Green peas

Bread

.is a source of: \

.

Vitamin.A,

Thiamin (Vitamin B
.

Riboflavin (Vita in B2)

Niacin-

C

Vitamin D

Protein

Carbohydrates

Fat

Calories..

Iron

Calcium

4

Green
Mi 1 k Beef Peas jiread

-1 1 0* 1

2 .0

4 /® 0
5

6' 6

0 7

8 . 8 O ®
9 9O 9 9

10 10 10 10

11 11 ®0 12' 12 12

6.

g

No-items picked :-
points assigned to
egtire question, 0 0 0

S

Aft
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. Milk

Beef
has the same benefits as;

Green peas . -

Bread

Oatmeal

Fish

Rice

Navy Beans.

Chicken

Potatoes

Eggs

Macaroni :4/1

.Pqrk:andalimb

String beans
.

Caerots

Bananas

Peanut butter

Cottage cheese

r

Green

Milk Br Peas Bread

0t

. 10 10

11 11

12- 12

5
,

5

7 780
9

10

13 13
1'3

0 0 14 C 14

11

Don't know.-- points
assigned to entire-
question 0 0 0 0

t C-
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Socioeconomic Status

High = 9 - 13 points
44k

Medium = 7 7 8 poinii.

Low = 4 6 points.

Score based on following.L.,

Occupation:

Professional /technical :

"-. Managers/officers%
J

*.

Othe'r white collar

tBlue collar

Tempora)ily unemployed

Retired

Not reported

Education:

8th grade or less

High school incomplete

High school graduate

College indomplete

College graduate

Beyond college

Hot reported

Th

, 53

Points

4

: 4

2

.2

3.

3.
4

1

1

2

3

4
04.

5

6

3
14.4

RIVED

4
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Type of Neighborhood: Points

'Wealthy, society neighborhood.
High income and probably some

inherited wealth. 3

High
.

1

Moderate

Low

<An excellent. white collar

neighborhood. Doctors and

high paid ' executives.

A. good white collar neighbor-
1-lood, but not big executives.

Mostly white collar;.sorre
skilled blue collar craftsmen
as well.

Mostly middle level blue col-
lar; some. office workers as

well. .

2

2

Mostly lower level blue collar; -

no white collar. 1

Slum area. Probably many ,

families on welfare. 1

Not reported includes "Hard to

judge") 2

41.3.117-Ltir...........(:S.r.L.G. '01,4.4,44/0oam[Al,taug..... ..... grAer
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Self-concept -- Nutrition 'Knowledge

High ='7 - 10 poiots

. .2 Medium = 5 '6 perints

Low = 1 = tpoints

'Score based on a ppirition scale as 'follows:
.

10 Know a lot about nutrition (food scientists, horile
economists, dieticians)

Co

Quite a bit

I Some

-. Not too much

(

4

1 Know almost nothing about nutrition
mmp

aut.eamrigarr mama PIM 1416 625-1141 74* -3,
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